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BURNING

OIL.

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

Several l’eraou. I njured—I.o.« $1)0,000.
North to east winds prevail in the Middle,
Callous
South Atlantic and Gulf States; northwesterly
in the Missouri valley and southeasterly in the
Brush for applying in each bottle.
Nbw Your, Aug. 27.—This afternoon a
lower Lake region; elsewhere winds are variaBSTA CURE IS G UARAXTEKD.^&$
largo still containing several thousand gallons
ble. The temperature has remained nearly
cents.
For sale by all Drwggint*.
Price
stationary in all districts except in the upper of oil exploded in the South Brooklyn oil works
it and you will be convinced like thousands
Lake region and upper Mississippi valley where* at the foot of
Try
Huntington street,Brooklny. The
who have used it and now testify to its value.
it has risen slightly. Local rains have fallen
Aak for rtcfclotterbeck’M Corn and Wart
oil ran in every direction, and the
burning
in
the
Sonth
Atlantic
and
East
Gulf
States,
Solvent and take no other.
workiDg tied In terror. John Reynolds an old
nov23
sndtf
upper Lake region and upper Mississippi valley. Elsewhere generally fair weather pre- m an was overtaken and it is believed to be
vails.
fatally burned. Joseph Dennis was burned
Partly cloud; weather and local rairs are about the
face, and Michael (Javannagh about
indicated in New England and the Middle
118 Middle Street newly opened for Bale
the body. Samuel Love, a fireman, was thrown
Atlantic Slates, with stationary or slight rise
of above, and of current and standard SecondLocal rains are indicated
from bis engine on its way to the fires and sehand Books. Libraries and Collections of old books I in the temperature.
in the Lake region and Ohio valley on TuesPurchased.
Before the
verely injured about the head.
day, followed ou Wednesday hy fair weather,
firemen arrived another still exploded setting
10,000 Old Books Wanted Im- with stationary or rising temperature.
fire to the entire works, and the flames .continmediately.
ued to spread until the buildings were in ruins
indtf
•ufSO
LATEST MARINE NEWS.
Tho works were owned by Borne Scrymser &
Oo. Loss $60,000Sparks from the oil fire

harmless; is not a caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and
without leaving a blemish.

RARE OLD ENGLISH

BOOKS.

STORE

London, Aug. 27.—The Russiau bark Dido,
from Liverpool for New York, is ashore five
miles east of Baltimore, Ireland, leaky, and
will probably be wrecked.
The crew were

ignited the sulphur works of Daniel Gray,
causing damage estimated at $25,000.

SEQUEL TO THE STRIKE.

saved.

Atlantic Citv, N. J., Aug. 27.—The crew
of the fishing sloop Banger, which left here
yesterday about noon with twelve persons, arrived here to-night from Cape May Point,
where they were landed by the schooner A.W.
Parker of Taunton, Mass., the latter
haviug
picked them up in great distress,—after a
stcrmy night at sea without food or water.

Mutual

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.
Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
about
cent, inpremium

Which at

a

3Vs per

pavs

terest.

MAINE.

Better than the Savings Bank,

which gives

Three of the Bodies Found.

Wrllb, Me., Aug. 27.— At about noon yesterday the bodies of Greenough Thayer of
Cambridge and Miss Safford of Andover, who
were drowned a few days since while
bathing
at Ogunquit, were recovered at a point about a
mile and a half from where they were drowned
To-day the body of Miss Emma Gould was re-

insurance, pays about 4 per cent.
Interest, from which you may withdraw your deat any time, or neglect to make It. It is easier
to make money than to save it.
no

posit

Re ter than Tontine Policies in
other Com pa tires.
shown

as

by comparison of results.

covered.

Results Accomplished.

Reunion of ths fifth tlnine Regiment*
Old Orchard, Aug. 27.—The second annual
reunion of the 27th Maine Vetteran Association was held in Music Hall to-day. There

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over $3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving In-

policies

these

surance

have returned the pre-

miums with 4 to 6% per cent, compound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the country) have earned the past ten
years above paving all expenses and taxes, an

were 170 comrades present. The officers elected were: President, Edward M. Rand of Portland; Vice President, Seth E. Bryant, of Ken-

average of 4.27 per cent interest.

THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over
cent,

reserve

is

a

4

$3,022,612,

nebec; Secretary, Josiah Chase, Jr., of Portland; Treasurer, Lewis O'Brion of Portland;
Executive Committee, H. H. Burbank, Moses

per

8INCE1876 THE NORTHWESTERN has done

H. Hurd, Will S. Dunn, Howard S. Fall,
E. J. Getchell, Sr., Thomas D, Holey, N. E.
Spinney, Cyrus G. Marr, W. M. Staples, and
W. H. Johnson; Chaplain, Lewis O’Brion of
Portland; Historian, Col. James M. Stone of
Kennebunk.
After the election of officers
there was a banquet.

better by its policy-holders than any company
in the country. It needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their insurance in the Northwestern.

LITE AGENTS WANTED.
Th« above Endowment Po teles
Cor sale at

88

EXCHANGE
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Portlar* ri.
—AND—

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.

AGENTS,

T. T. MERRY

State

Liver-

Winthrop, Aug. 27.—Th* Methodist campmeeting at East Livermore has been in session
the past week, and was well attended and successful. It haB been under the charge of Rev.
A. W. Pottle, presiding eider of this district.
Many prominent clergymen and laymen were
present, including President Smith, of Maine
Wesleyan Seminary and Female College of
Kent’s Hill, Rev. A. S. Ladd of Bath, Campmeeting John Allen of Farmington, and

Booth by,

SPECIAL.

at East

more.

Portland, Maine.

V. Mott

Cainp-.TIeotiug

Agent.

Ine23eodtf

others.

THE SHAW FAILURE.
Shaw Will

ATLANTIC

here. He does not think the Park Bank
will cause much more trouble. The settlement
in regard to legal proceedings Wyman sayB
were instituted against Shaw as a non-resident
debtor, under the statutes of New York State,
and were merely for additional security in order if Shaw was taken within Massachusetts
to cause his arrest and compel him to give
bonds, virtually amounting to an attachment.
George W. Morse, Shaw’s attorney,has gone to
New York. It is estimated by many here that
Shaw will not return from Canada until some
understanding with the creditors is arrived at.
ors

Mutual Insurance Co.
OF MEW YORK

INSURE

AGAINST

MARINE

RISKS ONLY.
This Company will take risks at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policies to merchants, making risks binding as
■oon as water-borne.

j
A

open

Premiums

on

Marine Risks from

Premiums

on

58

Policies not marked off

1st January, 1882.
Total Marine Premiums.

1,616,844 85
$5,929,538 43

and
other persons
township.
whereabouts are unkdown.

ASSETS,===

General
f'ampmeeling at Alton Ray.
Alton Bat, N. H., Aue. 27.—There were
several baptisms at Alton Bay on Snuday, and
the campmeeting fclosed in the evening with a
stirring discourse opon the "Powers of Little
Things,” by Elder L. F. Baker of Concord,
N. H followed by one final prayer-meeting
effort to rescue the perishing.
Close

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6,1883.

Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 188!!,
to

40 PER CKilT.
Losses

Pa'*< in Thirty
After Proof.

Days

J. W.

MUNCER,

We have just patented

Belting which

a

new

Belting.

article In Robber

is sold under the

name

Advent

000 of the residue the estate is given to relatives.
The remainder, probably exceeding $100,000,
was divided into five portions as follows:
One
to the town of Plainfield, for the support of
the poor, one to the Sheffield Scientific School
of Yale College, ODe to the Hartford Hospital,
one to the city of Cincinnati,
to add to the
Woodward High School fund, and ono to
Lieut. Governor SumDer, Mr. Gallup’s son-inlaw. The Cincinnati property consists of iands
and buildings and was left to Mr. Gallop and
his wife jointly by Lemuel Woodward, Mrs.
Gallup’s father.

BELTING.
to alhrtio use

Kttond

The CViil of the Late David Galleys.
Hartford, Conn., Aug. 27 —The will of the
late David Galleys gives his wife valuable
property in Cincinnati. After her death $25,-

EIY7

RUBBER

Important

the

Gnunustics in Texas.
Galve ton, Aag. 27.—A special dispatch to
the News from Waco says: ‘‘A sonth-bound
passenger train on the Texas and St. Louis
Railroad last night jumped the track, and the
engine and the entire train landed at the bottom of a fifteen feet embankment
upside
down. Strange to say no one was fatally injured, and the only ones seriously hart were
Mrs. Chambers, who was badly bruised, and
her child, who had its thigh broken.
Brakeman Versheet had his wrist sprained.

9EXCHANGE ST.

COKRGHPOK

of

Railroad

J. D. JONES. Pretident,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vico pr<*tdens
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice P-ejidect
J. H. Chapman, Secretary,

PR TLAND:

His present

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

$13,17075.02
Dividend

County Treasurer Absconds.

Detroit, Aug. 27.—Evidence is now very
strong that A. A. Atherton connty treasurer of
Roecommou county hag gone
with
funds
amounting to about 815.000, of which SGCOO belongs to Roscommons Village, 85000 to Gerrish township and 81800 to Harvey Emery, a
poor man, with amounts belonging to various

1st

January 1882, to 31st December,
1882.$4,412,693

Stay in Canada for the Present

Boston, Aug. 27.—Wyman, the assignee of
F. Shan fc Bros., says Shaw will stay in Canada until hii presence is required by the credit-

of

GIANT BELTING.
oTbis Belting is made np with the usual plies of
Rubber, and, before putting on the out.
side cover, t is «t
in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
wilh the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. 1 he outside cover is
then put on Menmleft*, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made In the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
Duck and

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
It is rumored that the Crown Prince Ctrios
of Portugal has beeu betrothed to Archduchess
Maria Valeria, third child of the Emperor of
Austria.
The coal companies have agreed upon an advance in tbs price of coal September 1st; grate,
10 cents; egg, 15 cents; stove and chestnat, 25
cents,
Five heifers have died since last Thur-day
and others are sick at the "J. D. Brown
place in Concord, wnioh is used in connection
It is bewith the government quarantine.
lieved that they have been poisoned maliciously, as about a pound of paris green was found
near their drinking place. They are consigned
to the Messrs. Leonard of Mt. Leonard, Mo.
A cablegram from London says that the
statement t'at 23 workmen have been killed
and 17 injured by the falling of a scaffolding
of Bavaria’s new palance at Lake Chimin, is
denied.
Ileavy frosts occurred at Warren, Haverhill and other places Sunday night and the
com, etc., were frozen.
The United States steamer Portsmouth arrives at Portsmouth today, as will also Secretary Chandler in the Tallapoosa.
Seventy-eight persons died from cholera in
Upper Egypt Sunday and three in lower
Egypt, including one British soldier at Suez.
The directors of the Farmers’ Bank of Richmond, Ind., have given notice that the affairs
of the bank will be closed up, hut that all depositors will be paid iu full alter September

Motioned together,.that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after bein
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
■peed or in damp places.
We particularly call tbe attention of all Mill owners to this.Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the flrrt cost Is only about ten
per cent more than belting made in the ordinary
way. We believe t ”'*11 wear more than double the
length of time. For neavy main belts you will find
it superior to anything made. It Is also superior for
KnaleHM Belts, as we stitch the splice in such
as

way that it

cannot

nepnrate.

Try Our Giant Belt.

We will Warrant

Satisfaction.

Samples and quotations furnished

on

application.

REVERE RUBBER CO.,
175
UevouNhire Nl., Ronton
57 Rende "t., New York.
Foetorie. b« t hrlnrii, Jlu...
mar2Geod3min Gtsep
173 dr

For Sale.
house No. 6 Park Place pleasantly located In centre of the block, nine rooms. A
Hood opportunity for any one seeking for a snng
PEN SHAW,
and eomfortable home
48*/a Exchange St.
aug20deod2w'

BRICK

|

3d.
A despatch from Cape Town sayB that before O’Donnell, who killed James Caroy, the
informer, was commuted for trial he said to
the magistrate, “1 am not guilty of wilful
murder. The killing was done in self-defence
Carey drew a revolver from his right.
and I snatched it and shot him.”
hand

pocket

MORNING, AUGUST 28, 1883.

TUESDAY

THE OHIO DEMOCRACY-

1 THE SOUTH EASTERN.

Its Corruption Exposed.

Bradley Barlow rays that the Syndicate
hac Bedded to Purchase the Road.

ers.

4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N. Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y.
Mining Exchange,
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to
Chicago
N. Y. Branches ) 058 Broa iway, cor. 28d St.
connected by Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wiresJ 340 Broadway cor. Leonard St.
eodtf
Jly23
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PORTLAND,

udgment Against the Western Union for
Attnrhiug Conditions to the Acceptance
of Messages.
New Yoke, Aug. 27.—Judgment was given
Saturday against the Western Union Telegraph
Company for if ICO penalty in the two suits
brought against it by Messrs. Thomas Marvin
& Co., New York, in the first district civil
court, where the cast* were tried before Justice
On July 26th,
Angel about two weeks ajfo.
one of the
plaintiffs presented at the main
office of the Western Union Company two dispatches, to be sent to Oil City, Pa., and offered
to pay S20 for their immediate transmission.
The clerk to whom he presented them said he
would take the dispatches "subject to delay,”
but did not say what might be the canaes nor
how long the duration of the delay. In the
office were hanging placards, informing the
public that despatches would be “subject to
delay and to mailing enronte if necessary.”
Mr. Marvin would not allow his dispatches to
J

be taken

the conditions the company proposed to take them on. Asserting that the
company had practically refused to take and
send bis dispatches, be brought suit to recover
tbs penalties provided by the Revised Statutes
Justice Angel holds that the refusal of the
two messages was a single act, and therefore
awards the single penalty of $100.
on

WASHINGTON.
Memorials to Prosidont Garfield.
Washington, Aug. 27.—After the death of
President Garfield there were several projects
for the bnildmg of hospitals as memorials.
The indications now are that the hospital projects will fail and will be merged in the monument. The monument is under the charge of
the officers of the Society of the Army of the
Cumberland, who already have some two
thousand dollars collected.
Mrs. Garfield
favors the monument, and is said also to approve the proposition to transfer the subscriptions for the hospital to the monument fund.
Dazing on Practice Ships to be Investigated.
a special from Annapolis says the practice
ships Dale and Constellation will arrive at the
Naval Academy to-morrow, with about 15 of
the cadets

on

board

the

Constellation.

The

students belonging to the class that entered
the academy in June and September, 1882,
havo been reported to Snperintendenl Ramsay
for hazing members of the next lower class,
and will be. tried by coart martial upon the
arrival of the ships. Capt. Ramsay declines at
present to give the names of the offending
cadets, but he expresses a determination to
break up hazing if be can do so by any means
in his power.
New Silver Vault—The Secretary of the
Treasury.
Plans have been completed for the proposed
new silver vault, to be located under the cash
room of the Treasury Department.
The storing capacity of the vault will be 23,000,000
standard silver dollars.
Secreiary Folger is not expected at the
Treasury Department before next week. Judge
French, who is acting as Secretary, will leave
Washington Wednesday morning for New
York to accompany the Northern Pacific railroad excursion party. Daring his absecce and
until the return of Secretary Folger, Assistant
Secretary New will act as Secretary.
General Notes.
The Baltimore authorities, in view of the
appearance of yellow fever among vessels sailing from Southern ports whoBe destination is
Baltimore, have directed the police to commence a house to house visitation for sanitary
purposes
According to the forthcoming report of the
Postmaster General, daring the past fiscal
year three thousand post-offices were established. The greatest increase is in the South
and West, but owing to the discontinuance of
other offices the net increase is about two
thousand. This gives abont one post-office to
every one thousand people in the United
States. Theie are six thousand money order
offices.
Ex-Postmaster General Creswell, the representative, as the Maryland Republicans still
put it, of the Stalwarts, seems to have been
defeated by the half-breeds iu the reoent
county contests which have taken place in that
State.
The Bureau of Engraving and Printing, at
.the request of the Russian government, has
collected and bound iu Russia leather a copy
.of every note and bond printed by the United
States. The Russian government, on account
of the superiority of the paper used by this
country, contemplates having some of its note
printing done by private companies here.

ASSACHUSETTS.
Government.
Boston. Aug, 27.—The facts of the Gardner
bequest to the government, mentioned a few
days ago, are these: John Gardner, of Charlestown, Mass., died early in 1876.
By bis will,
dated Jan. 17, 1862, (proved in Probate Court
of Suffolk county, April 17,1876), after providing for payment of certain annuities amounting to $600 per year, and certain legacies
amounting to $7,000, the testator devised the
residue of his estate to the United States, declaring it to be his wish to contribute bis mits
towards the suppression of the rebellion. The
real estate consisted of a house and 6,424 feet
of ground corner Main and Alford streets,
Charlestown—appraised value $10,000. Three
the town of Medford, Mass.,
asres of land in
$350. A farm in Dallas county, la., of abont
220 acres, appraised at $8,000. The personal
property was appraisod at $18,280. The executors of the will paid all legacies, debts, repairs,
taxes and expenses of administration, amounting to $15,836, and tamed over to the United
States a mortgage for $5,200, (sold for $4,800
by United States) and cash to the amount of
$2,560. The United States has disposed of the
Cliarle town property
real estate aH follows:
sold for $10,675, of which $6,675 is still due.
Medford property sold for $350. fowa farm
sold for $5,511 50, of which one-third has been
Total amount realized by United
paid in.
States, $23,890; paid into treasury, $13,417;
expenses of sales, $130; purchase money notes
due October, 1883, and October, 1884, $10,049
A

Clift

to

the

Catting Freight Kate*.
It is publicly asserted at Chicago that east
and west bound freight rates are being freely
and almost openly cat. It Is also specially asserted that a rebate of 10 cents per 100 pounds
is being offered grain shippers from Western
points, and that a rebate of 80 ceutB per 100
pounds is being allowed ou butterine. It is alintimated that the Delaware, Lackawanna
and Western railroad company is cutting westbound rates, and an instance i
given of tea
shipments wtiere a shading of 30 cents is being
allowed between New York and Chicago.
It
is further declared that Joint Agent Moore has
to
Now
York
to
consult
Commissioner
gone
Kink on the situation.
Will Not Consolidate.
Lowell dispatcher indicate that so far as the
Lowell syndicate is concerned, the proposed
cousolidrtion of tho Now England telephone
companies is abandoned.
This practically
ends iho scheme.
so

The

West
of

a

Yacht Mystery.

Falmouth, Mass., Aug. 27.—Portions

life-preserver have been found

the enIt is undoubtby the crew of
at

Great Jlarhor marsh.
of Ibo preservers used
edly
the yacht Mystery. Parties are now searching
Countless numbers of eels
Great Marsh.
make the marsh their home,and if the remains
are concealed
and
have drifted in
by the tall
marsh giess, all chances of identification will
trance to
one

quickly disappear.

Tho governor of Salonica, recently
by brigands, has been rescued.

captured

What it Costs to Buy a Democratic
County Convention.
A

Democratic Paper Repudiates
Hoadley and His Methods.

Cincinnati, Aug 27.—The Commercial Gazette of yesterday has the following interesting
the amount paid delegates for their votes in the recent Democratic

particulars regarding
County Convention:

“From what has been gleaned it can be stat
ed that the price paid to eight wards for the
work and Bupport of their delegations was $10,926, which was supposed to be divided among
92 delegates, almost $120 a piece. The Eleventh Ward delegation numbered 13, and for
This
these votes, it is said, $2,000 was paid.
large amount, it appears was due to a doable
payment. One liuudred dollars was the common price for a delegate’s vote, and $1,300, it
is asserted, was paid to a member of this delegation. As soon as he had the money in his
grasp he hied himself to some other clime,
taking the ‘boodle’ with him. His brother
delegates, of course, refused to deliver tha
goods to the combination until they had been
‘fixed,’ and another $1,300 had to be paid
down. The Eighth Ward delegation—12 in
number—came in for $1,200. In the Sixteenth
Ward delegation there was a break made, five
out of the thirteen delegates voting for but two
of the slate candidates. The price agreed upon
for this gang was $1,300, but in consideration
of the fact that the five had bolted they wen*
docked $10 apiece on the settlement, and the
delegation, therefore, costs only $1,260. The
Twenty-second ward delegation was not so
high-priced as the others, they only receiving
$50 each for 15 delegates. When the mono .’
was divided the executive
committeeman put
in a claim for a ‘divy.’ As he was not in the
convention and did not vote, the delegates
refused to allow him a share. The matter was
finally referred to Col. Morrow, as referee,
and that gentleman decided that the executive committeeman was not entitled to anything, as he did not vote. He was, however,
iuformed that he ‘could get his work in' on
election day.
The delegation—21 strong—
from the Twenty-first ward oame in for $2100.
The 11 delegates from the Eighteenth ward
did not receive the standard figure. Their reward was $825, or $75 each.
As to the Twenty-third ward there is some mystery. The
price paid was $1,500, while there were but
14 delegates.
The supposition is that an alternate, or executive committeeman, or, perhaps,
an
to squeal and was
threatened
outsider,
off.
The
bought
portion belonging to
a
Precinct A was
divided
in
saloon
at No. 741 Freeman avenue, on Wednesday
and
the
over
the
division
is
sight,
quarreling
what let the cat out of the bag in that auarter.
In precinct A, of the twenty-third ward, there
were two tickets out at the primary election.
Both lists of names were those of roughs, but
one of the lists was called a reform ticket. The
reformers' ticket was elected, but when they
went to take their seats in the convention they
found their opponents occupying them. Something akin to a fight ensued, and Lew Bernard
was sent to ascertain the cause.
He explained
to the reformers that there had been a contest,
and they having failed to appear before the
committee on credentials, the seats were given
to their opponents.
Bernard was directed to
go to McLean and inform him that they (the
reformers,) intended to take their seats. The
amusing part of the matter is that this reform
delegation received the $800 and supported the
slate.’’
Columbus, Aug. 28.—With Judge Hoadly
ill, ami with a manifest disposition to ignore
the entire Democratic ticket by a large number of old line Democrats, and an Executive
Committee largely of the Bookwaiter school,
the slaughter of Mr. Pendleton by the MeLean-Bookwalter combination has had the
effect of discouraging even the managers of
the campaign. The great strain which Mr.
Hoadly has been subjected to during the past
two months leads to the belief that he will not
recuperate sufficiently to take the stump for
some time.
His appointments for the coming
week will be withdrawn to-morrowThe folremarks
in the Capital (Democratic)
lowing
to-da. have created a decided sensation in political circles, and undoubtedly reflect the sentiments of a very large number of Democratic
voters who refuse to indorse
the methods
adopted by the candidate for Governor which
resulted in his nomination:
“We have acted publicly with the Democracy while its sagacious counselors, well-tried
leaders, and eminent statesmen, were directing its destinies, and it is because we would be
recreant to tnoae principles,
iraumions nun
teachings if we longer continued to follow
or
that
Bookwaiter
at
this eleventh
Hoadly
hour we fearlessly and unhesitatingly call a
halt. We will not be paraded as the chattel
of John Wesley Bookwaiter or George Hoadly.
No convention of corrupt and purchaseable
delegates shall transfer its proprietary interest
in our allegiance as a Democrat to the highest
bidder. No trading millionaire in newspaper
back offices in Cincinnati shall divide the
spoilB of the Ohio Democracy without our indignant protest being heard against the usurping act of the wretoh who sells and
the treason of the
autocrat
who
purthe
chases
franchises
of
a
betrayed
Hence
while
people.
passively recognizing the honorable gentlemen whose names
the 8tate ticket by unbought
were placed on
suffrages, we shall oppose the election of Hoadthe
and
friend
ly,
ally of Bookwaiter, whose
methods of securing political preferment have
already received the deserved and the unqualified condemnation of all honest men. The
head of the Sta.e ticket has but simply emulated the example set him by Bookwaiter, and
to-day this same Bookwaiter has preempted
the right to purchase the legislature, (if Democratic), as a condition of his Bupport of Hoadly for governor. The so-called new Democracy
has succeeded in defining the lines separating
it from the party of Jefferson and of Jackson.
Its fundamental principle that the offices shall
be knocked down by the highest bidder will
never be accepted by men who believe in a republican form of government, and who have
patriotism enough left to desire the perpetuation of democratic institutions.”

REFORM INDEED.
Bow the Republican Mini*] Conical Commit to*
of
Ponnoylrnnia
Appeal* for
Funds ihi* Year.
PhiLADElpaia, Aug. 27.—The following is
the circular asking Republicans for contributions to the compaign expenses of the pending
election, which has been issued by the Republican State Central Committee of

Pennsyl-

vania:
Dear Sir,—You are aware that the present
campaign in Pensylvania is important, not
only on account of our local issues and candidates, but of its bearing en the election of the

next President and the settlement of the tariff
issue. By reason of the absence of all popular
excitement tbe polling of the Republican vote
of the State will be attended with more than
The Repubordinary difficulty and expense.
lican State Committee is compelled to call upon the friends of tbe cause for the funds necessary to sustain its efforts in this direction and
to defray the proper and legitimate expenses
of the compaign. I have the honor to solicit
from you such contributions to its treasury as
your devotion to the party may prompt you to
make.
You are doubtless aware that the present
laws of the United States and Pennsylvania
(which laws shall be faithfully observed by
this committee) prohibit the assistant of officeholders for political purposes, and that heretofore the expenses of our campaigns have
been very largely borue by this olass of our
citizens. The right, however, of all to send to
their
committees
amounts determined by
themselves, is not questioned either by the
law or public sentiment.
The appeal of your
State committee is
therefore directed to all whom it has reason to
We are
believe are willing and able to give.
asking of you as a Republican citizen, and ask
only for such contribution as you feel you can
and ought to make.

Chairman Cooper states that the circular
will be sent to all well known Republicans
throughout the State, whether occupying public positions or not, and that under no circumstances would anything like an assessment be
attempted, nor would any effort be made to
coerce the paymeut of a contribution.
MINOR TELKCBAMI.
A heavy froat fell in the vicinity of LittleN.
ton,
H., Sunday night. The crops were
too far advanced to be damaged seriously but
the gardens aro somewhat Injured.
Eugene O. Brigham, tax collector at Marlboro, Mass., was robbed'Saturday and between
£200 and £300.
Commissioners from t rance

to

the

Boston

exposition arrived at New York yesterday.
They leave for Niagara, and will reach Boston

next week.

August Riodel, the Gorman painter, is
dead.
Gen. Shormun has telegraphed to Washington the safo arrival of himself and party at
Vanoouver barracks, Washington Territory.
They left there yesterday morning for San
Francisco.
Mary Churchill, who disappeared from her
home at St, Louis, Mo., a week ago last
night, whs fonnd in Keokuk, Is., yesterday
morning.

Samuel Hooper, a grocer at Portsmouth, asLiabilities unknown but
signed yesterday.
light.
Henry Jones was hanged at Raleigh, N. C.,
yesterday for murder of ex-Deputy Sheriff A.

H. Blake.
Ebeu W. Fiske, sheriff of Middlesex county,
died at Waltham yesterday morning, age 75.
The weavers’strike at Ashton, England, is
virtually ended. It is expected that the employes will resume work WodneBday.

MISSPHEBE COUZINS MISSING

edness of the road, about 83,500,000, providing
satisfactory arrangements conld be made with
the creditors of the Sonth Eastern. A contract has been signed by Mr. Barlow and the
capitalists represented In the syndicate wherein

Mr. Barlow ugrees to transfer his interest and
relinquish bis right in the Sonth Eastern for a
specific amount and the syndicate agrees to
purchase conditioned on its being able to effect
arrangements for buying up the claims which
various parties have against the road.
The
attitude which the Caud.au Pacific Railway
of
claim
Company assumes regarding if*
nearly
81,500,000. against the South Eastern will determine the matter of the proposed sale.
Mr.
Barlow said that the Canadian Pacific syndicate will accept the proffer of the money to satisfy (heir claim and will not stand in the way
of the purchase by tbe Chapman syndicate.
He stated that neither tbe Central Vermont,
Grand Trunk nor Canadian Pacific Railways
are in any way connected
or associated with
the Chapman syndicate in the proposed purchase of the South Eastern.
Rumors to this
effect have beau in escalation again, but the
most preposterous report which gained currency was that Vanderbilt was interested in the
acquirement of the South Eastern. Tbe subject was broached to Mr. W. H. Vanderbilt
during his recent trip to the White Mountains.
The great railroad king was very much puzzled
to locate the road in question on the map of
North America. Mr. Barlow said it was trne
that negotiations were in progress between the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company and exGovernor Horace Fairbanks and others representing the interests of the St. Johusbnry and
Lake Champlain Railroad for tbe permanent
lease or purchase of the latter road, and the
formation of a line via Rouse’s Point, Swanton and St. Johnibnry to Portland and Boston,
The possibility of sneli an outle being found to
New England for the basiness of the Canadian
Pacific, and the consequent leaving ont in the
cold of the South Eastern Road, naturally has
its effect on tbe negotiations in progress for tbe
sale of the Sonth Eastern to the Chapman syndicate.

NEW YORK.

Pleav.
The nominal indebtedness of tbe firm
is placed at $117,940, while the actual liabilities are only $132,940. Tbe nominal assets are
$91,047, and tbe actual assets 823,877.

Liabilities of Geo. Wm. Ballou Sc Co,
Geo. Wm. Ballou Sc Co. presented a statement of their liabilities, in which the actual
figures of tbe latter were Bomewhat smaller
than $750,000, aB heretofore published in the
newspapers. It was thought that tbe firm
would be able to collect sums due them from
their customers and be able to resume business
in a few days.
Monate Labor Committee.
Tbe Senate sub-committee on labor and education commenced its session to-day. Frank
R. Foster, secretary of the trades union federation, addressed the committee at some length
and held that the workingman had just as
much right to organize and fix the value c r
price of their labor as tbe Standard Oil Company, grain or'other merchants had to set the
price of oil or other commodities. Hyman
Phillips of Cincinnati, a delegate to tbe trades
federation union and a cigar maker, strongly
denounced tbe custom of employing children
in the manufacture ol cigars.

Eastern railroad had been sold to a New York
syndicate; the directors here deny the truth of
the statement, as they alone are authorized
to make a sale. Tde secretary and treasurer
state that no definite offer has yet been made
for the road,

Women's

Explain*

ihe

Hea*on for the Htniden Hu*pen«ion of the
Po*tn>a*ter and several Clerk* in tho Atlanta Office.

Washington, Aug. 27.—At 6 o’o'ock p. m.
Saturday Inspector Sharp, of the Postal Department, called on Postmaster Conley, of Atlanta, tia. The entire service of the office
ranged themselves in a circle around the inspector, and he announced that he had in his
hand a document removing several officers,who
were asked to step aside, as follows;—Benjamin Conley, postmaster; Charles Fuller, money
order clerk; Robeit T. Raines, assistant; Miss
Libbie Fuller, stamp clerk; Frank Reiman, assistant registry clerk; C. F. Smith, clerk in
general. The announcement created an unbounded

sensation.

The

parties

taken

were

completely by surprise, and prpfessed total ignorance of the canse for the action. Against
PostinaBter Conley’s personal character there
could be no charge. The maiMharge is against
the financial management of the office. Hence

air

month*

a

doflolt In

llih

uccouuL

of the Atlanta post office of £8000 was reported
to the Postmaster General.
Without satisfying the Postmaster General that the responsibility for the loss really rested on his shoulders
the cashier of the Atlanta office assumed it.
The Postmaster General, not being satisfied,
ordered an investigation. The report resulting
from this inquiry convinced him Postmaster
Conley, and not his cashier, was responsible for
the deficit. Thereupon, the President being
absent, he crdered Postmaster Conley’s suspension.

FIRE
Fnrm

Temperance

Cnion.

Setting

the total force connected with the mooey order
department has been removed.
Postmaster General Gresham, being asked
last night to explain the summary suspension
of Postmaster Conley, of Atlanta, said that he
had suspended him becanse his office, one of
the most important post offices in the country,
was so loosely and dishonestly managed.
In
this respect it was the worst in the country.

Snmft

Christian

Tbe convention of tbe National Women’s
Christian Temperance Union, at Round Pond
Lake, N. Y., closed Sunday. The services
and several addresses
were largely attended
were delivered
by Miss E. W. Greenwood of
Hunt of Hyde Park,
Mrs.
S.
Cincinnati,
Mary
Mass., and by the President, Mrs. Mary 8.
Burt.
A Great Raft of Lags Towel from HI.
John la New York.
Tbe great lumber raft which has beeti en
route from St. John to this city since tbe 7th
inst., arrived on Saturday. Tbe tugs Cyclops
and Haviland brought tbe 830,000 worth of
timber on the long voyage. There was little
of interest the first two days out, but on the
10th inst. a fog came, but, after lasting two
hours, cleared. A heavy easterly wind took
its place, tbe waves breaking over the raft to
tbe height of thirty-five feet at times. The
tegs were ahead of the raft, tandem fashion,
the Cyclops being astern the Haviland, with
three 8-tnch hawsers leading to tbe raft. Suddenly tbe wind died, leaving a heaving swell
on that would surge tbe raft ahead faster than
the tugs were going, and then fall into tbe
trough of the sea, threatening to pall tbe bitts
oat of both vessels.
That night they put into
Boothbay for a harbor. The next day, after
under way off Half-way Rock, the
awsers of the Cyclops parted fifteen feet aft
of tbe stern-rail, having 100 fathoms out. Tbe
raft labored heavily. At the risk of their
lives Captain Patterson reached it in a dinky
and got a Dew hawser fastened. Every wave
that struck tbe raft went over it, tbe men
lying flat to keep from being washed overboard. After three hours’ hard labor they
got a hawser to tbe raft and put into Portland.
They left Portland on the 14tb. On tbe 16th
they were caught in a storm off the Highlands
of Cane Cod and bare an far PHivinnatown.
Seas
Sheered
tbe
raft
round at right
angles with tbe tags, tbe waves runniDg higb.
Tbe men could hardly see for the rain and
spray half the time. They got into Provincetown safely, and left the next day.
On the
18th they drifted back three miles on account
of tbe Btrong tides. On the 19th they put into
Vineyard Haven in a rain storm and heavy
sea.
On tbe 21st, after passing Sow and Pigs
Lightship, a heavy sea from the southeast
sprang up, continuing till the next day. When
off Newport, at 3 in the morning, tbe first crib
of the raft broke loose from the other ten and
was let go adrift between Gay Head and Block
Island. The ebaiu fastening the raft, two
inches in diameter, broke and fifteen fathoms
was
dragging underneath. After five hoars’
hard work the men got the raft together
again. At one time the men on the tags
thought Ellis and Patterson and three men
The waves broke completely
were all lost.
over the raft continually. Captain Ellis said,
notwithstanding there were four days of rough
weather, tbe voyage was not half so dangernuB
as he had been led to believe.
In future they
will have an improved way of fastening the
chain, and in that manner he would be willing
to take one across the Atlantic.
Two Bostouiauw Hilled on the Uudsou
River Railroad.
Boston, Aug. 27.—A despatch Irom Poughkeepsie, N. Y., says that three young men,
Nathao Freeman and Henry L. Mitchell of
Cambridge, and a stranger, said to have been a
waiter in tbe Parker House, Boston, got on
top of a sleeping car of the train which left
New York on the New York Central & Hudson
River railroad at 9 o’clock Saturday evening
while it lay at Peekskill, their purpose being
While the train was
to steal a ride to Albany.
passing through the Roa Hook tunnel Mitchell
and tlie unknown man had their skulls crushed
by striking the top of tbe tunnel. Freeman
The bodies of the two men
was not ipjured.
were taken off at Poughkeepsie and will be
buried iu the cemetery there.
A Broker in Trouble.’
Judge Haight today in the Supreme Court
rendered a decision on a motion recently argued before him in the suit by John R. Duff
against W. J. ^Hutchinson, broker, for accounting. The plaintiff claimed that the defendant had in his possession certain books,
papers and telegrams necessary to accounting,
and as Hutchinson refused to produce them
before the referee, a motion was made for an
order compelling him to do bo. Judge Haight
granted the order.

SUMMARILY SUSPENDED.
General

RECORD.

House Burned.

Richmond, Ang. 27.—A bouse occupied by
Andrew Alexander, most ol tbe furniture and
a carriage bouse, situated on the Langdon road,
about a mile from this village, were entirely
destroyed by fire at 2 o’clock this morning. It
is supposed that the cause of the fire was a
spark from the chimney. Loss unknown. Insurance $700 on house and furniture.
Barn Burned.
The barn owned by G. H. Theobald, at the
foot of Swan Island, in the fr wn of Perkins,
with contents, was burned this afternoon. The
cause and loss is unknown; probably insured.
The fire is now burning among the trees but
will probably be got under control.
Fire in Mills.
Lowell, Mass., Aug. 27.—A lire this morning at the Wameset Steam Mills destroyed
Parker & Chenery’s bobbin shop, J. G. Peabody & Son’s door, sash and blind manufactory
and H. C. & P. F. Howe’s planing mill. Peabody’s loss will be $10,000; insurance $1800.
The others were not insured. A brick building of Peabody & Sons' was slightly damaged]
It was occupied by R. J. Coloord & Co., refrigLoss about $300; insured for
erator makers.
F. G. Cummings was iu the| same story
$500
and was insured for $1500, which will cover his
loss.
Badger & Holmes, moulding and ornamental work, were on the ground floor. Damaged principally by water and fully insured.
The work of rebuilding commences at once.
Fire in Montreal.

Montbeal, Aug. 27.—The drug and spice
mill owned by Lyman & Co. was damaged by
fire to-day $20,000.
kloar Works Burned.
St. John, N. B., Aug. 27.—Harrison & Peters’ stone works were burned tc-day. Less is

SPORTING.

heavy.

Saw Mill nnd Lumber Burned.

Barra

Williamsport, Pa., Aug. 27.—A fire which
started thus evening in the Baw mill of Finlay,
Young & Co., quickly destroyed it, and the
flames spreading
northwest destroyed the
offices of that firm and Merriman & Sons, and
then entered the lumber yards and burned over
a square of ground, destroying a large quantity
of lumber and piles. At 12 o'clock the tire was
burning bat with prospects of noon being subdued. Several dwellings and barm were also
burned. It is estimated that from 25,000,000 to
30,000,000 million feet of lumber waB burned.
Tim total loss will probably reach $500,000
The principal loBers are Finlay, Young & Co.,
H. Merriman & Sons. Payue, Cochran & Co.,
Pramerman & Co and Edgar Munson. The
amount

of lnmber lost cannot be told.

a(

Saratoga.

Saratoga, Aug. 27.—The second race one
mile and a quarter, was won b; Croseline.
Time 2.11 3-4.
Coming Yacht Baer off dloncratcr.
Gloucester. Mass., Aug. 27.—An open regatta will be sailed off this harbor Wednesday
aftennoon under the management of the Cape
Ann Yacht Club and promises to be a success.
It is free to all yachts entered before 10 o’clock
that day, and is divided into three classes.
Liberal prizes will be given to the successful
boats.
Hanlan Kolurned to Toronto.
Toronto, Aug. 27.—Hanlan returned here
last evening. He says he is tired cut and will
He goes to Lake Marauorest for a few days.
cook Sept. 4th and to Carlton Place regatta on
and
after
that to Cincinnati. No
Sept. 0th,
official arrangements have been made regarding his race with Laycock, but Hanlan says he
is willing to go to Australia to row Laycock if
his reasonable expenses are paid. Hanlan will
not row in another race in which there are
He says the prospects
more than five starters.
of a race at Laohlue between Courtney and
himself for $3000 are no brighter.

All in-

Insured.
Fire in Texas.
New Orleans, Aug. 27.—A special from
San Antonio, Tex., reports a large tire in progress there. Hugo fk^Schmeltzer's wholesale
store and Goss & Co’s banking estahIslimeut have been entirely destroyed. The
loss is heavy.

firocery

Other Fires.

Hollis’ wool polling factory, 57th street, New
with several adjoining frame buildings
The wool pulling facwere burned yesterday.
tory was operated by Htram Hollis and tbe
was
owned
building
by George H. Hollis, of
Boston,
The warehouse of Green & Taylor and 2000
bales of cotton belonging to Messrs. Fachirl
were burned at Liverpool to-day.

Raae Ball.

York,

At Detroit—Clevelands 7, Detroits 4.

YELLOW FEVER.

The Worst Thought to Have Bun Passed
Pensacola, Fla., Aug. 27. -To-day Is the
fifth day since the cases supposed to he yellow
THE SENATE ENQUIRY.
fever were sent to quarantine, and the elev
enth day since they were placed under medical
treatment. The city remains unusually healThe Amnlgnuiated Hocletf of CagiuNri.
thy. No sickness of any kind is reported. A
Nbw York, Amr. 27.—Before the Senate
gloat burden now falls on business men, as the
Labor Uommittoe today Win. MacLelland of
the Amalgamated Society of Engineers, ex- 1 panic carried away tbeir best customers at an
hour's notice, diminishing the daily -ales and
plained the main foatnreBOf that organization,
absolutely suspending collections, and the
the distribution of its various funds to sick
lias cut off their country trade.
members, those out of work, and widows and quarantine
orphans. The headquarters of the English or- Rev. Mr. Chappell, who was reported ill with
fever and dying Thursday, was up Satganization are in London and tlioso of the yellow Mrs.
urday.
Owen, Paymaster Brown and
There are upUnited States in this city.
Lieut.
Whipple are reported as doing quite as
wards of 1)0,000 members in the organization
well.
Owen is now reported as havSurgeon
and a capital of $341,000 in the treasury. They
ing died of pneumonia.
not only contribute to the support of their own
New Orleans, Aug. 27.—The physician in
body but bIbo to that of other unions while on
a strike.
In answer to Senator Blair witness
charge of Ship Island, reports there is not a
could
fund
be
available
said their whole
single case of yellow fever there. Fifteen vesflmade
sels are at anchorage, being cleansed and fumto ustain a strike in one or more districts
elsewhere.
igated preparatory to their departure for their
destination.
The Hungarian wheat crop is estimated at
the full average and the Austriau crop 15 per
A Prominent Knilronal
C'outrnelor Alcent, bolow the average.
leged to be n forger.
The German Bundesrath has unanimously
New Brunswick, N. J., Aug. 27.—Capt.
approved the treaty of commerce between Johu J. llale. a prominent railroad contractor,
and
Germany
Spain.
disappeared a week ago and is ^alleged to b*»ve
taken with him some $12,000 borrowed money,
The London Missionary Society lias received
and to have forged notes amounting to bea
of
that
the
announcing
Queen
telegram
tween $20,000 and $30,000.
Madagascar died July 13th.
1

_

FOREIGN.

Senator Sherman Speaks-

The Anti-Jewish Riots.

The Two Parties Compared—His Views on
the Tariff Question.

Humber of Houses Wrecked and Lives
Lost.
London, Aug. 27.—Advices from Yekaterinoslav,the scene of tbe receDt riots against the
Jews, says that 340 houses were wrecked and
of the riots. The
plundered during the progress are
estimated at
fosses sustained bv the Jews
who were
Russians
roubles.
Fourteen
61,100
wounded by the troops in quelling the outbreak. have since diedrmaking the total number killed 28. Numerous cages of Jew beating
are reported at places elsewhere than Yekaterinoslav, but the police and troops are acting
with energy and have, in most instances,
promptly suppressed any attempt at outrages
against tho Jews. At Berrabatta, 80 houses of
Jews were burned, and the former inmates are
without shelter and suffering fcreat privations.
King Alfonso Itebukcs n lleginaent of
His

Troops.

Madrid, Au r. 27.—Among the troops which
Kipg Alfonso reviewed at Lagrue Saturday,
was a regiment of Numancia
cavalrv which
participated in the late revolt. The King, addressing this regiment, rebuked it for the mutiny, and urged the men to be true to their
country, so Spain might be able to bold her position among other nations, At the end of the
King’d remarks, the regiment cheered him
heartily. King Alfonso has arrived here.
Volcanic Eruption in the .Unlay Archipelago.

Hledmnn Ac Co.
Report from E.
New Yobk, Aug. 27.—Schedules of the insolvent firm of E. C. Stedmau & Co., brokers,
filed to-day in the Court of Common
were

Montreal, Ang. 27.—In regard to the despatch from St. Albans, Vt., the the South

Postmaster

in Ihs

St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 27.—Phebe Couzins,
the woman’s rights lecturer, who has been
working with Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
other woman suffragists, is reported among the
lost in the late cyclone in Minnesota. Miss
Couzins’ parents reside here and until Tuesday
last they heard from her daily. Upon that
day Bhe left Casson, Minn., and started for
Mantonville, since when all trace of her has
disappeared. The country traversed by ber
that day was the scene of the late cyclone. As
no news has been heard of Miss Couzins since
then it is thought she was among the killed.
Her father has telegraphed to all available
points but can find no trace of his daughter.
Miss Couzins was to join the Redpath Literary
Bureau, in Chicago, next month, but of late
was
lecturing under her own management.
This was not her first trip to the West. Last
winter, with Mrs. Btanton, she went to Omaha
to aid the woman suffragists in the memorable
campaign in which the women made such a
good light for suffrage. Although unsuccessful, Miss Couzins, for her unceasing work, received from the citizens of Omaha a gold
medal. Bhe was known not only in this conntry, but in Europe, as one of the hardest workthe cause of woman suffrage, and alers in
though a very young woman in years, in debate she ranked with Mrs. Stanton and Susan
B. Anthony, and was esteemed their peer as
an organizer and public lecturer.

us of the negotiations which have been in
progress for the sale of the South Eastern Railway
to the Chapman syndicate. Mr. Barlow stated
that the report made by Mr. Chapman to the
New Jersey syndicate of the condition of the
South Eastern was very favorably received,
And that the syndicate decided to purchase the
road at a sum sufficient to pay the total indebt-

The

H»« Loot her Life
Tliiuieaota Cyclone.

to

Thought

Boston, Aug. 27.—The Journal correspondent at St. Albans, Vt., visited Bradley Barlow
Saturday with a view of ascertaining the stat-

PRICE THREE CENTS.

SIKtMi

Terrific detonations
Batavia, Aug. 27.
heard yesterday from the volcanic island
—

were

of Krakatoa.

Ashes from the volcano fell as
Cherbin, and Hashes proceeding from it
visible m Batavia.
Stones fell in showers in
Zerang, which was in total darkness
throughout the night. Batavia was nearly so,
all the gaslights having been extinguished.
Communication with Anjier is stopped, and it
is feared there has beeu a calamity there. Several bridges between Anjier and Zerang have
been destroyed, and tbe village has been
washed away, the rivers having overflowed
their banks, because of the rush of the sea inland.
Th« f'ollUiou iu tin Cngliih Channel.
London, Aug. 27.—The captain of the tug
Recovery, which waa towing the Bteamer
Woodburn when ahe waa run into and sunk by
the French steamer St. Germain, states he had
two bright lights at the tug’s masthead, which
was a clear indication that she had a vessel in
tow.
Tbe St. Germain, he says, ported her
helm at the last moment, thus coming in collision. The damage to the St. Germain is so
great that she will only be patched at Plymouth, and then be sent to France for final refar

as

were

pairs.
Plymouth, Aug. 27.—The admiralty

court

has taken possession of steamer St. Germain.
Tbe owners of tbe loet steamer Woodburn are
taking proceedings to recover damages from
the owners of tbe St. Germain.
The steamer Amerique, which is expected
here tomorrow, will convey the St. Germain’s
The
passengers and cargo to New York.
great strength of the water-tight bulkheads
alone prevented the St. Germaie from sinking.
Heavy Failure ia London.
Richard Power & Co., shipowners and merchants of Swansea and London, have failed
for £380,000.
American Cattle slaughtered.
Liverpool, Aug. 27.—The cattle brought
here by tbe steamer Ontario from Montreal
have been slaughtered, as it was suspected that
they were afflicted with Texan fever.
Rioting Against the Jens.
Vienna, Aug. 27.—Violent riots against the
Jews occurred at Egerezeg, Hungary, on laBt
Friday and Saturday nights. Two thousand
peasants took part in tbe outbreak. They

wrecked all the houses and shops of Jews in
the place and shouted "Murder all Jews."
were called out, but wero unable to
suppress the violence of the mob until they
were reinforced.
The rioters also released a
number of prisoners. A force of infantry and
cavalry has been ordered to proceed to Egerszeg from Bud a Pesth. Tbe riots lasted three
days. The peasants were armed with muskets
and stoutly resisted the troops. It is reported
that 20 soidiers and many rioters were killed.
Riots against the Jews have also occurred at
Cburgc, Keezthely and Kanisanagy. At tbe
last named place troops had to be called out to
suppress the disturbances.
A Great Parisian Fete.
Paris. Aug. 27.—A grand fete was given
yesterday in the Tuilieries Gardens, under the
auspices of the press of Paris, the proceeds of
which are to be devoted to the aid of the sufferers by the recent earthquake on the island
nt lacM*. Tl« rtootpla amounted to 300,COllf.
There was an immense attendance.
TheCause of Count de Chambord'a Death.
—A Grand Legitimist Demonstration to
take Place at bis Funeral.
Paris, Aug. 27.—Tba funeral of the late
Couot de Chumbord will be the occasion of a
grand legitimist demonstration. The coffin
will be made of glass and the hearse be made
of glass
and
will he
drawn by six white
horses. All the members of the Bourbon and
Orleans branches of the late Coant’s party w ill
be in attendance. A post mortem showed his
death to have been caused by cancer of tbe
stomach, atrophy of the kidneys and a fatly
degeneration of the heart.
Requiem masses were celebrated throughout
this city yerterday for the repose of the soul of
the late Count de Chambord. The Legitimists
will go into six months’ mourning in respect
to his memory.
A Riot in Ireland.—An Altnrk on an Ex-

Troops

cursion Train.

Dublin, Aug 27.—The quarrymeu at Newry, couuty Down, last evening an attacked excursion train from Belfast, throwing stones
through the carriage windows and injuring
several passengers, as the train was near Warren Point.
Persons on the train replied by
firing pistols from the widdows and doors, and
several persons in tbe crowd were shot, some
of them fatally. A dangerous riot was only
prevented by the police compelling the train to
move on.
Several arrests were made.
murdering € hri-tiaus in Albania.
London, Aug. 27.—A special despatch from
Cettinje, Montenegro, says that a reign of terror exists in Albania.
The Aruauts are murdering the Christians and all the latter who
can get away are
fleeing from the country.
The Turkish officials connive at the ontrages
on the Christians and have arrested and exiled
a number of priests.
Iu the Ipek districts 92
persons have been murdered.
Twenty-three
villages have been abandoned.
THE FRENCH TERMS OF PEACE
The

Anuamilr*

Compelled

Coats of the

to

Pay

the

war.

Paris, Aug. 27.—The Temps has a telegram
from Cochin China stating that the Emperor
of Annam received M. Harmond on the 23d
inst. The Emperor showed completed submission. Annam is compelled by the treaty to
pay the costs of the war, the French to retain
the lorts on Hue river pending payment. The
Auuamite troops in Touquin' are to be placed
at the disposal of Gen. Boaat, the French commander. A prompt settlement of the points
at issue is expected.
Reinforcements to tbs
number of 1500 men will embark for Tonquin
in a fortnight.
A frost at Hanover, N. H., Sunday night
did considerable damage to the crops on the
low lands back among the hills.
The fog
probably prevented serious injury to vegetables along the river. A reliable person states
that ice was found on water standing in tubs.
In St. Johnsbury, Vt., there was a frost

yesterday morning.
There were seven
Alexandria Sunday.

deaths

from cholera in

Two doctors, West and McGill of Leesburg,
Va., fought a duel on Harrison’s Island, last

Tuesday,

in which the latter was slightly
wounded in the side.
There is increasing opposition to King Alfonzo’s visit to Germany.

Animals in Norway,
a 6aiient feature in the Norwegicharacter which ought to be recorded—

There is
an

viz.,

kindness to domestic animals, which iu
that country are treated as the frieuds rather than the slaves of man.
As a result, vicious horses are unknown; foals follow their
dams at work in the fields or on the road as
soon as they have sufficient streugth,
and
thus gently accustom themselves to harness.
Horses are trained to obey the voice rather
than the band, bearing reins are not used at
all, and tlie whip, if carried at all, is scarcely ever made use of. Great care is taken not
to overload carts, especially in the case of
young horses, aud, consequently, a broken
knee is rarely seen, aud the animals continue fat, in good condiiion and capable (f
work till the advanced age ot twenty-five or
thirty. So tame are the Norwegian horses
and cows that thoy will allow casual passers-by to caress them while th»y are lying
down.
Even domestic cats will approach a
boy with confidence, knowing that no chasing or worryiug aw aits them. One very hot
summer’s day I met a woman bolding up an
umbrella to carefully screi n what I supposed was a little child at her side from the
scorching rays of a midday sun, while her
own

head

w

as

covered only by

a

handker-

chief. In driving by 1 tried to gain a glimpse
of her charge, and found to my surprise that
the object of her care was a tat black pig.
The question of humane methods of slaughtering animals has recently been prominently brought forward in England. In this the

Norwegians show

us a

and straightforward expression of opinion on
tho issues of the campaign.
The following
extracts indicate its temper and convincing
power.
THE TWO PARTIES.
It is because I believe the Republican party,
from Its history and its principles, can best promote the common good of all the people of the

United States that I support and have supported it from the date of its organisation.
What it did before the war, and daring the
and since the the war, has been time and
again approved by the American people. Oar
Democratic fellow-citizens, though opposing
out measures at the time,
have slnoe acquiesced, approved and supported them after
their adoption.
They cannot now name a
siDgle question of party difference for 29 years
upon which they uow venture to take issue
with us. They do not even pat forward their
well-tried leaders.
They have now in succession nominated three gentlemen for Governor
of Ohio who each have been warm and ardent
snpporters of the principles of the Republican
party. I mean General Ewing, Mr. Bookwaiter and Judge Hoadly. All these distinand able gentlemen have been Repubguished
lican partisans as I have, and Jndge Hoadly
has, I think, been rather more free in bis denunciation of the Democratic party than I.
To the extent, therefore, of acquiescence in
the great issues that have divided us in tha
past the Democratic party concedes that we
were right.
If they wished to try with ns tha
old question of State rights and, national ausound
of
thority,
money or fiat money, of tariff for orotectlon or tariff for revenue only,
why do they not nominate some one committed (o Urnsa doctrines? The Democratic party
will pot meet ns on the principles and tendencies of the two parties. It is a straggle with
them to catch disaffected Republicans. If it is
only a choice between Republicans, then I prefer to support Jndge Foraker, who has carried
the Republican banner in war and in peace
without haltlDg by tha wayside.
And it
would seem to me, if the contest is between
Repnblicans, that a Democrat who believes
that his party has been right in all these long
of
contest
would
years
prefer the
frank aDd open opponent to the new convert in
pnrsuit of office. What I claim is that the
measures adopted and the principles maintained by the Republican part; have been improved by the people and acquiesced in by the
Democratic party, and that it has ho just claim
for political power unless it shows in new i»
sues they are right
and we are wrong. Now,
fellow-citizens, what ate these new questions?
Where shall we find them stated? If we look
to the platforms of the two parties we will find
in the Republican platform a clear, plain reaffirmation of the principles and policy it has
adopted and executed for the last twenty-five
years. It declares for the maintenance of a
tariff system that will protect American prodneers and labor. It declares first that it approves the Scott law taxing the sale of spirits
and also approves the submitting of two temperance amendments to the people. There is
no equivocation, evasion or doubt in our position. How is it with the Democratic platform? They reaffirm all their principles and
all their platforms, state and national, sines
the time of Jefferson—a medley of confusion
and inconsistency, Their tariff section is a
wonder of evasion that any one might assent
to without committing himself to anything.
They are opposed to sumptuary legislation and
unequal taxation in any form. Well, who is
not? Bat are they in favor of taxing the sale
of spirits and beer? Do they favor the repeal
of the tax law? No man can tell from their
It is not a candid statement of poitical principles.
war

fdatform.

THE TABIFF ISSUE.

Fellow citizens, this subject of the tariff is
now the most important subject of national
politics, and upon it the Democratic part; is no
frank or just to the people than Jndge
was on wool.
If the Democratic part;
carries Ohio this fall, it will be greatly encouraged to break down the protective policy
which the Republican party has built up and
more

Hoadl;

maintained for more than 20 years. We kaow
that the controlling element of ths Democratic p<rty is opposed to this policy. Say
what they will, if the Democratic party gets
control of Congress and the executive office,
the system of American industry will he
broken ii»ws far what is called “a tariff for
revenue only.”
This is an ever living vtueotw
of American politics.
Moro speeches have
been made on it in Congress than on any other
topic except slavery. Now, the best way to
test all theories is by experience. In this
country we have tried both systems thoroughly. For 14 years before the war we had a
tariff for revenue only, based upon the Walker
tariff of 1846; and since 1861 we have bad a
protective tariff, based upon the Morrill bill of
that year. Has the tariff for 20 years worked
for the benefit of favored manufacturers?
How coaid it? Every American has the equal
right to engage in and pursne any business of
manufacture in any part of the country without preference or favor.
Protection makes,
within the limits of our country, the most
absolute free trade.
It operates only on
foreign productions. The only advantage
the American has is over the foreigner,
and
that
that
the foradvantage is
eigner on his productions has to pay
a tax which the American does not pay.
Protection te American industry means a like
protection to every American engaged in the
same industry. It is said it creates monopolies
and special privileges. This is a great error.
Any benefit conferred by a tariff law
s
conferred
all
of 50 000,000
of
upon
people. Every American citizen nas the same
advantage. A patent gives the inventor a
monopoly for a time, bat a protective tariff
gives equal rights to 50,000,000 of our people,
and only gives them privileges or advantages
against the outside world. The benefits of the
system are open to all, and are shared by all.
We claim that protection helps to build up and
diversify our industries. This Is shown by the
enormous growth of domestic manufactures in
all branches. You need no statistics to show
you this. Diversity of pursuit is the greatest
element of national wealth and strength.
A
nation limited to a single pursuit, even so imas
that of agriculture, is sure to decay.
portant
Farming can only be profitable by having the
consumer of his surplus produce near at hand.
Subdivision of labor, a multitude of pursuits
and the interchange of commodities make the
wealth of every nation. No country is capable
of such diversified
industry as the United
States. N > other has such varied resonrsei.
The protection policy alone has enabled ns So
open oar mines and bnild onr workshops and
advance our country to be the second or third
manufacturing people of the world. A protective tariff enables the manufacturer to employ
labor at
higher wages than elsewhere.
This question of
the wages
of labor is
the vital argument in favor of protection.
It may lie idle,
Capital needs no protection.
with or without an opportunity for investment,
or may be drawing interest, bat the laborer is
compelled by daily wants to be busy. He cannot wait. I would net vote for a duty or a tax
merely to add to the profits of money or capital. It is the effect of snch a tax in increasing
wages, in opening np new employments for labor and in diversifying our industries that justifies the tax. That higher rates of wages are
paid in this country than elsewhere is shown
by tables furnished by tbe Secretary of State
from consular renorts in the chief countries of
the world. Our laborers receive twice or three
times the wages paid for similar employment
in Europe, and in this is the marked distinction of American and European labor. It is
this that brings to our shores more than 500,000
annually of laborers from all European countries. The rate of wages enables the American laborer to attain the standard of intelligence necessary for a good citizen, to bnild up
a home and educate his children.
Break down
this protection and the foreign production will
at once supply our market, destroy our industries, or compel a reduction of wages to the
stauderd of European It bon- Judge Hoedly
was uot able to understand how tru> American
laoorer was nenenttea oy protection it b\
tic com[)ction reduced the home price oi
article. And yet, as Judge Koraker staled
actual result ot domestic competition, la neu.
ly all the leading industries of this country,
built np by protection, has been to reduce the
price of the article to the consumer without
lessening the wages of the operator. Yon know
this is true with cotton and woolen fabrics,
iron, nails, machinery of all kinds, and cutlery
of American manufacture. Aud it is conceded that the wages here are at least doable those
paid in Europe. Competition at borne compels
new devices, improved machinery, economy in
details to such an extent that we are exporting
many articles of manufacture in competition
with the world. Underthe impulse of our protection laws, according to information from reliable sources, we mined coal and iron ore and
produced pig iron in 1860 and 1882, In tons;
Coal.
Iron ore.
Yeait.
Pig iron.

14,433,922
1882.87,083,134
I860.

2,500,000
9,000,000

987,559
4,623,833

The increase in these three raw elements of
manufacture is an illustration of the development that has been made in oar national resources.
It I were called upon to name the
fountain from which our great prosperity flows
I would place, tirst of all, the honest observance of the public faith,and,second, the maintenance of protective laws, by which our industries have been diversified, and oar labor
properly protected from foreign competition.
The agitation of the repeal of these laws, or
their substantial chaugeor modification,creates
distress and embarrassment; and the success of
the Democratic party,openly or secretly pledged
to the repeal or modification of these laws, will
be itself a serious calamity.

good example—they

the knife without first stunning
the animal. Iu the above remarks 1 am alluding to the country districts of Norway; in
the towns the national characteristics become modified, even
though under these
conditions kmdness to animals is still remarkable.—Loudon Times.
never use

Senator John Sherman made his first speech
in the Ohio oampalgn at Findlay Saturday
night. Like all bis speeches it was a clea

General Hoilgflou Dead.
Dubuque, la., Aug. 37.—Gen. -John Hodgdou, ex-mayor of this city died this morning
aged 83 lie was a native of Maine, served in
the Maine Senate a number of times and was
several times o prominent candidate in that
State for Governor end Senator.

THE

His principal trouble is paralysis agitans,
which is disagreeable more on account of its
technical name than from its effects upon
the system.
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The Mayor Interviewed.
In a former discussion about
city affairs
when “Looker On” hnd snarled himself up
with the facts, he interviewed the Mayor to
get himself untangled.
The facts presented in the Press of
Saturday have confused the Mayor’s defenders
again and he is

appealed to,—a reporter of the Argus taking
responsibility,—to help bis friends out
of the mire of of their
ignorance. The Mayor’s talent for flnanceering appears on this
occasion almost as brilliantly as when he
repiesented that Mr. Prince was saving
money by getting work done by the day at
greater cost than responsible bidders had
the

offered to do the same work for. He has
however repudiated “Looker On.” He says
he has “made statements not warranted by
the actual figures,” and that he deems the
attempt of “Looker On” to defend his administration “injudicious,” and hopes it
will not be continued. It is a hard recompense for such zeal as “Looker On” has
shown in the Mayor’s cause to be so summarily discredited. Of course this disposes
of him and there will be no further necessity of considering him as an accredited or
competent defender of the Mayor’s policy.
But what has the Mayor to say for him
self?

Well he has “not time nor
nation to discuss city business.”

easily believe

We can

that the situation is

not oue

to which he cares to have

directed.

inclina

There

are

public
things going

attention
on

which

require considerable time to ezpla'n satisfactorily, if it could he done at
all. He does not attempt to question any
of the facts we have presented; but he does
attempt to offset their effect in some degree
by an allegation concerning the administration of Mayor Libby.
We quote what he is
reported to have said on this point.

it would

He remarked that Mr. Libby, in defiance of the
ordinances, carried toward the expenses of last
year the unexpended balances of upwards of $19,300. This sum added to the appropriation of
$789,741.30, made $809,000 exceeding '.he appropriation of this year ($797,873.70) some $13,000.
Therefore the statement of the Press that the
amount raised this year exceeds the amount available last year by Mayor Libby’s carrying forward the
nnexpended balances and not settling the books of
the elty, is a fair sample of the honesty of the
Press In its nise issions of elty affairs,

in defiance

Mayor Libby
nothing
of city ordinances but only what the City
Council specially authorized. There are no
ordinances which are superior to the action
of the City Council. The ordinances are a
law for all departments of the city government in the absence of specific action by
the City
Council, but the power that
1.

did

can
unmake
them
makes
and can give special direction in particular
matters which makes such matters excep-

ordinances

tions to their

general operation.

At the eDd of the year this

2.

sum

of

less, was returned untouched to the sinking fund with about
$24,000 more, the surplus saved during the
year from the appropriations and income.
The total amount of surplus turned into the
jinking fund from these sources, including
that which the City Council withheld at the
beginning of the year, being $43,891.36.
3. When the Mayor wishes to impugn
the honesty of the discussion of city finances
by the Press we will thank him to represent
The Press
honestly what the Press says.

$19,000,

more

or

has made no

statement

that “the amount

raised this year exceeds the amount available last year.” We said that “the appropriations this year are greater than those of
last year,” and that is true.
We said that
“the actual

appropriation

for

current

city

expenses is greater under this administration than under that of Mayor Libby,” and
that is true.

These comparisons relate to

appropriations

and their

object.

Now

we

will say that the available resources, Includincome and taxes, are very much larger this
year than last year, even when the unused
$19,000 ia counted in with the resources of
last year, and this the Mayor will not dispute.
We have

question to ask Mayor Deering.
By what authority does he appropriate for
the current expenses this year a large part
of the amount of that judgment paid by the
Grand Trunk Railroad Company? We have
a

been unable to discover any
City Council authorizing it.
to

of

the

This

the income

belong
sinking fund.

does not

order

money
account, but

We truat the Mayor
will have both the time and the inclination

to the
to

explain

this strange

The Fusion press of

given the

militia

for

proceeding.
Maine has never fortheir

loyalty

to the

State in 1880 when Garcelon and his co-conspirators were plotting to steal the govern-

Speaking of the recent muster the
Progressive Age of Belfast which is an organ
of the Fusion variety says: “The annual
parade of that utterly needless body, our
Maine militia, is being had at the State capital this week. Tenting, marching, consuming rations, firing at a mark and other mockeries of war are the order. Vainglorious officers with feathers and gilt lace will gallop
hither and thither, and all for what purpose?
There is not the remotest possibility of any
war for this or the next generatian; and if
ment.

there was a prospect of war not one of these
companies could be relied upon as such to
The
the front.
considerable
of appropriation from the State
treasury, annually to keep up the useless
show could be much better spent towards
fixing up our dilapidated State House.’’ Had
it not been for the militia we should have
had a dilapidated State, which is verysmuch
worse than a dilapidated Stale House.

march

to

amount

Indiana has made a good deal of progress
of late years. She has got out of the habit
of electing the Democratic ticket every time,
and she has improved her divorce laws. A
correspondent of the Christian Union shows
that however lax her divorce laws may have
been in the past they are now as stringent
the States. Only six causes
as in most of
for divorce are recognized by the law. These

Adultery (when there is no connivance
with the Innocent party), impotency, existing at the time of marriage, abandonment
are:

for two years,- cruel and inhuman treatment, habitual drunkenness and a failure on
the part of the husband to make a reason'able provision for his family for two years.
These facts are not admitted on default of
one of the parties, but must be proven.
Applicants must be bona fide residents of the
State for two years and of the county for
six months, as proved by two resident
householders, so that it is difficult for strangers to go to Indiana and purchase ready
made divorces.
The Queen has delivered the usual platitudes to her faithful Commons, and Parliament has dispersed. The political result of
the session has been a considerable strength-

ening

of

times

during

peared

the

ministry, notwithstanding

at

the session their tenure has apbrief and feeble. This result has

largely to the weakness of the opposition leaders and the power of Mr. Gladstone. The eondltloa of Ireland has been
the most pressing theme of legislation, and
several a$ts designed to conciliate the people
of that island have been passed. How far
these acts have accomplished their purpose
It is for the future to show.
been due

The last fox hunt at Newport for the seaof the Rhode Isson being over, the agent
land society for the prevention of cruelty to
animals has issued an address telling what
is and forbidding
cruel sport fox hunting
he will probably
further hunts. Next fall
issue another.
__

York
X)r, Simmons informs the New
Mr. Tilden is
his
in
that
opinion
Graphic
better and In stronger health than in 1876.

Senator Sherman has taken the trouble to
contradict over his own signature the fool
ish story that he was indifferent and doubtful about the result of the campaign in Ohio.
On the contrary he expresses himself as entirely satisfied with the Republicau position
and confident of success.
It

seems to be pretty well settled now
by
expert testimony that the Shaphlra manuscripts of the book of Deuteronomy, which
recently created something of a sensation
among biblical scholars, are forgeries, and
not very skillful ones either.

The first

appointment under

the new civil
Is a wornau.

service rules in the treasury
This would seem to show that the fears
which have been expressed that the rules
would operate against women are unfound•
ed.

levers (goodness knows there

were

back statesman.

roue

Buried by

an

Earthquake.

Times, with the following deeply interesting letter from an Eu {lish gentleman who
W'as one

of the sufferers from the catastro-

phe of the 28th of July:
We were a large party
nella, the well managed

at La Piccola Sentiand

favorite hotel

this beautiful and once happy island’
The company were chiefly Italians, but we
Euglish numbered six—Mrs. Struve, her
on

Llewellyn (adult), Mrs. Robertson and
her daughter (aged 15), Mr. Green (a retired
Indian judge), and myself. But I must not
omit an English speaking lady—a confirmed
invalid—a Miss Van Allen, from San Fran-

son

cisco.
We dined at the usual hour of 7.30, and
during the course of the dinner Mr. Struve,
a most skilled
pianist, sent a message dowu
the table through a common friend to ask a
certain Mile. Tuperti if she would oblige
him by singing a song of Schumann’s he was
very fond of. The answer, returned through
the same channel, was that the lady would

begging

crash,

and of the many who were at or about the
piano that night, not one, as far as we know,
lives to tell the tale.
By this time it was half past 9. Whi'e I
was quietly talking to the two ladies, still in
the veranda—Miss Robertson must. I
think,
have followed Mr. Struve In the drawingroom—w« luma a craaU, a. of
falling atonoa.
>0 need to doubt what this meant. We instinctively jumped up and descended the
one short step leading down to the
garden.
We were all three close together, Mrs. Robertson on the left, Mrs. Struve in the middle
aud I on her right.
I shouted “Left,” hoping to make for a small vineyard in that direction; but ere the word was fairly out of’
my mouth I heard a shriek from poor Mrs.
Robertson, and I know nothing more.
A SHOWEB OF STOKES.
I certainly was knocked head over heels at
the same moment, and, I
presume, Mrs.
Struve too, victims to the first shower of
huge stones which fell from the cornice of
the rooms over the two salons.
To see anything was impossible.
All was
dust and brickbats, flying about in wild confusion. I have an idea that I picked myself
up, but only to be knocked down immediately; and my reason for this idea is that when
I ultimately became conscious of my position I was lying a little further away from
what had been the house than I conceive to
have been my first falling place. The two
poor ladies had, I fancy, succumbed to the
first blows, and fallen buried
among the debiis. When I was able to analyze
my own
position I found myself lying flat on my
face, my head wedged in tight between two
big stones, my arms crossed under another,
and my legs immovable under a third. Already—aud at most three minutes can have
^lapsed since the original crash—an unearthly stillness reigned all around. It
seems almost impossible to
suppose that so
much could have happened in so short a
of
time.
It
was
space
pitch dark. If there
had been any lamps they had all gone out.
Soon I heard the voice of a man as if in
pain, breaking the terrible stillness by repeated invocations to the Virgin and all the
saints. I imagined him to be wounded, but
as the voice
grew nearer 1 assumed him to
be on his legs, and begged him to come and
release me. He very kindly relieved me of
the stone which was keeping down my arms,
and of those which locked in my head. The
third which pressed on my legs, was, he
said—I freely admit it—far too heavy for
one man to lift.
He would go and get assistance. He went, but I saw him no more,
nor did the promised assistance arrive.
Minutes passed, and I heard a distinct cry
cry of “Ajuto.” I, too, raised my voice as
often as I thought I heard people near me.
From yet another quarter came presently
the same despairing strain. But our cries
seemed all in vain. The supernatural stillness alarmed me.
Could we three, evidently helplessly wounded, be all who were left
of that joyous assemblage I had seen and

Superior

night.

I had long heard .voices chattering

below me, and as the pang6 of thirst were
beginning to assail me, I changed my cry
of “Ajuto” into one for “Acqua.” That I
was heard is undoubted, for a voice replied:
“It is impassible to communicate with the

house”—an exaggeration, if nothing worse,
as I traversed the very route in the morning.
THE RESCUE.

Baking

and

were

proceeding

to

commence

operations,

when an excited Italian appeared from over
the wall of debris that had all night shut me

& Co.
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TREASURER,

Frederic W. Lincoln.
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C. H. GUPPY & CO.

We sell

ADAMSON’S
BOT A N IO COU C H
BALSAM than of all other
Cough Remedies United.

PtLiladelpliia,
X\7" asliington.

___d3w

SCHNAPPS.
As

a

general beverage and necessary

corrective of water rendered Impure by

vegetable decomposition
as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Snlphate of Copper Ac, the

Aromatic Schnapps Is superior to every
11
Should you bo a sutTercrfrom dyspepsia,
indigestion, malaria, or weakness, you can
be cured by Brown’s Iron Bitters.
Tocooa City, Ga.—Dr. J. P. Newman
says: “Brown’s Iron Bitters arc very popular, and their use always results satisfac-

torily.”
Baltimore, Md.—Rev. \V. II. Chapman

says: “I deem Brown’s Iron Bitters a most
valuable tonic for general ill-health.”

other alcoholic preparation.

onr

the medleal faculty and

by

a

sale uneqnftled

any other alcoholic distillation have

insured for It the reputation of salubrity
For sale Ity all

COAL.
“Ug7

liy

Street,

Portland. Me.

Telephone,

,ltf

D. AMES has bought the exclusive right oi
the Eureka Lamp stove, for Cumberland and
York Counties.
canvassing in said Coun
ties for the Eureka Lamp Stove not authorised l»
me will be prosecuted.
Agents wanted.
W. D. AMES,
''»t Square, Portland, Mains.
2

Ju28

NEW YORK.
A RARE

dly

Anyone

3pdtt

Color

OPPORTUNITY

Furnaces,Stoves,Tinware, &c.
flllTE stock and business of the OIil nn«l H « II1 ENinbli-h« (l Homm* of A. N. NOTKH &
MON is offered for Bale. This firm has the exclusive sale of tbe Magee Furnace Company ’« Goods,
made in iliifl country, and parties buying the
entire stock will have the sale or those goods with
the pood will of this company.
Goods at retail for the present will bo Bold much
bcl w the market price f->r casn. as the stock must
be disposed of without delay. Per orde of
NATHAN CLEAVES, I
Assignee* of
ALBERT N.PAKL1N, A. N. Noyes & Son.

f
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tertainment, williams & Sulivan’s Irish
aet, five scenes, entitled the

one

Franklin Wharf for Jones’ Landing:
At 7.00, 9.00, 10.00, 11.00 A. M.; and 12,00,1.00
2.00, 3.00, 4.00, 6.00,6.16, 7.30, 9.46, 10.46 I-. M.

Comedy, tn

Montgomery Guards’ Picnic!

[The 7.00 and 9.00 a. m. trips run to .Jones’ and Tre*
I.audings, all others to Jones’ Landing only, j

fethen’s

And you see all, and get a fine sail on the Forest
MaPTThe steamer GE... BARTLETT has been
chartered for the day by tbe Union Steamboat Co., I City Steamboat line, Custom House Wharf, all for
25
cents.
aug27dtf
and will run hourly from Franklin Wharf, commenc- J

lug at 1.30 r. m.
aug28-lt CHARLES

SPARROW, Manager.

A.

COIPUIENTAIY GONCERT

CHEAP EXCURSION
TO

—TO—

—

Miss

MONTREAL=QUEBEC
SEPT. IOth &

--

Margaret Bryant

HIGH ST. CHURCH,

Wednesday Evening, Ing. 29

Grand Trunk Railway.

TICKETS

llth, 1883.

*1,00.

For sale Thursday Morning Aug. 23, at Stock*
bridges’Musis Store at 9 o’clock. Tickets limited
ang20dtd

I to six for each person.

TO MONTREAL & Return
TO

$6.00

& Return

QUEBEC

FORTY-SIXTH ANNUAL FAIR

6.00

ticket*, Montreal to Quebec, or vice vers*.
$1.00. Ticket* good to go Sept. 10th and 11th
ONLY, and return on or before Sept. 27th.
J. STEPHENSON, G. P. A.
W. J. SPICER, Snpt.
J. HICKSON, Gen. .Manager.
aug28td
Extra

—

OF

THE

—

Cumberland County Agricultural Society

County Agri-

by

cult u rad Society, for their 46th Annual Fair to he held at Presumpscot Park, Portland, Me.,
Sept. 11,12,13 & 14.
IT*. 1.
$100

MUST DAY, SEPT. 11.
Par 3.00 Claw, 9200- $100,60,30,20;

the winner if better than 2.35.
MiailionM
owned in
.Tlninc,
3*00 $100, 60, 30, 20; $100 extra to the winner if better than 2.30.
extra to

If a. *.

F«r

If o.'f.-Fer *.34 C
3*00;-$100, 60, 30,
20.
Ifa. 4.—Fer Celts 4 Tears Old and Under,
3100—$50, 26, 16, 10.
If •.
If o.

If•.

THIRD DAY, SEPT. 13.
Far *.50 Class, 3*00-$ 100,60. 30,20.
For *.3S i'lau, 3*00-$100, 60,30,20
FOURTH DAY. SEPT. 14.
7.—Fer free for all, 3300—$150. 70, 60

SEPT.

1

II, 12, 13 & 14, 1883.

Large Premiums are offered in the Agricultural
and Stock departments.
$50 and $25 are offered for the best Town Team
of 10 yoke.
Town Clubs of the County are invited to exhibit
on the grounds under their own tents, to whom free
tickets will be furished upon certificate from their
secretary.

Farmers’ Meetings will be held Sept. 12 and 13 ia
the evening. Auction Sale of Stock Friday a. m..
•
at 11 o’clock.
Members of the Society will be furnished Tbakata
to the Fair by applying to
J. J. FBYE, Seto
aag23dtd

9.

31OO-$50, 25, 16,

AT

LAKE MARANACOOK
Tuesday, Sept. 4.
GREATEST

DANCE!
—

AT

—

8§IOx\AL

PROF

NIGGLE

SCULL

RACE.

Three Mile

with

Turn—$500 to first, $200 lo •♦frto third.
oarsmen have entered and

ond, $100

The following famous
will positively appear:

EDWARD HANLAN, of

Toionto, Canada,

Champion Sculler

ISLAND,

EVER

EVENT

AQUATIC

WITNESSED IN MAINE.

Wednesday,

PEAK S

of

the World

GEORGE KOSHER, of Boston,
The

Lightning Sculler

Every Evening this Week. JOHN

1EEMER, of Pittsburg. Penn.,

The Western Wonder

FOREST CITV STEAMBOAT CO
Parties not

holding tickets

charged 25

aug27

on

cents

tbe above line

will be

admission.

dtf

WANTED!

know that we sell GOOD, SOLID, DDK
ABLE STYLISH BOOTS and SHOES for less money than any other Store in Portland.

People to

WALLACE ROSS, Of St. John, K R
SALES R RILEY, of Saratoja

Springs, B. Y

SENIOR AMATEUR RACE:
Piunw;—Gold Watch, valued at |100, to first; Silver Watch, valued |40 to second.
To be contested
for by the following well known amateur scullers:
JOHN BUCKLEY, of Portland; WILLIAM 0*00NNKLL. of Portland;
MARTIN GREELEY.
Portland; HUGH SWEENEY, Portland;
CASEY, of Boston; O’NEIL, of Boeton; J. .MURPHY, of Boston; KILLIAN, of Boston.
JUNIOR AMATEUR RACE:
Race with
large field

There will also bo a Junior Amateur
suitable prises, for which there will be a
of entries.
INDIAN

There will be
Indians.

THE
OK I.T
(SENCIKE

YOUR
Long, Slim,

IIVIII ENIC

CANOE RACE:
In Canoes by several OldSown

a race

Dancing all day in the Mammoth Pavilion. Mnsle
by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band. The Bangor
Brass Baud will furnish music for the
Regatta. For
further particulars regarding fares, running of
trains
see M. C. R. R. time tables.
WiNSHIP & McGLINCHY, Managers,

Portland, Me.
stormy postponed to first fair day. at g28 td

...

If

51

Fquitabie Building, BOSTON, mass.34

jam?'

TIIG

M&wlm

—

l»1» IIIUIM.E STREET,
PORTLAND, ME,

GENTLEMENS’

PRICE:

SS, S», f 10.

Boots and Shoes a specialty. Please hold fast to
jour money until you see our $2.99 Calf (all calf,)
Congress and Balmorals. Please examine our
$2.So Cougress and Balmorals. You that labor by
the day or weekfoi small wages are Invited to examine onr $2.00, $2.50 and $2.99 Congress and
Balmorals.

Makes beautiful
Lambrequins, Scfa
5‘QnrUCT pi»ow and Ottoman
^HUUnU Covers, Toilet and
Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruction Books and all material for
this new fancy work at the Warerooms of the

elementary

OLIVER DITSON& CO., Bostou.

Friday F'vetting, loi. 43th.
FANCV SKATING. f.Il.w.d
FREE DANCE.

by

a

Saturday Errning. Aug. 40th.
GRAND VIASK CARNIVAL.
Look out for the

->Crand Naval Battle-:AT GREENWOOD
GARDEN,

Inesday, August 28th,

GENTLEMENS,

fUfINF
Mlllt

s

I

LADIES, use the “DOMESTIC”
PAPER PATTERNS.
Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.
COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

course will comNew features in the
mend themselves to teaehers. Every wide awake
singing class teacher will be glad to examine the
m w book which is to be so widely used.
Send 76 cents for Specimen copy.

MERLIN

Afternoon and

Evening.

PRICK 75 CENTS.
Ubcrnl reduction for qunniitics.
THE NINOBBM’ WFM O tl K, Mr. Kmer
son’s last, and, presumably, his best Singing Class
book, is a new and fresh compilation perfect in mel
ody and harmony, and there is a great variety oi
subjects in its 192 pages.
I©«* attractive pieces of secnlar music, (songs,
duets, glees, etc.) provide for the useful practice of
choirs and classes.
50 pieces of sacred music, (hymn tunes and anthems) are quite sufficient for the new mnsie o a
choir for one year

—

Eyery Afternoon and Evening.

A\l> FOR AAI.E BV
J. H. CAIHIRT,

“QOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO.

coarse.

Harry Parks,
and

Feet perfectly fitted.

DR. ALBERT

BY L. O. KltlKH&Oft.
Songs* Duets, Quartets, Part Songs, Glees
Hymn Tunes, (’hauls and Anthems,
besides many melerllots Exercises and Easy Airs for
the Elementaly

Narrow

Prof.

-:-MATTREI*S-tillAMJFACTI'RED

Printing Co.,

—TO PURCHASE

No. 044

NOTICE.

W.

STREET,

wi"

STEAMER EMITA

PEOPLE

NATIONAL

NEWEST AND BEST BOOK FOR

18 BEAVER

a] Specialty, at lowest Market

GREENWOOD GARDEN TO-DAY

eodtf

aug‘21

Siugiug (’lasses, Conventions Choirs,

v/holessle and Retail Dealer in

original sketch entitled “Capers,” introducing
parodies, funny sayings and recitations, concluding
with the great and original Burlesque CircuA. The
Wonderful Character Aitist, Ylr..lohe C. Leach,
in wonderful impersonations of the everyday Chinaman, with songs, sayings, &c.. The sparkling entheir

the eity are invited to take their feet
with them when they visit Portland, and have them
fitted
at Sign of Gold Boot.
perfectly

Singers’ Welcome!

O'BRION'

TONY WILLIAMS ^E MARK SULLIVAN
in their original songs and dances, medleys, etc. The
Dashing and Piquant Serio Comic Vocalist, Hies
Annie Dunn in a folio of he latest melodies.
America’s Change Artists. Wither Hack and
€«race Tlur-tou in thcr wonderful-specialty, entitled, Mystic Transformation. The celebrated Character Artist, Hr. Dnn Hart, unique in style, with
a piquancy of wit
peculiar only to himself; one of
the brightest jewels in the cluster. The Monacha of
Ethiopian fun, Ned Kelly and Burt Wa sna.in

—

livingout of

STOCK 1 ABELS ALWAYS ON HAND.

Druggist

and Grocers.

Wharf,

mar31

Has resumed business with improved facilities, and Is prepared io do COLOR
PRINTING of ail kinds. This Company
will continue to priut SUPERIOR COLOR
LABELS, for packers of Cereals, Plants,
Vegetables, Meats, Fish, Soups, and the
various articles of commerce, ineluding
trade and advertising cards.

country of Odolpho Wolfe's

claimed for It.

Brown’s

GOODS

A public

Schnapps, its unsolicited endorsement by

AT

—

omedy,

GREENWOOD GARDEN.

saltr of over SO rears duration In every
section of

The Master Spirit, of Irish

aug22dlw

Successors to Guppy, (Kinsman &
Alden.

Schiedam Aromatic

traces of such disease from the

322 Commercial

more

C. H.
GUPPY
<fe CO.

The NORWICH LINE for NEW YORK hn* the fi»e»t Mtenmer* in the country.
thi* line can secure Pnrlor Cars at KIohiob or Worcemter.
W. H. FELTON, Jr.,
A. €. KEi^llALL,
General tin linger.
General Panxeuger Ageat.

W.
A.
S. CANNED
WOLFE’S

iflasterdon Congress of Stars,

(j j[ [ j\ Day!!

Grand

has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Rev. C. F.
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
VV. Smith, (all oi Augusta.

Pa**engcr» taking

system.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
eodftwlmo
aug»

50c. Gallery
Friday, Aug. 24

All horse* to be owned in Maine except No*. 4 and
8 free to all.
The above race* to be mile beats, best 3 in 6 to
harness, except in Noe. 4 and 8, and conducted by
by the rules of the National Trotting Association.
Entries will close on
Sept. 5th at 11
o’clock p. m. Entries mailed on day of closing will
be eligible. All entries must be made te
J. J. FRYE, Secretary, 23 Preble St..
aug9e^dt*ep4tdtd
Portland, Me.

from Ronton to above point* without change.
Ticket* for wale nt Ticket Office* in
lYIninc. i«n«t f*cw Ilnmp*hirc. Moggnge checked through.
Ininienne convenience for
Indie* with children n* thi* line AVOIDN CHANGE OF C’ARM IN NEW 1»KH.
TRY IT
ND TRAfEL WITH COMEOH l
A*k for ticket* via NEW YORK A
NEW ENG.HANO KAILRUA D, nt any Ticket Office.

itte(*s

8eats 75
commences

30.—31OO extra to the winner if better than 2.26.

Yorli,

aug24

-Look at the-

Sale of seats

6.

and

only, commencing

MONDAY, AUGUST 27.

TIE ROMANOFF,

Ife^8.—Running Race,

REMEMBER THE PLACE.

all

GREAT THROUGH LINE
To JVew

and World’s Ideal Specialty Combination, for one
week

SECOND DAY, SEPT. 12.

The three preparations above
be found at just one place in
the City.

THROUGH PULMAN GARS

Domestic Coals
Prices.

relieves

Oalt and Gtroon.

,_

COMEDY COMPANY!

dramatic Co., will ap-

first class

St. Adamson’s Botanic
FRANK
Congress
60UDY756I
BotwoeSt
Jt3o___da_
Cough Balsam FREE
SEW YORK & SEW ESGLASD RAILROAD. Blaine, Esq.
Penny,

Tie only line running

CHAS. E

public.

can

Baltimore and

Hoitetter’g Stomach Bitters, by increasing vital
power and rendering the physical functions tegular
and active, keeps the system in good working order and protects it against disease. For constipation, dvspopsia and liver complaint, nervousness,
kidney and rheumatic ailments, it is invaluable and
it affords a sure defence against malarial
fevers,

a

on

in the successful drama

necessity.

.54

“

1.50
102
1.88
2.00

“

“

TO

1.00

Williams & Sullivan

MONDAY EVEN NC

This is the most valuable of all
the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children. Buy it. Try
it and you will And it a household

Sale of fine Ltsle Hosiery In an the Piew Shades and Sizes.

“

removing all

pear

For Diarrhoea, Cholera Morbus,
Cramps, Dysentery, Violent Purging Pain in the bowels, &c.

Roads to be announced in the future

EOT

Have secured them at an enormous salary, the
attractions of the season, being chaste and
You must laugh; prepare for a mental
treat. Engagement extraordinary of the famous

leading

Will be held at

One Me of Admission, 50 cents to tie Entire With.

Excursions

C. LAII9CELL. HANAUEB.

TON’S CHOLERA Special Trotting Premiums Presnmpscot
Park,
PORTLAND,
MIXTURE.
the Cumberland
Offered

EXCEPT THE GRAND CENTENNIAL OF 1876.

.

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.61 per centB
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.

besides

Supported by

WELLING-

DR.

E

Free.

Free.

FOREST CITY AUNT CO

Manager.

Charlotte Thompson,

A delicious Stimulant and Tonic, capable of destroying an appetite for intoxicants by its influence oh the stomach and organs
of digestion.

COVERING AN AREA OF SEVEN ACRES OF EXHIBITION SPACE.

Never Equalled

Proprietor

The Distinguished Actress, Miss

gestion.

The Exhibition of Foreign Products, Arts and Manufactures,
OPEN'S IN BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 3rd, 18S3.

Free.

refined.

ation in sudden colds and chills.
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

The Most Elaborate

..

MONDAY AND TUESDAY. AUG. 27 AND 28

Cramps,
Colic, Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea,
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspir-

Special

STOMACH

instantly

It

C. B. Norton.

......

TWO TIGHTS,

The Delicious Family Medicine
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger

now before the

ILb

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.40 per cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per os.
of Ponder.
Ammonia gas 0.43 per cent, equivalent to
10.4 cubic inebes per oz. of Powder.
Noth.—The Tartaric Acid waB doubtless introduced as free acid but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Ph. D.
Nkw York, Jan’t 17th, 1881.
The above shows conclusively that “Cleveland’s Superior” is a strictly pure Cream of
Tartar Baking Powder.
It has also been
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale College; Dr. Gentb of the University of Pennsylvania: President Merton of Stevens Institute;
Wm. M. Habirsbaw, F. 0. 8.. Analyst for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists, ail of whom pronounce it absolutely pure and healthful.

Frank Curtis

EXTRACT JAMAICA GINGER.

aug24

“Royal
in

PORTLAND THEATRE
and

of the Blood, and in all the various
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Kxtract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

SALE FRIDAY MORNING.

PRESIDENT,
Nath'l J. Bradlee.

Free.

GRAND DISPLAY OF FIREWORKS.

CONCENTRATED

SECRETARY,

Free,

Free.

Free.

jy Don't fall to purchase tickets via Forest City Steamboat line and get all attractions free. Boat*
aug27d2t
every 30 minutes.

As a Nutritive tonic, it would be
indicated in the treatment of im-

FLANNEL WAISTS for Ladles, Misses and
Boys, such as we have been selling at $2.00,
will be closed out at ONE DOLLAR EACH.
Flannel Dresses for Misses and Children will
be sold at one dollar less than marked price.

Ul
UI

CITY LINE I
Wheelbarrow, and Potato Races for
Cash Prizes—Entries Free.

Sack,

paired nutrition, improvishment

Owen, Moore

Free.

NEW JANE EYRE.
BEEF, IRON
Tuesday Evening,
& WINE.

REDUCTION!

•aaJj_

•ewj

-aftij

•aa-ij

FOREST

__dtf

jy31

last

the first rays of dawn I was rejoiced to hear
the sound of si range voices below me.
A
“Signor Maggiore,” I gathered from the
talk, had arrived with help. In fact, he and
two carabinieri soon came up to me, and

a»g22_

*«ajj

-aaxj

FREE-DANCING- FREE!

call.

“Cleveland’* Superior Baking Powder.”

Orders received

Happily, an Italian night in July does not
long, and about 4 a. m. (Sunday, 29th),
just as the waning moon was giving way to

Powder”

us a

aajj

'39JJ

Free.

Eastman Bros. 6c Bancroft.

“Cleveland’s

Raking RoWil**,'1 purchased by myootf
city, and I find they contain:

mixed with only a short hour ago?
Were
all the rest engulfed in that living tomb?
“Ajuto, ajuto,” 1 continued, in chorus

with my two unknown companions in misfortune, whenever I thought I could be
heard. At last M-(a man I had befriended during manv years) came up. “Are you
the Count D’A-?” said he “No,” I replied. “I am so-and-so. Do try and lift
this awful stone off my legs.”
“Oh, sir, it
is impossible for one man to lift a stone like
that.” And be, too, left me never to return.
And so an hour or two passed away.
That
in my occasional cries for help 1 was heard
was evident, for a malo voice once replied in
the distance, “Help will come from Naples;
none is to be had in this uporso paese (dirty
country).” But the possessor of the voice
did not trouble himself to come near me.
And now—about midnight, I suppose—the
full moon began to rise in all her glory, and
to illuminate the beautiful bay at my feet.
By her light I was to a certain extent able
to make out my position, and to satisfy myself that even in the event of another shock
I was comparatively safe
A huge pillar
did, indeed, lie not far from, me, but I
thought it could not fall on me; anyway, 1
determined o hope it would not.
1 must here record a touching little Incident which occurred about the same time.
An agonized little whine reached my ears,
and sbortly afterward a cold little nose
touched my dusty cheek. I at once recognized poor little “Berri”—Mrs. Struve’s pet
dog—and I at once came to the conclusion
that, failing to find his kind old mistress or
his master, he had joined me as the only
friend he could find on this side of the grave.
The poor little beast remained with m< all

give

what he finds them made of
ot

-H
30
m
m

25 pieces l'l inch Colored Silk at $1.00 per yard.
Black Silks at 75 and 87 1-2 cents, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50, $2.00, $2.50.
$3.00 and $4.00 per yard.
Black Cashmere at 50 cents per yard, the best bargain ever offered at
this price.
Those wishing to secuie some choice novelties early, will do well to

The Government Chemist Analyzes two
of the Leading Baking Powders, and

I have examined samples

2-PERFORMANCES AT THE THEATRE-*

Bargain.

house?” I asked. “La casa e finita. It’s all
over with the Piccola Sentiuella," said both
men in the same b’ealb.
tvueu mey nan laid me ou me grounu anu
left me (It wag now a quarter to 5) my first

CITY TUSTF !

FOREST

We sliall open on Wednesday, August 22nd, a full anti elegant|line of
Ladies’ Cloth and Flannel Suitings, in both plain and plaid effects, and
in great variety of colors. Also some superb bargains in Colored Cashmeres, Ottomans, Drapd’Uimas, Diagonal and Tricot Repps iu the new
and desirable Autumn Shades.
We shall also show a choice selection of Black and Colored Velvets,
Plushes, Brocade Satins and Velvets, Velveteen, Ottoman Silks, &c,
50 pieces 20 inch Colored Silk to be sold at $1.25 per yard. A3Splendid

padrona (host and hostess) were
saved, so was Tommy (the son), so were all
the servants, except Utile Lorenzo, quite a
boy, who could not be found. "And the

ious to look about me—that, with the aid of
a strong rafter, I succeeded in
remaining on
be glad to oblige him (Mr. Struve) if he
my legs after a third effort. A friendly
would play the accompaniment.
Italian, a valet, gave me his arm across the
wall of debris, but he utterly declined in so
After dinner, about 8.45, we English, Mr.
precarious a condition; so that part of the
Green excepted, adjourned as usual to the
roadway, all fallen bricks end stones. I had
uncovered veranda running the
length of to undertake aloue. After much difficulty
the two drawing rooms, where we men
and many falls, 1 at last reached the terraco
the whole length of the dining
smoked, by the kind permission of the la- running
room (which was at
right angles to the saand
had
our
coflee. The Italians mostdies,
lon); and here, seeing my difficulty, a lady
ly took their coffee in the salons.
came up to me, and
-me to lean on
her arm, supported me along the terrace, up
After Mile. Tuperti had sung one song a
the still standing staircase, along the verangentleman came out and asked Mr. Struve if da
of the upper floor, out at the door, and
he would now kindly fulfill his
of
promise
! over a road now composed of fallen walls, to
the
accompanying
lady, on which he at once what was considered the nearest place of
left us and entered the drawing room. The safety, a little way from the house, and surrounded by low walls, ou whlcn the earthsong concluded, I went upstairs to my room
quake had already vented its fury. Why
(note—both the dining and drawing rooms sbou'd I conceal the name of this ladv who
were on the ground floor) to fetch the cards
came to my rescue and landed me in a haven
for our usual rubber, and finding Mesdimes of safety, and who told me with tears in her
eyes that her husband (Mr. Green) had been
Struve and Robertson on my return still in
one of the victims of that dreadful night!
the veranda, I sat dowu with them until Mr.
For him, poor man! there could have been
Struve should finish a pianoforte
piece he no manner of chance. He was a paralytic,
confined to his chair, aud ouly able to move
had just commenced. He had, it
appears,
with the help of his servant. Being very
been much pressed to play, and,
although it fond of music, he was, I think, among the
was quite against his
wont to play after
crowd around the piano at the time of the
dinner, he yielded. But, dire fatality! the catastrophe, so it is probable that the first
shower of stones from the falling roof above
work he selected—a favorite of
his, and one gave him a
painless and instantaneous
which he played to perfection—was
Chopin’s death. Their son was saved, but poor Mrs.
Funeral March. A curious fact I may enter Green, as I learned afterward, had been buried up to her neck for three weary hours.
here. The Marchese Capellini, on
hearing
Luckily she could both be seen and make
what was the piece selected,
immediately herse/f heard, so some friends went to her
left the room, saying nothing would induce
assistance, and after three hours’ hard la
him to listen to that; and he was
saved, for bor succeeded in digging her outnot two minutes afterward came the

ISUSlijCESMt, ABH8128.

PEAK’S
•aajj

aud

thought was to light a cigarette. I had
longed for one all night, but though I could
get at my cigarette-case on my left, 1 could
not (from my position) get at my match box
on my right side.
My position left even
now much
to be desired. The garden in
which 1 was lying was a network of yawning gaps, the intervals of which the lightest
shake might detach and produce new ruin.*
Before me as my only route was a bsrricade
of huge, irregularly piled blocks of stone
and brick, the remains of the drawing room
and first floor wall, In fact; while beyond
was an angry-looklng block of masonry, the
corner wail of the salon leaning like the Tower of
Pisa, not yet fallen, but apparently
ready to fall at any moment. The excitetneut. I suppose, had supported me while
lying under that horrible stone, but now all
my strength seemed to have departed. I
rose with difficul.y, but only to fall flat
down again; once more I tried it, but with
the same result. However, I felt my situation so untenable—moreover, I was so anx-

BANCROFT.

&

DRESS GOODS DEPARTMENT.

enough

before I was free.
These men then left me and went off In
search of other victims. During the process
of digging out 1 had made a few inquiries
The padas to the slate of the household.

We have been favored, says the London

EASTMAN BROTHERS

rafters about aud to spare) lifted cautiously
this miniature rock, a fifth pulled me tightly
by the.arms out of danger of its falling back

A Chicago mauiac has reduced the government debt $1000 by chewing up a bond
of that denomination. A few years ago this
man would have been considered a Green-

ENTEHTilllJIEITS.

HINCELLANEOUS.

out from the outer world, and begged me,
as I was safe, not to detain these men, but
to let them accompany him to help in digging out several members of his family
whom he believed to be lying buried in the
rubbish. I assented—“Only send me some
water, I pray you, aud take them; I can
wait now that I know help is nigh.”
So
they went. lie sent me some water and
some chartreuse, veiy acceptable even at that
early hour of the morning; aud much refreshed, and it now being broad daylight, I
felt I could hold on some little time longer.
But I had not long to wait. About half past
4 I heard the welcome voice of
poor Cristo,
one of the hotel servants (who had himself
a
tomb,
alive,
just dug his wife out of living
it is true, but with a broken leg). “Ecco 11
once
at
shrieked
he
Gran
and
Signor,
Dio,”
for assistance. To him first came Francesco (another
waiter), then three carabinieri,
and fcthey proceeded literally to dig me
out.
First, two heavy s'ones, which
wedged me in as in a vice, and
the
which I now ihiuk had stopped
further career of the big llagstone were removed, and while four mm with improvised

Cor.
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He’ll

soon learn better.
Pacify pa as W6ll
you can, Phrony, dear; put the blame on
if it is necessary to defend yourself. I
shall not be here long to bear fault-finding.
Now, please, Phrony, dear, don't call me
out any more, and please, please, don’t rattle the dishes, and just hint to pa the situation ; tell him that probably my fortuue is
hanging in the balance, and ask him to eat
as

397,000 bush, oats 214,000 bu, rye 47,000 bu,
barley 3400 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9,600 bhls, wheat 69.000 bush,
corn 601,000
bush, oats 127,000 bu *rye44,000 bu,
barley 2200 bush.
St. Louis. Aug. 27.—Flour quiet. Wheat opened
lower and closed higher; No 2 Red Fall at 1 04Vfe®
1 04 6-16 for cash; 1 06(a>l 06% fer September;
1 08% for October; 1 10% for November; No 3 at
96%(®97%e. Provisions-no material; only a Job
trade demand. Lard firmer at 8 bid.
Receipts—Flour 7,000 bbis, wbea. 208 000 bust,
corn 00,000 bnsb, oats 00,000 bosh,rye 6,000 buBb,
barley 0,000 bush.
Shipments-Flonr 1100 bbis, wheat 11,000 bu,
corn 0,000 bush,oats 00,000 bush rye 00,000 bnsb,
I
barley 0000 bush.
DETRorr.lAug. 27.—Wheat Arm: No 1 White fal
cash 1 08 cash; 1 08% for September; 110 for October; No 2 White at 1 02: No 2 Red Winter at
109%.
Wheat—Receipts 46,000 bujshlpments 62,000 bu.
New Orleans,Aug. 27.—Cotton steady; Middling

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

TUESDAY MORNING. AUG. 28.

A Monday Romance.
[Good Cheer.)
She, that is, Miss Laura, had a city lover.
She captured him, or he had captured her,
or they had mutually captured each other,
while she was on a visit to her step-brother’s
sister-in-law.
Miss Laura’s home was in the country—
not on a farm, where, presumably, the good
things abound—milk and butter, cream and
cottage cheese; eggs and chickens; or at
least pork, with, perhaps, siring beans or
She lived in a small village,
cabbage.
through which the express train rushed
a
nod
of recognition, without a
without
glance, and where the “accommodation”
paused barely long enough for a “howdy.”
This village had no green grocery store, and
only two fresh-meat days in the week. It
had no ice, hence no ice-cream, no lemonade.
Miss Laura’s father lived by his wits. Of
course, then, he made no garden.
Miss Laura earned precarious pin-money
by making an occasional dress, by trimming
an occasional bonnet, by crocheting an occasional decorative piece, by giving an occasional music lesson at fifteen cents the lesson.
Of course, then, she did not raise
chickens or make butter. Neither did she
do any kitchen work or house drudgery.
Her time was reckoned too precious for such
use, since even wheu her hands were not
engaged, she had her “thinking” to do,
plans to lay for the capture of a music pufor securing an order for a tidy. Her
had to be kept in a receptive condition
to catch the flying words about the villagers’

pil,

or

ears

buyings. Whenever
among these, she felt

a

dress-pattern

was

it her duty to throw
out a mantua-maker’s bait.
of
Miss
Laura’s duty was to
Another part
do the buying for the house. As to who did
the paying this writer could not speak with
definiteness. It is often impossible for a
writer to learn all about a case.
Sophronia, a sister aged fourteen and
three-quarters, presided over the drudgery.
She knew how to boil potatoes aud to stir
mush; and she thought she knew how to
make coffee and griddle-cakes.
On a certaiu Monday, the president of the
drudgery was wrestling with the family
washing; and all through the wash-boarding,
the boiling, the riusing, the wringiug, the
blueing, the starchii g, there was running a
ittle vein of envy—envy of the elder sister
—removed from the slop and steam, in the
cool middle room, fitting a yeljow calico
dress to “Sissy” Fisliback.
As she was wringing the last of the boiled

clothes, Sophronia

quietly.”
“All right,”

said

Sophronia, cheerfully,

“Pll do my best. Perhaps I may persuade
him to eat with his fingers, and mush is a
noiseless kind of food.” Sophronia had a
sense of the funny, and besides, felt cheered
at the prospective abdication of the
lady of
the family.
Miss Laura again departed to happiness
Sophronia began tiptoeing about the kitchen.
Why she did this is not evident, since
she was still without shoes.
(Upon the
writer’s honor, the wit of the last remark
was
unintentional.) The father came in
soon.
The situation was explained to him.
For some time he had been reckoning on the
convenience of having a son-in-law to get a
loan from when the wits should not produce
well. He readily fell in with the whist idea,
and joined Sophronia in tiptoeing.
He had
213 pounds to keep quiet; his feet had never
been submitted to Chinese treatment, and
his DOots

squeaked.
that he’d help her set

When he
the table

whispered
Sophtonia

alarmed.
“I’d rather, pa, that you’d sit down and
keep quiet; your boots are so noisy,” she
whispered.
“That’s a fortunate thing,” he whispered
back, "their noise will drown the rattle of
the dishes.”
At this he went on his toes the length of
the kitchen out to the cupboard, which was
in the wood-shed; Sophronia “whirled in”
to clean the table of the soap and starch and
blueing, of pans and pails and dippers and
clothes poker. Then she spread the cloth,
then she went overto the stove and stirred
the mush. Then the pa came squeaking,
squeaking, squeaking, a glass tumbler in
each hand. Sophronia took them gently,
and set them slowly, holding her breath.
“I’ve got an idea,” whispered the man of
wits, and away he went tiptoeing back to
was

the

cupboard.
Sophronia laid the knives and forks and
spoons, handling thorn as if they were of
spun glass. She heard the clatter of dishes
out at the cupboard, and began warbling to
drown the noise. Then she heard the returning squeak of the pa’s boots. She looked,
raising a wanting finger. He was advancing on tiptoe, carrying a tea tray loaded with

crockery and jingling glasses.
“No need," he whispered at the kitchen’s
length, “making twenty trips to the cupboard. I’ll do all the fetching in one.”
“But,” whispered Sophronia, “we’ll not
need the half nor the quarter of all those;

you’d better take them back to the cupboard.”
•No,” he whispered, still advancing on
his boot-toes, “I’ll set them on the
table,

was entertaining vague
wishes in connection with Mr. J. C. Gumms.
He was the city lover about whom Miss
and you can pick out the ones you want.”
Laura bad made some blushing confessions.
Sophrouia was wishing that he would “come the“But pa,” whispered Sophronia “that s
most troublesome way we could
manage
along” and do “something or other.” There
it; there’ll be such a rattle in picking them
was a knock at the front door.
She heard
In
out,
it above the creak of the wringer and the
handling over so many.”
“No,” he whispered, frowning, “that is
splash and drip of the rinse water. She
the
best
wav.
If you can’t pick what you
paused, listeuing, with one hand ou the
want without a great clatter you select
wrmger handle and the other holding Miss
Laura’s stocking to the rubber lips. There which ones you want, and I’ll be bound I
can pick them out with no more sound thau
was a hurried, rushing noise in the middle
i if
they were all covered with velvet.”
room; the kitchen door was opened with
“You can never do it,” she whispered.
precipitation, and in ran Miss Laura.
“I can,” he whispered, “with no more
“It’s Mr. Gumms at the front door."’ she
than if they were made of velvet.”
exclaimed, nervously working at the curl- noise this
time he was at the upper end of
By
papers which kept up her bauged hair.
the
room
within a foot of the door. As he
“You must go to the door, Phrone.”
“Why, I can’t go. See what a fright I whispered the word “velvet” the door was
suddenly opened by Miss Laura. She had
am,” said Sophronia.
come to say that she was
ner sleeves were rouea to tne snoulder,
getting hungry
her skirts were half way to the knee; her and ask about dinner. But she d'd not say
the one, she did not ask the other. The
bare feet were splashed with blueing-water
suddenly-opened door struck the end of the
and dabbed with starch.
“No matter about your looks,” said Miss loaded tray, and the pa’s hand. His hold
Laura, breathing fast; “he’ll take you to be was lost. There was a rattling, shivering
the hired girl. Please go, Phrone,” she crash. Miss Laura and Sophronia shrieked,
“Heavens!” the pa cried, “Thunder and
added with urgent pleading.
“There! he’s
blazes!” The parlor door was burst open,
knocking again,” she went on in a panicky and
the ex-imprisoned Mr. Gumms came
way, twitching and pulling at the curl parunning through the middle room into the
pers. “Do go along, Phrone! I’d do as
kitchen, exclaiming:
much for you; and Iwi!l do a great deal
“Ladies and gentlemen, what is the matmore when I am able to, as I probably shall
ter?”
be at an early day. I can’t possibly go till I
“Oh! the mush is burning up!” screamed
get my bangs arranged and my drees changed.
Go along. Please do, Phrony, aud make Sophioma, discovering a fresh calamity.
haste, or he’ll go away. You can act like a She dashed to the stove, and snatched off
the smoking kettle.
hired
and
call

girl
Laury,

speak incorrectly;

me

Miss
and he’ll never know the difference.”
“Until he's my brother-in-law, and then
he’ll prosecute me for getting a brother-inunder false pretences.” Sophronia was be-

ginning

to make

teady, by “sudsing”

off
forward to the

Then she went
front door, feeling awkward enough for the
her arms.

role of servant

girl.

dismissed by the back way;
“Sissy”
she might have been sent to the door, if the
Idea had occurred to Miss Laura’s bewildered brain. Mr. J. C. Gnmms’s card was
soon brought
to the destined trembling
hand. And at length, the bangs and the
dress being arranged, Miss Laura went to
was

the happy meeting.
Do not imagine that you are to be told
what transpired at the happy meeting.
Doubtless Sophronia could have told some-

what,

since she made prolonged keyhole ob
servations before returning to the washing.
It is aboat the interruption to the happy
meeting that you are to hear. This occurred about twelve minutes before twelve,
when the improvised servant maid put a
head in at the parlor door, and intimated
with an Irish brogue which was not above
suspicion, that “a word was wanted with

the misthress.”
The red of Miss Laura’s face

was

deeper

than rose, as she went forth to the interview
with Mr. Gumms’s wh’spered entreaty thaher absence might be made short.
“What is to be done about dinner?” said
Sophronia, her face in a pucker.
“Why, it isn’t dinner time,” said Miss
Laura in a tone of injured surprise and remonstrance.

nearly twelve,” said Sophronia.
“Why you must be mistaken; it can’t be
much after ten,” Laura expostulated.
“Time runs like a mill to folks that are
courting,” said Sophronia, “but it’s a very
little way from noon, and you’ve got to say
what’s to be done about dinner.”
“Oh, dear! nobody has a particle of Bym
pathy with me,” Miss Laura complained.
“My sakes! you talk as if I had been putting the sun forward, and been straightening the shadows all over place. It’s near
noon, and I’ve got to know what’s to be
done about diuner,” Sophronia persisted,
giving her sleeve an additional roll-up.
Miss Laura was pestered to the tear point.
“Can’t you put off dinner?” she said with
unusual meekness. “Have it about two
o’clock. I’m not a particle hungry.”
“But I am,” said Sophronia stoutly discerning that for once she had the vantageground usually held by the elder sister.
“I’ve been at the washtub all the morning,
and haven’t had any love to feed on, so I’m
"it's

ferociously hungry.”
“Well, you can just take ‘a piece,’ ” said
Miss Laura in soothing tones, and preparing for a return to Mr.Gumms.
“But,” said Sophronia, with detaining in-

sistence of tone and manner, “there’s not a
bite in the house for ‘a piece,’ and besides,
pa’s in the back yard come for his dinner.”
“Well, you can make some? coffee and

have

some

griddle-cakes; they

are

§ quickly

Miss Laura turned to go.
“Coffee and griddle-cakes!’ cried Sophronia, “there’s not a grain of coffee in the
house, and there’s no flour or eggs for griddle-cakes; and besides, there’s no lard to

got.”

fry them.”
“Then fry

some

Laura.

potatoes,” said

Miss

“Fry potatoes without lard!” cried Sophronia. “Besides, there isn’t a potato on the
place.”
wen, wnatis

there?"

demanded

Miss

Laura with tears in her eyes.
“Nothing but a quart of corn meal.”
“Then make some mush,” and Miss Lau-

suddenly serene as if earth had no
more sorrow, aud glided away to the spot of
her felicity.
The next interruption was one minute before twelve, when again Sophronia’s head
appeared at the parlor door, and again an
lute'view was solicited in Irishy-English.
ra

turned

“What is it now?” demanded Miss Laura
when she had shut Mr. Gumms in the parlor and herself in the kitchen. Her face
was very, very red, and she fanned it very
fast and looked very vexed.
“I want to know if your fellow is coming
out to dinner, so as to know whetberjor not
I shall put on the decalcomania things.”
“Of course he isn’t coming out to dinner.
Do you suppose that I could ask him out
here to eat ’mush?”
“Well,” Sophronia said, with a touch of
vehement scorn, “I think it will be sneaking
mean to eat dinner while he’s in the house
and not ask him out. What do you suppose
he’ll think of such a performance? He’d
never marry you in the world.”
“He needn’t know there’s eating going
on.
He’ll think we dine at four or five or
six, like city folks. I can hint to him that
we do.”
“But he’ll hear the dishes rattle,” said

Sophronia.
“No, you can set the table in the kitchen
and keep all the doors shut,”
“Well,” said Sophronia, snapping, “pa’ll
scold at a good rate about eating there in
the middle of tubs and wringer and wash
boiler aud the heat, and about having only

mush. I sha'l put all the blame on you, 1
wish you to understaud. It’s your business

to order and provide things.”
“But bow could 1 under such peculiar circumstances?” said Miss Laura, humbly.
“If Mr. Gumms wasn’t a gump,” Sopbrotia said, “he wouldn’t have come out here
He might have known that
on Mondav.
we’d eaten up everything o’ Sundry.”
“But you know,” Miss Laura apologized,

“he’s always been

a

bachelor, poor fellow!

“Mr.

Gumms, my father,” said Miss
with great mental presence. People
Miss Laura neglected to introduce
weren’t worth introducing.
At the introduction, the pa, who was getting to his knees to save the pieces of crockery for a prospective asparagus bed, quickly
recovered his perpendicular, bringing up in
his right hand the fraction of a soup dish.
He bowed low to Mr. Gumms, and
dropping
the fraction shook hands with the guest,
saying he was extremely happy. Then with
a wave of
his large, soft hand towards the
girl with the mush-kettle, he said:
“My daughter Sophronia, Mr. Gumms.”
Mr. Gumms bowed, Sophronia snickered.
Miss Laura hastily took Mr. Gumms by
the arm and hurried him from the apartment of desolation.
•
Mr. Gumms was seen soon after at the
village tavern, eating fried ham and soda
biscuits. He has never been seen by those
villagers since.
Laura,
whom

Wit and Wisdom.

Portland Daily Wholesale market.
PORTLAND, AUg. 27.
There has been some improvement in the business
situation since Saturday. A better movement is
reported in Flour, especially for roller, and prices
are very firm.
The grain market is
steady and fairly active at Saturday’s figures. Oats are scarce.
Pork and Lard are a little firmer but
without quotable change. Sugars are in good
request and steady
at provious rates. The stock of
sugar in the four
ports is 128,000 tons against 107,283 tonsjin 1882;
are
firmer.
Sweet
prioes
Potatoes are selling at
4 60@5 60. Choice grades of Butter are
selling
well attbeadvanoe; all other kinds dull. Eating
are
lower.
apples

following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Grain, Provisions. «c.
I''lour.
Orniu.
Super tine and
R.M.Corn, car lots.68 V4
low trades. .3 60@4 601 Mix Corn,car lots (®66Mi
X Spring and
Corn, bag lots.... ?0® 7 2
XX Spring. .5 00@0 001 Oats, car lots.46
Patent Spring
New Oats.40
Wheats.7 60@8 00! Oats, bag lots.60
*
Michigan Win.68
j Meal
ter straight^ 25(26 75 Cottonseed.car lots 28 tX)
l>o roller....6 2626 60 Cottonseed,bag lotsSO 00
St. Louis WinSaokedBrau car lot.
ter straight.6 00@6 261
18 00®19 00
Do roller. ..6 6026 761 do bag lots.23 60
Winter Wheat
| Middlings, car lots.24 00
atents.6 76ia}7 261 do bag lots
26 60
(Produce.
ProviNiouN.
The

Avoid t'c6 untold miseries consequent upon
ill health, by following the wise conuse! given
in ‘‘The Science of Life,or
advertised in this paper.

Self-Preservation,”

PaU.

a

Faot’y..

N Y

10@10Mi

HIS FIRST DAY AT SARATOGA.

Saratoga was a new idea to him. It was bo
jolly to go from spring to spring and take a
of the water of each. No two of the
springs tasted alike. There are about forty
spriDgs at Saratoga. Alter tasting nearly half
of these, he began to have a queer feeling inside
him.
After spending
most
of the day
in this way, he went to bed. It seemed as
if al! the water-works of the lower regions

drink

were raising a riot within him.
After several
hours of agODy, be tbongbt of Perry Davis’s
Pain Killer. It gave him relief and comfort,
and charmed him to Bleep.

Many times you want to keep meat or fish
for several days. Lay it in a solution of Kex
Magnus over night and you can keep it for

Foreign Import*.
Sclir Mary E McLaughlin—294

Foreign Export*.
BUENOS AYRES. Brig Helen Sands—397,844

ft.

Tallow.
Portland quotations

on

PORT

STOCKS.

..

Railroad

24%
96%
30%
71%
40%
41%
03%
25%

Cleared.

Barque Helen Sands, Loring, Buenos Ayres, (cld
I 26th and sailed)—K iawIs A Co.
Barque Matthew Baird, Forbes, Philadelphia—
Clark A Chaplin Ice Co.
Barque Onaway, (new, of Portland. 885 tons)
Prince. Boston—B Webster.
Sch Casco Lode, Dyer, New York, (cld 26th)—Berlin Mills.
Sch Oliver Dysr, Emerson, New York—E S Hamlin A Co.
Sch W C Pendleton, Webber, Damariscctta.
>• h
Sarah Hill, Robinson, Camden—Keusell A
TaVor.
Sch H B Metcalf, Fossett, Augusta, to load for
New York—Orlando Nickerson.
Sch Elizabeth DeHart, Low, Kennebec, to load
for New York.
Sch Orient, Morse, Belfast—N A Sanborn.

Re«*ipj„

Portland, Aug.

27
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
35 care miscellaneous merchandise; for connecting
roads, 81 cars mis ellaneous merchandise.
New Tork Stock and

Roney IRarkei.

(By Telegraph.)

New York, Aug. 27.—Money fairly easy at 2®3
on call: prime mercantile paper at 6% ao%.
Pfxchange is rather weak at 482% for long and 488 for
short. Government firm. State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds quiet.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreated 409.000 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations on
Government Securities:
United States bonds, 3s
103%
do
do
do
4%s, reg.112%
do
do
do
4%e,Jcoup.113%
do
do
do
4s, reg ...119%
do
do
do
4s, coup.119%
Pacific 8s, ’95 .128

FROM

weeks.

\

also keep milk a week or
more by stirring in
a
little of th
‘‘Snow
Flake brand.
ou

can

C D Oliver, Anderson, which arrived at St
Vincent, CYI, Juno 20th, from Portland, has been
sold and the captain and owner arrived at Baltimore 24th inet.

Ship Belle of Bath, 1417 tons, built at Bath in
1877, has been sold on American account, at about

$47,600.
Barque A C Adams, 406 tons, built at Camden in
lHftft overhauled in 1881, lias been told on local
account at $4500.
FROM MERCHANT’S

A charitable conclusion; ‘‘Who was that
person who sat next to you at the table this
morning?” asked one gentleman of another at
a fashionable out-of-town hotel.
“I never saw
such a queer actiDg thing; how her arms did
across
the
first
after
this
dish and
fly
table,
then that.” "Yes,” repliod the gentleman addressed; “probably she was a Swiss bell-ringer
in her earlier days. She was a stranger to me,
thank God.”—Boston Post.

MEMORANDA.
Sch Z&mpa, Sanborn, which arrivod at Boston
25th from Hoboken, was in collision 26th with the
steamer Rattlesnake and lost bowsprit, jibboom,
cathead, and headgear.
Sch Lahalna, of Lubec, Capt Houghton, from St
John for Philadelphia, was the vessel damaged by
collision 24th. She was towed into New York.
Sch Bowdoin is still at New York, with cargo of
lime on fire.

—

locks.

FISHERMEN.

(By Telegraph.)

San Francisco, Aug. 27.—The following are the
closing official quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher. 4%
Eureka. 7 ^
Gould & Curry. ZVt
Hale & Norcrosa.
8Vs
3%
Mexican.
3
Ophir

Ar at Port Hawkesburv. CB, 22d,
Cashing, Cushing, from North Bay
cod and 225 bbls mackerel.

sch
with

George W
60,000 lbs

DOMESTIC PORTS.
TACOMA —Cld 24th, ship Melrose, Bates, for

Melbourne.

GALVESTON—Ar 26th, brig Emily T Sheldon,

Savage. 2%
6%
Northern Belle.
4 Vs
Sierra Nevada..
6%
Union Con.
Yellow Jacket. 3%

Hayes.

New York.

Below 26th, barque Era H
ORLEANS
Fisk, Newell, New York.
SAVANNAH —Cld 24tb, sch Stephen G Loud,
Fountain, Providence.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Cld 24th, sch Helen, Mitchell, Boston.
Cld 26th. sch Addle Jordan, from Quincy Point.
FORTRESS MONROE— Passed in 25tb, brig L
Staples. Stowers, from Bangor for Baltimore.
BALTIMORE—Ar 26th, sch John F Merrow, Kelley, Bangor.
Cld 26th. schs Geo Monlton, Landorkin, Boston;
Wm Frederick, Ames an l B L Burt, Lent, Portland; Georgia Clark. Bartlett; Charleston; Moses
Webster, Rhodes, and Florence J Allen, Soule, for
NEW

Ronton Produce Rarket.

Boston, Aug. 27.—The following were to-day’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote Western creameries at 21®
23c for choice, 18®20c for fair and good: Northern
creameries at 21 (®23c for choice, 18®20cfor fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 19@21c
t> lb for choice, 16® 18c for fair and good; choice
Western dairy at 14® 16c and Western ladle packed
13® 15; good demand for choice grades and|tirm.
Cheese quiet; 9®9%c for choice and 7%@8%
for fair and good; 8®7c for common.
Eggs selling 23®24c for p:astern,21®22c for New
York and Vermont, 21@22c for Nova Scotia and

—

Portlaud.
Ar 2Hib, sch Ella M Storer, Pitcher, Kennebec.
Sid 25tb, barque Au Sable; schs Georgia Clark
Wm Frederick, Geo Moulton, an t FJ Allen.
PHILADELPHlA-Ar 25th, sch Wm T Donnell,
Bassett. Kennebec.
Cld 25th, biig Mattie B Russell, Atherton, Portland; scbs Fred Jackson, Snow, do; Maud Briggs,
Barbour, Charlestown; P M Hooper, Colcord, ai d
Alice Montgomery, Lavender, for Boston; Thoa N
Stone, Hamlin. Portland.
Sid fm the Capes 20th, brig Akbar, for New York.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 24th, schs Lawrence Haines
from Providence; Olive Elizabeth, and Setagawa,
from New York.
Sid 24th. sch L B McNichols, Guptill, Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, scbs Lahaina, Houghton.
St John, NB, for Philadelphia, (badly damaged by
collision). Yankee Blade, Coombs. Bangor; Lucy M
Collins, Collins, Boston; Harmona, Pendleton, Fall
River; Ivy Bell, Loud, Providence.
Ar 26th. ship Henry S Sanford, Plummer, Bath;
brig Clarabelle, Branscomb, Manzauilla; sobs A B
Perry, Look, Two Rivers, NS; Chas A Ropes, Hunt,
Eastport; Rosa & Adra, Thompson. Machias; Tim
Field, Bellatty. Sullivan; Ann Eliza, Saunders,
Rockland; C J Willard, Wallace, Portland; W O R
Mowry, Stonlngton; M L Newton, Colweil, Providence; T Benedict, Liusoott, Gardiner; Alligator,
Martin, New Haven.
Passed the Gate 26th, sobs City of Ellsworth, fm
i>ew York for Salem and Boothbay; Jas S Morse,
New York for Boston; D Eddy, do for Fall River;
Eliza B Coffin, Elizabeth port for Portsmouth; Luoy
May. Port Johnson for Boston.
NEW HAVEN -Cld 26th, toh Addle Sawyer.Cook,
New York.

PEI.
Potatoes—We quote Jersey and Rhode^psland -at
1 66®1 76 V
bbl._
Chicago IAve. Ntock iRarket.

(By Telegraph.}
CHICAGO, Aug. 27—Hogs—Receipts 10.000 head;
shipments 28< 0 head; opened strong, closing weak;
packing at 4 50®4 90; packing and shipping 4 96®
6 00; skips at 3 5Q®4 76.
Cattle—KeceiptBlO.OOOheadjSbipnaents 1,800 hd;
market is firmer,exports 8 00@6 40; good to choice
shipping steers 6 40®5 90.
Sheep—Receipts 1000 head; shipments 200 head;
higher; inferior to fair 2 60@3 00; good 3 75;choice
_

DomeNiic Jliirket*

fBy Telegraph.)
York. Ang. 27.—Flour market— Receipts
26,4>12|bblx; exports 5285 bbls; rather weak and
In some eases shade lower;export demand light with
very moderate inquiry from home trade: sales 13,K^w

quietjtommon

EXCHANGE.!

Ar at New York 27th, ship Astoria, Anderson
West Hartlepool; steamer Santiago, Havana. •
Sid fm London 24th Inst, ship Charter Oak, Laffin,
New York.

...

400 bbls.
tv Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 45@3 50; Superfine
Western and State at 3 20@4 00; common .to good
extra Western and State 4 16@4 60; good to choice
do at 4 liXgfl 25; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25(®7 00; fancy do 7 10@7 60;
common to good extra Ohio at 4 16(0-6 76; commo
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 16®7 00: Patent
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 00®6 60: choice
to double extra do at 6 80<®7 60; including 1,600
bbls City Mill extra at 6 60@6 00:1860 bbls No 2
at 2 50@3 66; 66o bbls Superfine 3 20®4 00: 700
bbls low extra at 4 16(o4 60 3900 bbls winter
Wheat extra at4 16®7 60; 4300 bbls Minaasota
to
extra 4 16®7 60, Southern fiou is
fair 4 25(a)5 30; good t choice 5 35 a6 76. Wheat

COR RE 8 POND BUT.

Seh

Northwestern..
.120%
Northwestern pref.140
New York Central.114%
Rock Island.120
St. Paul.S.1008/s
St. Paul pref.
..118%
87
Union Pacific Stock.
Western Union Tel
78%
Adams Ex. Co...134
American Ex. Co. 88
Boston Air Line. 80%
Canada Southern
«. 60 Vs
I>el. & Hudson Canal Co.1048/8
Del.& Lackawanna.119

00,

OUR

W1SCASSET. AuL 25-Ar, schs Aroola, Campbell. and J K Baker, Fowle. Boston.
Sid, schs Fillmore, Scott, and Robert Woodruff',
Lewis, Boston.

Michigan Central. 80%
New Jersey Central
79%

Riding

BEST THING KNOWN

the

»»

WASHING^BLEACHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR COLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR. TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
*o family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE ia tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
al ways boars the above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

—

SUMMER

ARRANGEMENT.

TAKES EFFECT

Monday, July 23d, 1883.
will ran as fallows:
TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
13
From Bridgton
mls. a. m.
a. m.

Passenger

Bridgton,

trains

Leave

Sandy Creek,

6.06

10.20
10.27
10.45

6.12
t6.30
t6.34 tl0.49
Witbam’s.
t6.38 tlO.53
Rankin's Mills,
t6.68 til.13
7.06
11.20
Bridgton Junct.Ar.
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
2
4
For Bridgton
mls. a. m.
p. m.
J
uuet.
Leave
0.65
2.16
Bridgton

Iugall’s Road,
Parley’s Mills,

2
6
7
8
14
16

Rankin’s Mills,
Witbam’s

2
8
0
10
14
16

Parley’s Mills,

Ingau’s Road

Sandy Creek,
Bridgton, Arrive,
t Stops when signalled
jy‘A4

6.00
6.07

f0.26
t0.29
t6.33
t0.63
7.00
g
p. m.

8.00

tl0.05

t2.22

18.07

t’2.42
t2.46

10.46

t2.60

t8.27
t8.31
t8.36

11.06
notice to

3 08
3.16

8.63

9.00
conductors.
dtf

Boston & Maine
SUMMER

m

tlO.35
tl0.4O
10.68

or

6
p.

Railroad,

ARRANGEMENT.

PROVIDENCE—Sid 26th, sch Light of the East,

Portland for Dexter*
Bangor
Ml John*
Halifax
and
the Provinces Ml. Andrews, ftt.
Fredericton Aroostook
County, and all
Stations on H. A: Piscataquis K. K., 1.16
16.10 p. m. $11.16
p. m., 1.20 p. in.,
for
and
Belfast
ftkowhegan
.15 p. m.t
1.20 p. m., $11.16 p. in.:
Waterville. 6.46 a. m. 1.15 p. m„ 1.20
m. 16.10
m.
Au$11.16 p. m
p.
p.
gusta, llallowell, dardlner and Brunswick 6.45 a. in., 1.20 p. m., 15.10, 6.30 and
$11.16 p. is.; Hath 6.45 a. m. 1.20p. in., 5.30
and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. ru.
ocklaud, and Buox Ac Lincoln R. H.,
6.46 a. m., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m.; Auburn and Lewiston, 8. 16
a. m. 1.16 p. m.,
6,06 p. m. I.ewinton via
Brunswick 6.45 a. m., $11.16 p. in.;
Hlontnouih.
Farmington,
Winthron,
und Hlurunacook, 8.15 a. in. 1.16 p. in. Oakland and North Anson, 1.16 p. m.
5.10
m.
train Is the ftt. John
1 The
p.
Fust Express, with Reclining Chair Car
attached, and stops between Portland and BaDgor
at Brunswick,
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Waterville and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.45 p. m. and St. John at 6.80

following

morning.

train is the night express with
sleeping oar attached and runs every night Sunincluded
but
not through to Skowhegan on
days
Monday mornings or to Buckxport and Dexter or

$Tbe 11.16 p.

9.80
11.00

9.40
11.06

M.
2.16

P.

P.

M

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.16 p. m.; ftt. John,
7.00 and 8.00 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Houlton, 7.00
a. m., 8.30 p. m.;
ftt. ftiepben, 7.30 a. in.,
9.00 p. m.; Vanceboro, 2.00 a. m. 10.10 a. in.,
1.60 p. m,; Bucksport, 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.,
6.05 p. m.; Bangor, 7.20 a.m., 2.06 p. m.
8.00 p. m.; Dexter, 7.00 a.m(8.10p. m. Belfast, 6.46 a. m., 3.15 p. m.; ftkowhegan,
8.30 a. ra. 3.06 p. m.; Waterville, 9.20 a. m.
2.15, 3.83 and 10.08 p.m.: Augusta, 6.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
Iwardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m.. 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.: Bath. 7.00 a. m.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brunswick* 7.26 and 11.30 a. m., 4,45 & 5.10
p. m. 12.36 a. m., (night.) Rack I and, 8.16 a.m.,

and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a. m. 11.16 a. m., 4.36 p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips,7.05 a. m. Farmington, 8.30
a. ra.; Hlaranacook, 10.11 a. m. 3.25 p.m.:
m.
3.37
IWiuthrop, 10.18 a.
p.
mM
being due m Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. m.
trains from
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and conroads
12.36
and
The
at
12.45
necting
p. m.
afternoon trains from w aterville. Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p. m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.16 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.50 a. m.
1.25 p

m..

day

Excursion Rates to HIarnnncook and reparties of Ave or more.
Limited Tickets Arst and second class for
Mi. Jobs and Halifax oa s sle at reduced
rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, GenT Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12. 1883
f
jul
turn to

1*0KT I,AND for HOMTON
6.15, 8.46 a.m., 12.66 and 6.30
at 10.46,
m., arriving at Bo* ton
a. m., 1.16 4.45, and 10.00 p. m.
RONTON FOR PORTL AND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30,3.30,and 7.00p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.55, 6.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
KONTON
FOR OLD ORCHARD RE ACH, at 8.00,
9.00a.m., 12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLI>
ORCHARD REACH FOR RONTON at
6.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.50 and 6.54 p. m.
PORT I. AND
FOR
NCAKBOKO
BEACH, AND PINE POINT, at 6.16,8,45,
10.25 a. m., 12.35, 2.15, 5.15, 6.00,Jand 8.16 p. m.

B.AIX.ROAJD.

,__

sjsftMAfWHftwwrsfirKiSfesf
Returning

6.30 and 8.15 p. m.
leave OLD OKCH A RD at 7.59, 9.34, 11.40 a. m., 12.29, 2.45,
4 33, 6.00. 7.25, 7.48 and 10.30 p. m.
PORTLAND FOR N A CO, at 6.16, 8.45,10.25 a. ra.,
and
8.15*
12.35,12.65. 6.15, 6.00,0.30
p.m. FOR
BIDDEFORD at 6.16, 8.45,10.2o a.m.,12.36,
12.55, 5.15, 6.00 and 8.15* p. ra. FOR KENNEBCNH at 6.15, 8 45 a. m„ 12.65, 5.16 and
8.16* p. m. FOR WELLNt at 0.15, 8.45 a. m.,
and 5.15 p.m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
ORE %T FALLS, AND DOVER, at G.15,
8.45a.m.,12 555.15andG.30pm.F©B SALMON
FALLS.at 6.16,8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 5.16
m.
FOB
EXETER. HAVERHILL,
iAWKENCR, AND LOWELL at 6.16,
8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p, m.
FOR NEW
MARKET* at 6.15, and 8.45 a.m.
FOR
ROCHESTER. FA KN11 NOTON, N. II..
ALTON BAY, WOLFKOROI OH AND
CENTRE HARBOR at 8.45 a. m., and 12.55
FOR RANCH ENTERt AND CONp. m.
CO RD t N. H.,(via New Market Jet.) at 6 16
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNINO TRAIN LEAVEN IfENNEBENK
FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
•Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard

S.

Beach.

t Passengers may also reach these points by taking
the 2.15 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach nntil 3.50 p. m.
HTThe 12.56 p. m, train from Portland connects with Sound Line Ntenmem for New
Vork and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m., train with all Kail Line for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Car* on all through
trains.
Seats
secured in
advance at Depot Ticket Office.
SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 and 5.30 p, m. RONTON
FOR PORTLAND at 8.30 a. m. and 6.00
PORTLAND
FOR OLD
OR.
p. m.
CHARD REACH at 10.00 a. ra. and 1.00,
3.30 and 6.30 p. m. «LI) HRI H4RII FOK
POKTliANM 12.22, 2.46, 7.30 aud ».4U.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
6.30 p. ra. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.16 and 9.36 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maino road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbius, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trank trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Gentral and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshmeats. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Laurence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to a A points West and
South may be had of M. L. Williunu*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FUBBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.

Leave Jan ton for Portland
and
Lewiston 4.46 and 9.46 a. m.
Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
^
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
connections
with Byron, Mexico, Dtxfield,
Stage
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.
L. L. LINCOLN. 8npt.
Portland. June. 16, 1883
octl4dtf
,4_—

Eastern Railroad.

_

6.00
6.40

4.60
6.45
_

t'APT* WOT. J. ( K ill..
Leaves
Leaves
Diamond.
Evergreen and Tref.

g*«
7-90
9.00
19.30

§00
3H*

3.15

0.20
7.35
9.46

8.00

11.00

11.16

p. M.

p. M,

6,00

Leave

Leave
Peaks.
A. M

Portland.

Leave

Cushing’s

A. M.

10.45

P. M.
2.16

P. M.
1.80

P.

2.45

7.30

6.00
9.00

Last

Dally (Night Pullman) for Saee,
Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsmouth, Newburyport. Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30 a. m.
At N.45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Sc&rboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Welle, North and Sooth
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Olouceeter, Kockport,
Newburyport.
Lynn. Cnelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p. m.
At 12.53 p. in. (Express,) for Saco. Biddeford,
Berwick.
Kennebunk,
| No.
Conway

Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, and Boston, arriving at 4.65 p. m.,
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all

Southern and Western points.
At 6.:iO p. na. (Express), for Boston and principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving fet Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New
York.

M.

m., and arrive in Portland at 11.55
a. m. and 12.55 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
in Portland 5.00 p. m
At 7.00 p
m.
l>ail>*
and arrive in Portland at 11.00 p. m.

H*ul111121 u Parlor Cars
On Trains leaving Boston 9 a.m., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 0.30 p. m*

Through Pullman Sleeping

Cars

On Trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m.. and Portland 2.00 a. m.
Through Tickets to all Points South and
West.
PullsuRu Cur Tickets (or Seats and
Brrtlntasia nt Pepot Ticket Ofllc* only.
done 17, 1883
PAYSON TUCKER,
D. W. SANBORN,
General Manager.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
gjMastor of Trans.
Gen’l Pase’r Agent
junltidtf

-BET WEEN-

He

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.
Philadelphia

9.00 and

CURED

INSEim;n.

CAN

•.

_

6.16
6.40

WILLARD, Manager.

10.16

_

INLAND MTEATIERN.

I
AND

—

JTTXjY 24. 1888.

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Mtenmshlp Line.
From BO T US

Erery Wednesday and Saturday,
From PHILADELPHIA
Erery Tuesday and Friday.
p.

.\EW TIME TABLE

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.
CAP r. JOHN

■

Mil.

Steamer

■

ia

^

1.16
2.20
3.36

6.15

5.15

7.30
9.45
10.40

6.36
9.15
10.15

A. X.

P.

3.45
6.00
6.45

A a

■

A. H.

A.

6.30
7.20
9.45

7.00
9.00
10.30

LEWISTON, Capt.

9.36
11.00
P. M.
12.20
2.36

11.15
P. M.

_S I)Fp

Charles Dee ring, will leave Rail-

M.
6.00
7.20

A.

7.35
9.20

10.30
P. M.
12.00
2.00
3.15
4.30

And Mathias Steamboat

lJh

A. M.
8.15

7.00
9.00

at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
vessel.
'sailing
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. R.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pa««age Tea Dollar*. Round Trip 818
Meals and Room included.
For Freight or Passage applv to
E. HAgent,
deSltf
70 Long Wharf, Ko«ton.

T. STERLING.
Trefethen's L’dg
to Portland.

Jones Landing
to Portland.

A. M.

Philadelphia,

Portlaiid Bangor It. Desert
Company.

“EMITA”

STEAMER
Franklin Wharf
to Peaks Island,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
m.
From Pine Street Wharf

9.30
11.00

10.60

M.

X.

7.35

p.

p. M.

x.

12.30
12.50
road Wharf, Portland, Tuesday
1.00
2.00
2.20
2.36
•F*WBOBtGOES&z and Friday Evenings, at 11.15 1
3.00
5.30
o'clock or on arrival of Steamboat Express Trains
5.16
8.16
9.00
from Boston, for Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,^
9.30
Sedgwick, (Stage from >e<lgwlek to Blue Hill on ar-^
rival of Steamer), South West and Bar Harbors,
Steamer will run to accommodate the RollerskatMilbridge, Jonesport ami Machiasport.
•tonect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
ing Rink, leaving the city at 7.30. returning at 9.15
and 20.15. Tickets, with admission to
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
Garden, 25
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBOcents. Will run as above until farther notice.
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Troas. and Manager.
RO’, LAMOINE, HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip. Also with B. & B. Steam
3*24
*dt
ers at Rockland, going East, for Baugor and River
Landing* each trip.
RETFRNirfS3, will leave Machiasport every
•TIME

TABLE.

Monday and Thorsday,at 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings,and connecting at Portland with
Pullman and
early morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River Landings for Port-

STEAMER GEN. BARTLETT

freight
The

Steamer CITY OF RICHMOND.
Capi. Wtu. E. Denuiiion, leaving same wharf
every .Tlonday. W«*dne»dny, A Saturday Evenings at 11 16 o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expiess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onl\
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m Dext daj.
Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
Blue Hill, Surrey and Ellsworth, Monday’sand Wed
new

nesday’s trips.
At Bar Harbor with steamer for Gouldsboro
Lamoine, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.

Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Monday Wednesoay and Friday, touching at South
West Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 6.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.
GEORGE L. DAY,
Xreas.and

M.ownrrwn, o«icr»i Agent.
Portland, June 18,1883.

Ttok***

Agnii

jul8dt

/S tea mess!
FARE $1.00.
The elegant

steamer

leave Long Wharf, foot of

will

Exchange Street,
10.00

a. m.

for

at

Peaks'. Long, and Little Chebeagoe
Islands.

2.15 p.

m.

for

Peaks', LongrI.ittie and Great Chebeague Islands

RETURN' INQ,
Leave Little Chebeague at.11.00
Long Island at.11.16
Peaks’ Island at..11.30
Arriving at Portland at
..11.45
..

Leave

a. m
a.m.
a. m
a. m

AFTERNOONS,
Great Chebe«gue at.4.30 p. m.
Little Chebeague at... 4.46 p. m <

Jones’Landing at.msSuEmT
Regular Fare (round trip).gb eta
Fare to Peaks’ Island (round trip).16 ets

buy tickets (at any railroad
boat office in New England) vin

BOUND

BROOK

or

ar“Tickets and Staterooms for salo at D. H.

YOUNG'S, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New York,
Freight taken

ROUTE

One Way, 1*4 50.
Excnr.ian, 4.00.

J. E. WOOTTEN,
C.G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. I’aae. St Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN. Gen. Eagtern Pagg. Agt?

dtf

Steamship Company

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.
and after Saturday the second day of June,
next, the steamers ELEANOItA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, ever?
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. m.. and
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York.
Passage in State Room, $5;
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
Between
New
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion iu the summer months to Vineyard Haven.
Goods
by this line destined beyond Portland
or New York, will be at once forwarded to their
destination on arrival.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22
Exchange Street.
J II. COYLE. Jr., Cwencral Agent:
dtf
Portland, May 10, 1883

ON

shipped

EaMport, Me., Calais, Me., St.
John, ft. B., Halifax, ft. S„ Ac.
SPRING

ARRANGEMENTS.

THREE TRIPSPER WEEK.
ON ANB AFTER DON.
BAT, MAX’ 14th Fieam«n
of
thi. Tin., will
Lf«w Railroad Wkiart,
. im
•
'it of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
and Friday at 0 p. in., for
Eastport and 8t.
John, with connections for Calais, Robbtnston, St.
Andrews, Pembroke. Houlton, Woodstock, Grand
*
f-JJ-,
'_a
»W'.

Henan, Campobelle, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, iKonotou, Newcastle. AmherstShedlae, Bathurst, Dalh.nsle, Char
lottetowu Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
■tatlons on the New Brunswick and Canada, Interaolontal, Windsor, and Annapolis, Weetern Connties, Rail Roads, and Stage Hontee.
K»-Freight reoeivod np to 4 p, m, and any information rewarding the same may be bad at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State Rooms and further information appiv a
Company's Office. 40 Exchange St.
T. C. HKBSEY, President, and Manag »r’
ms vl V
dtf

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.
Til

CHANGE OF TIME.

For Auburn and l<rwi*ton,7.10 ft. m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For <*orhnm,3.30 (mixed,)and 5.20 p.m.
For CSorhiini, Montreal, Quebec and Chi
cngo 1.30 p. m.
For CSorhaui, Montreal and Chicago 9.00
a. m.
a.

ra„

t-orhnni, mixed, 9.40 a. ra., 6.00 p. m.
From Chicago, Moutrea and Qnchec.
12.35 p.m.
From Chicago and Montreal, 5.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on night traiD and
Parlor (Jars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
From

TICKET OFFICE*

7t EXCHANGE STREET
-andINDIA NT.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,
To Canada, Detroit. tHiicngo,Milwaukee
Cincinnati, Nt. Com**. O luaha, Nnginaw.

Nt. Paul, Walt lathe
City,
Dearer, Nan Francisco,

and all points in
Norsh went, WcnI and

the

Advertising

New

■•land*,

CHINA)
Zealand

aad

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinwall on
the 1st, 10th, ami 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
porta.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Fran-

and

after July 2,1883, the Steamer florON don will
leave Harpswell daily for Portland
vis:

follows,
Leave llarnswell C.00 a. in., 2.46 p.
m., Great
Chebeagne, East end, 6.30 a. m., Jenks’, 6 .46 a.
m., 3.30 p. m., Little Chebeague, 7.00 a. m., 3.46
p. m., Long Island, 7.20 a. m., 4.06 p. m., arriving
*
as

Portland at 8.00 a. m., 4.45 p. m.
Returning, leave Custom House Wharf, Portland.
9.30 a. m., 6.15 p.m.,
Long Island, 10.10 a. m..
6.55 p. m.. Little Chebeague, 10.30 a.
m., 7.15 p.
m., Great Chebeagne, Jenks’. 10.45 a. m., 7.30 d.
at

E2l',J'35

pm., o.ou p.m.

arriving

at

Harpswell

at

NUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 5.30 p. m. returning
leave Harpswell. 2.45 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board to
JjZdtf
Capt. GEO. F. WEST.
On and after Thursday,
Aits:. 30,
Steamer “Gordon” will leave
Harpswell at 6.30 a.in. and 51.00
P.m.; Kernmintr, leave Portland

at lo a.m. and 5 p.tn.

SI

AIMER HOTELS.

IHin

WALDO.

Little CliebeaKtte Island, Portland
Harbor, Re.
rilHlS Hotel, lust completed by the Little CheJl league Island Association, will be open to tha
public duly 9, 1883.

This Island, seven miles from Portland, In full
view of the city, is the gem of "Casco
Bay.”
The Hotel oontains sixty
sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious dining room and parlor
veranda on all sides, 14 feet wide;
lighted
out with gas;
electric bells in every room; pur*
spring water conducted Into each story; drainage
fierfect; good seabathing; every facility for sailing,
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with
the
city regular and reliable, two steamers making
round trips from Portland, four times
per day
Terms reasonable. For information and terms address “THE WAl.gtO” l.i.tle
«;i.rben«ne
l-lund. Portland, Maine, or MOLLlag A
AltAMN. No,
Exchange Wired, Portland, At nine.

through’

JySdtf

Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General Eastern Agents,
©. I*. BARTLETT Hr CO.,
115 Mtate Street, ©or. Broad Nt., Boston.
or to W. I). LITTLE & CO.,
febSdtf
31 Exchange St., Portlaud.

Japan, China

Ctonernl Ocean Steamer Ticket Ofllce.
Star,
passsage tickets by the
INORCunard. Anchor,
State, American, Red Star,
North German
American, RotterWhite

sale of

Lloyd, Hamburg,
dam, Amsterdam and Italian linos, all tirst class
fast passage steamers to and from all points in
Europe. Cabin, 2d Cabin and steerage oiuward and
at lowest rates.
prepaid tickets from Portland
Steerage prepaid tickets from inlaud places in EuUnited
in
the
States. Sterinland
rope* to
places
ling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
and
Acadia
coal
for
Choice Cumberland
sale by th
cargo. For cabin plans, circulars, sailing schemes
Ac. and other information apply to J. L.FARMER
Agent, 22 Exchango St. P. O. Box 97i».
TanlO
ly
WHITE STAR LINE.
U. 8. and Royal Mail Steamers
to Liverpool Via Queenstown.

C.

EVANS9
Agency unit Printers’

Warehouse,

i«« WAsniNlll'IlN Ni„
H STOIH
Dealer in Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper In the United .States or Canadas at publishers*
oweet prices Send for estimates.

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve

and

Brain

Treat-

a guaranteed spec fie for
Hysteria, Dizziness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caus'ed by the use of alcohol
or tobacco,
Wakefulness, Mental Depression, Softof the Brain resui Ur sin Insanity
er.iujj
aniHgg’b'ny
to misery, dr cay and death, Premature OknSgc.

KENT,

Impotcncy, Weakness in either sex, Involuntary
Dosses and 3 permatorrhcea caused by over-exertiot'
of the brain, self abuse or over-indulgence. Eacht,
box contains one month’s treatment.
$1. abox.er
b boxes for fS.l’O; sent by mail
prepaid on receipt of
price. V> e guarantee f> boxes to cure any case. With
each order received for 6 boxes
accompanied with $5.
we will send the
purchaser our written guarantee
to refund the vnr*r"r if the treatment
does not effect
a cure. J. I. u esT it Co.,
Proprietors, issue guarantees through II. II. IIAY «fc
CO., Druggists only
agenU. Portland,Me.,junction Middle andFree Sts.

I cisco.

Honthw'cut

JOSEPH HICKSON, Oeneral Manager,
J. STEPHENSON, O. P. A.
W. J, SPI0EK Superintendent.
oct7dtf

T.

Maadwlck

Auntralia.

DE PARTE REN:

DEPOT AT FOOT OF

CALIFORNIA,

JjIP.a'V,

JNN3,

ARRIVALS.
From l.ew intou and Auburn, 8.35
12.46, and 5.50 p. m.

special excursions.
dtf

Hnrpswell Steamboat Co.

xi.ou

Railway of Canada.

On ami after Monday, June *J5th,
Train** will run an follow nj

for

Plotou,

Waslilnxion Street, Boston.

Grand Trunk

usual.

as

J. B. 1 OYLE, Jr., (Jenerai Agent.

jagg
«-.

NSW ENGLAND AGBHGV,

311

variocs

.•

ELLIS.
New York and Philadelphia,

via the

Rail and Sound Lines for sale.

_

steam-

•Except whan chartered
53*24

steamer TREMONT and favorite
BROOKS will alternately leave

night.

at

Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for special
will apply to E Ponce, cor. Middle and
Exchange sts., or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.
excursions

now

JOHN

FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o'clock p. m.
and IN DIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o'clock y. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s reel and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

...

AND GREEN

sure t<»

-AND-

Rupture

P.M.
12.16
2.40

jy21dtf

Island

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

Sound Brook Route.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias

—

A.M.
».bO
11.30

Steamers will ran to accomodate the Pavillion
Entertainment. 26 cents for the round trip and
free admission to the pavillion.

P. M.

MTEA1IEBM.

a.

MTKKKTN,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

ALL

MINNEHAHA.

m

P-

Maine

‘A'rnins Leave Boston
At 7.30, 9.00

QK1KTH

Hyue,
Philadelphia;

6.40

P.M.I
12.26
2.30
6.00
0.30

B. .J.

At
2 a. ro.
Biddeford.

Stations in

CARP

[5.20

A.M.
9.40

2.00
3.15
0.00

12.25

10.15
from Peaks’

Trips

6.10
6.30

A. M.

10.30

3.30

P.M.

2.40

11.20

12.00
P.M.

dAys,

Leave

10.00
12.00

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.

New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN -Ar 23d, schs Adriana,
from Hoboken for Portsmouth:
do for Lynn;
J M Kenne
Tennessee, Rockland for
for
Rondout.
Ellsworth
dy,
Ar 24th Bcbs Adriana, Hoboken for Portsmouth;
Florida. Rockland for Taunton; Abbie Dunn, from
Gardiner for Richmond, Va; Jas Youug, Dresden for
Baltimore.

A.M.

9.00
10.30

White Head.

P.M.

2.30
6.00
6.20

CAPT. WM. J. C'KAIG.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Portland.
Evergreen and Tref. Diamond.

STEAMERllAZELLE.
CAFT.
OLIVER,

A. M.
will leave as follows, except on Excursion
when notice will be given in the daily papers.

9.40

11.30

P.M.

STEAMER

2.40
3.60
6.15
6.55
9.36

6.40
9.30

9.80

11.10

12.40
2.00

A. M.

Train* leave Portland

New

BEACH

9.20
11.00

11.45

0.10
7.25
9.30

3.45

4- 30
6-10
7.30

9.00
10.30

12.15
P.M.

A. M.

2.30

CAPT. A. 8. OLIVER.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Peaks’.
White Head Cushings
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.

Leave.
Portland.
A.M.

\

ap5

ORCHARD

STEAMER GAZELLE

2.20

3.80

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.
Leaves
Portland.
A*

TABLE.

TIME

A. M.
_

7 20

M.

m.

Kumford Falls & Buckileld

Sewyer,

|

loll 5

A. M.

On and after Moudav, June 18, 1888,
pam^knokktka i An wi i.i. i.mi r

CHEAP OCEAN TICKETS.

throughou1

run

follows

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

Fare to Orchard Bcacli and return
receipts 274,000 bush; exports 216,648 bush; I
30 Cents.
Spring firm; Winter spot about about %c lower,
closing firmer: options %®%c lower, afterwards
Fare to Camp Ellin ami return Including a rid
ruled stronger and advanced 7/g@ l %, closing buoySailed, schs Florence Leland, Avon, Kooheko. along tbe Beach, In the obftervation
car. of th
J M Kennedy, Tennessee, C A Ropes, Florida, Ellen
ant at best prices;export moderate with light busiOrchard Beach It. K.
ness on speculative account; sales 1,696,000 bush
Prevents the hair from falling off.
Morrison, Abbie Dunn, James Young, Nellie Eaton,
I
14ya; and Adriana.
SO Conts.
futures, 194,000 bush spot; No 2 Spring
Promotes its healthy, vigorous growth
EDGARTOWN—Ar 25tb, schs Sinbad, Raritan
No 3jKed at 1 13@1 13%; No 2 at 1 17%@1 18%
Pa*«enger train, leave Portland at 10.00 a. m.,
River for Boston; Mabel Hall, fm Poughkeepsie for
elev, 1 lOg-l 19% afloat; No 1 Bed State at 1 22;
1.00, 8.30, and 6.30p. m. Returning leave Orchard
is nominal; Western at 72a
Portsmouth. Gen Banks, Amboy for do.
White do 121. Is\
Beach for Portland at 12.22, 2.46, 7.30, and 0,41)
BOSTON—Ar 25th, scbs It 8 Learning, Doughty,
73%c: State and Canada 76®77. €?•>*■—spot No 2
Cau the policeman who chases and catches a
p. m.
firm
held
Bath.
others
Sarah,
White
Vvc
options
opened
Philadelphia;
lower;
Wright,
Chineso criminal be said to be the Asiatic col3. 11. STEVENS, Gen. Agent.
alshade easier afterwards advanced %@%c,closing
Cld 26th, sch C K Flint, Brown, New York, to load
laret?—Boston Commercial Bulletin.
JA8. T. FUltBER, Gen. Supt.
Jlyl6iltf
firm, speculation and export very moderate;receipts
for Demarara.
861
bush,
sales
Ar 20th, schs Zampa, Sanborn, Hoboken; Helen
1,024,292,121 bush; exports 240
G King, Vernll. Calais; Auaconda, Strout, Machias;
000 bush future. 168,000 on spot No 8 at 62 %c;
MTBA3IGKM.
There are two sides to the liquor drinking
No 2 at G4®64% c afloat. 63% fob, 63% @64c
Arboreer,Clark, Sullivan; Brunette, Colson, Win- ;
question, and it’s best to keep the liquor on elev; No 2 White 66@65%c; No 2 for August at ter port; Orion, While, Belfast; Mary Eliza, Bulthe outside—New Orleans Picayune.
lock, do; Maria Theresa, Kellook, and Pearl,Foster,
63®63%c,closing at 63%c; September at 62%tag
638/sc, closing at 63%c; October at 6 2 Vs @68%o, ? Rockland; Commonwealth, Cud worth, do; Susan
closing 68%c Nov at 62%®t>3%c. closing 63%c. Stetson, Erisbee, Wiscasset; Fannie Hodgkins, TibTWeNTY-FI \fE CENTS ISN’T MUCH.
desiring to nd for friends in the Old Counbetts, Westport; Belle, Hodgdon, do.
Oiiin-spot Mixed steady; White Yaffle lower, optry will save money by buying their prepaid
Ar 27th, scbs Uranus, Clark, Kondont; Nellie Eations Vs® % lower, latter August,closing with more
But it will do a great deal if you make a
steerage ticket# at the General Ocean Steamship
Ashford. Hoboken; Mist, Rich. Calais; Moro,
trade less active; receipts 237,200 bush:
ton,
strength;
Take it to the nearest drug
Office, No. 22 Exchaugo Street, (don’t mistake tbe
good use of it.
Dobbin, Machlps; Geo B Ferguson, Ryan, and E L
ex|K»rts-; saics 236,000 push futures. 72,0(H)
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at pre3 at 36c. White at 37c; No 2 at 87(q}
Warren. Babbikge, Belfast
shop and buy a bottle of Perry Davis’s Pain bush spot: No at
sent
reduoed r.»tes by theCunard aud other fast iirst
No
at
Cld 27th, schw Mima A Reed, Frye, Richmond;
37 Yae; White
38V2@39c;
87%o; White
class mail stoaraers coming direct across tl*e ocean,
Put the bottle in your Batcbel and
Killer.
at 4.8Ybc; Mixed Western at 85fe88c;White at 40®
Nellie Bowezs, Spear. Camden.
on tho warm Gulf Stream route, thus
avoiding all
46c
at
White State
SALEM—Ar 2oth, sch Fleetwing, Maddox, Eliza42®47%c, including 86,000
take it with you in your summer trips. You
dangers from loo aud icebergs. 1 can sell prepaid
bush No 2 for August at36%@37c, closing at 37c;
betbport.
tickets from Queenstown. Londona
unwholesome
drink
to
steerage
hare
pnt
water;
passage
do
for
may
Ar 20th, sobs Frauconia, Alley, So Amboy; John
60,000
September 35c, closing at 3i3c: 125,derry and Belfast for $21.00: Dublin, $22.00: LonBird, Bird. do.
You may accident- | 000 dosOctober 36%c, closing 36%; November at
few drops in the tumbler.
don, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway, $24.00; Ham36 %c Wide. Nii gar steadv; refining 6 9-16®6 11DAN VERS POUT— Ar 21st, schs E T Drisko,
burg, Antwerp, Havre, Manheim, Amsterdam, Ro
ally be bruised, sprained, scratched or cut; it 16c retined quiet;C 6% 7; Ex C 7 Vs@7%; White Drisko. Philadelphia; .1 S Pike, Knowles, Calais.
temam, Paris, Bremen and liar iugen, $27 00
do
PORTSMOUTH
Sl(l 24th, sch Lizzie Guptll,
7Ys®7%c; Yellow 6%®GYa; off A 7%@8%c;
You may be taken with
is the best liniment.
Copenhagen, Ohrlutittua, Chrlsti: «aud, Bergen
standard A 8%(a83/sc; powdered at 8 Vs @ 9c; granSmith, Rockland.
Trondbjem. (toteborg, Malino, *28 JO; ohlldreiV un
cholera morbus at night; it will make you
ulated at 8 5-16(0.8 11 -16c; Con. A 8%c; cut loaf
Sid 25tb. sobs M B Mahoney, Perkins, Bangor;
der 12 half fare. Sterling aud Scandinavian oxand crushed 9 Cube^atByg. Molasses quiet. IVwell before morning. Your friends and fellow
Alabama, Wan, Calais.
low rate*.
ohangoat
J. L. FARMER, Agent,
1
troleiiiu—united
06%. 'Fallow firm.sales 75.Jan 24dtf
22 Exchange St.
travellers may be in need of it; have some
000 lbs at 8c. Pork very steady; sales 395 bbls
VOBKIBN FORTH.
at
14
mess
Ijiiril H)®18 points*
25.
handy to give them, and they will bless you as spot and rather00(^14
Ar at Valparaiso July 14, barque Itonus, Buckmore active, closing strong; sales
higher
their bountiful benefactor.
nian, Now York.
66J tes prime steam spot 8 80(0)8 87Ya; 160 city
At Callao .Inly SlBt, barqne Kyvor, Atkins, for
steam at 8 60; refined for continent 9 20; S A at
I.<)bos de Afuera, to load for Mediterranean port.
Butter
80.
9
quiet;Penn. Creamery at 22%(o)23c;
Ar at do July 27, ebip Pleiades, Frost, Lota.
One of the Kansas postmasters is more than
State 16@23; Western 9®22.
Cheese quiet; State
A. at ABpiuwall Oth inst, sell Carrie Bonnell,
pleased with the new official order. He says: 7@9%.
Treworgy, New York.
“When the wife of the first or second clatB
Freights to Liverpool stronger;Wheat steam3%d.
without truss, torture, operation or interSid fill Calbarlen 24tli inst, brig lt;M Heslen,Fries,
ference with labor. Likenesses of cases before
post master officially requests him to beat the
Now York,
CHICAGO, Aug. 26.—Flour quiet. Regular Wheat
and after cured can bo seen at the ofllco of the
or
weed the on ion bed, or whitewash
carpet,
'* Ar at St John, NB, 2Gth, sells Viotor, Jenkins,
is higher; 1 01%®1 01 Ya for August;l 02@1 02Ys
RUPTURE CURE, 43 Aill.K STREETJU)3TON.
the back fence, be can draw out and road Post
for September; 1 03%@1 08% for October; 1 05%
Machias; Cbas E Sears, Turner, Luboo
master-General Gresham’s order forbidding
Cld 2Bth, sobs Mary Piokard. Wilson, and Aftou,
(cC 1 06% for November; No 2 Chicago Spring at
Warranted perfect, both in color and
j 01%: No 3 do at 90c; No 2 Red Winter 1 06%.
first or second class postmasters from absentMolmyre. Portland; Lottie B, Coamau; (1 (1 King,
movement. OFFICE. 7o TKKMONT ST.,Boston.
51
Ysc
cash;
for
Corn
Carrie
Keast;
and
51%@51%c
from
Sultan,
higher;
August;
their offices. Then he
Camp; Aluieda, Mullin,
ing themselves
B, Whelpley, do.
60% c lor September; 608/8C for October: 48%fa>
can go out from the sheltering roof of his domiSEE If Elf E!
48% c lor November. Oats firm at 27%c for cash; j
cile absorbed in the beautiful thought that
for
26%c
Bhow any ouo in want of a nico residence
27%c for August;
SPOKEN
September; 27c for
There is no cloud without a silver lining.’
October and November. Rye easier 66%c. Barley
great bargains at Gorham Village.
Aug 3, lat 35 30, Ion 61 40, barque Lorena, from
One 2 story house, “L,” and stable, aero of laud,
September. Pork higher at
quiet at 62®03c for cash
New York for Kio Janeiro.
and September; 2 27 Ya
50 fruit trees, nico water.
il> 12
® 12 16 for
iat
4.
33
Ion
11
90
for
Aug
72
Phlnney
One
40,
2 story house, new, never has been ocNovember. Lard Is
10, brig HclonO
(a)l 2 30 lor October:
Ten Years before any of the baking powfrom New York for Turks Island.
cupied, very nice lot 00x115, fruit trees, currants
higher at 8 57%@8 60 cash August and September;
lat
ders of the present day were thought of, the
37
20
Andrew
Aug
20,
20
Ion
00
November.
Bulk Moats
“°-i nice water. Bond for plans and descriptions to
N,
52, ship
8 55a8 67‘/a October;8
Jackson, Paine, from New Orleans for Malaga.
G. l>. WRICKS, Auc. niul ltcal Estate Agent.
are steady; Hhoulders at 6 76; short rib 6 80; short
Congresss ^ast Powder bad a large sale clear
lat
30
Aug
24,
Ion
08
25,
50, ship Astoria,Ander7 15.
Oorbarn, Me.
England.
WHouee lots for Sale.
jy31dtf
(
Koooipta—Flour 7,000 bbls, wheat 71,000 bu«b, son, from West Hartlepool for New York.
Burnett’s Cocoalne.
Softens tbe hair when harsh and dry.
Smoothes the irritated scalp.
Affords the richest lustre.

MONDAY, June

beyond Bangor ou Sunday mornings.

Bridgton & SacoKiver Railroad,

SAILED—Barque Onaway, and U S ship Ports-

Erie.
28%
Erie pref...«... —I
Illinois Ceu tral..i 2b
Lake Shore...100%

California

und after

month.

The following are the closing quotations Stocks:
.131
Chicago & Alton
Chicogo & Alton pref...138
Chicago, Burr & Quincy..... .122

7.30

Cushing’s.

tin.

KAILKOADM.

Cent KK.
Sch Moses Eddy, Simon ton, Kondout-cement to
L C Cummings A Co.
Sch Mary £ McLaughliu, (Br) Forrest- Pictou.—
coal to J L Farmer.
Sch Marcia Bailey, Wass, Addison—lumber to S H
AAR Dotten.
Sch Regulator, Wescott, Camden.
Sch Queen of the West, Gott. Mt Desert.
Sch Brilliant, Gilmore, Port Clyde.
Sch Concordia. Day, Rockland for Yarmouth.
Sch Yenilia, Greenlaw, Bay Fundy, with 166 bbls
mackerel; Gertie Lewis, do 60; Isaac Rieh, Greenlaw, do 130.

STOCKS.

G.
Missouri Pef.
Wabash preferred.
Northern Pacflc preferre l..
Northern Pacific common.
Louis & Nash...,
Central Pacific.
Texas Pacific..

ME CENTRAL RAILROAD.

A. M.

8.16

2.10

4.30

?m.;

NEWS,

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg, new York—mdse to
J B Coyle, Jr.
Steamer City of Portland, Laroom, Boston for
Eaatport and St John, NB.
Sch Fred Walton, Kicb, New York—coal to Maine

A. T. & S. F. 80%
Boston & Maine .101%
Flint & Pere Marquette common. 22%
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred. 99%
L. R. & Ft Smith. 20
Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont. common
33%
Mexican Central 7s.
67%

6.10

3.25
6.10
6.30

fttepben,

Arrived.

Ntoek market*
The following quotations of stocks are reported
and corrected daily Vy Woodbury & Moulton, cornu
of Middle and Exchange streets.

Denver & It.

jun23dtf

P.

Vanceboro,

MONDAY, Aug. 27.

6%c{>

CalfSkins.6.l0c

NEW YORK

Portlaud, June 22d, 1883.

us

OF PORTLAND.

do

lb
lb
&%<•$> th
4e
lb
lb
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 40c eaoh
Rendered Tallow.• •. 7%c|> lb

BOSTON

CHAN.

On

lb

7c

marvel©! purity,

the multitude of low test, short weight
alum or phosphate powders. Sold onto in cans.
Royal Raking Powdkk Co., 10(5 Wall St., N. Y.
inch(i
dlyr

Hides

Tallow:

Ox and Steer HuDs over 90 lbs weight..
Ox and Stoer Hides between 80@90 lbs.,
Steer Hides under 90 lbs.
Cow Hides, all weights.
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights..

A

T. M.
1.46

3.00

Leaves

Leaves

6.30
7.36
9.26
10.66

9.00

SUNDAY

IINHEB, Jr.
White Head.

A. M.

6.46
7.00

Leave

MARINE

Hide* nod
are

varies.

never

M.

with

MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUGUST 28.
Smrtae*..6 18 High water, (A M).. 7.62
San sets.6.44 Moon rises.
1,15

master.

4

This Powder

&c.
J. II AWII/roN. Nuperinteudettt.
II. FOVK, (2. T. A.

Ogdenaburg

strength and wholesomeness. More economical than
the ordinary kinds, and cannot bo sold in com petition

H L Farmer.

.....

If there is any money ta be made on selling
whiskey to Indians, it Bhould be made by the
missionaries, who bear the hardships of carrying civilization to the unenlightened, not by
the antlers, who have a good enough thing of
it in playing poker with the army officer?.—
New Orleans Picayune.

Absolutely

In this elty, Aug. 27, Freddie, son of Issao M. and
Jane Knight, aged 7 years.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2,30 o'clock.!
In this city. Aug. 27, Walter, Infaut child of Waiter and Elena K. Atwater,
aged 10 weeks.
IFuneral this Tuesday afternoon, at 2.30 o’elk,
at No. Ill Congress street.
In Gorham,
Aug. 22, Dorothea L., wife of Sewell
Cloudman, aged 04 years 1 month.
In Harrison, Aug. 28, Sally W., wife of Capt. Otis
Fernald, xged 81 years 8 months.
In Waldoboro, Aug. 22, Seth Russell, aged 82 yrs.
Id Wlscasset, Aug. 14, Mary A., wife of Hiram
Greenleaf, aged 60 years.
In Booth UH, Aug. 16, of consumption, Mis*
Florenco May Sawyer, aged 25 years.

CHESTER. Schr British Tar—1317 cases canned
fish to Portland Packing Company, 400 Us eggs to

and

POWDER
Pure.

DEATHS!.

KaiHiuM.
Muscatel.1 70@2 40
10212 London Lay’r.2 20®2 30
10£12 OnduraVal.. 7Mi@1014

A

Klin

Leaves
Peaks’.

10.30

R.f St. Johnsbury,
Burlington, Ogdenaburg and all point* on O. A L
0. R. R-, Newport, Sherbrooke. Montreal and all
point? on Southeastern Railroad and branches.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and
new passenger coacheB and baggage o »rs, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
ears to Swanton ana Burlington via. St. Johnsbury.
U.33 p. m. (Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express
for (lieu House, Crawford’s, Fabyau’s and all
White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Rock, Hiram or Brownflel •.
p. ui. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Train* arrive in Portland :
8.40 a. m.—fromBartlett and local station*.
noon—from
Pabvan’s and all Mountain points.
12.56
6.15 p. in.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
2.00
No. Conway
p. m. for Portland and way stations.)
7.45 p. in.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,

__

PICTOU, NS.

following

follow*:

ltltli, Fa«§enger Trains will

....

The

at

In this oity, Aug. 25. by Rev. A. K. P. Small,
Charles Littlefield and Maggie Knox, both of Cornwall, Ont.
In tills city, Aug. 26, by Her. Geo. I). Lindsay,
Allen B. Crooks of Orange, Mass., end Miss Hannah
Driiikwater of Portland.
In Portsmouth. N. H., Aug. 25, Charles B Norton
of Falmouth and Miss Lixzle H. Wilson of Camber laud Centre.

a*

Cnp«.

Littleton, lancaater,
Fabyan’*.
C. M. R.

_

A pule*.
Ornugen.
bbl.. 3 5024 00 Valencia
@
Evaporated ib 16 Vi @18 Vi Florida.
®
Dried Apples-9S*@10| Messina.
®
Sliced
...10@l0Vi Palermo.6 60®6 00
Lemon*.
Nugnr.
Granulated
9
lb
Messina.4 60®6 00
Extra C.8 Vi Palermo.4 60®6 0^

to

Train* leave Portland

STEAMER EXPRESS.
Leaves
Portland.

HM A. m.-For
and ali point* on B.

IBAKRIABBH,

Eat lug

ton* coal

On and after Monday June 2&th,
1SN3, uutil further notice Pauenger

Liverpool, Aug. 27—12.80 P. M—Cotton market

supplied; uplands

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

—TO—

BIJRLINOTOM, VT.,
OGDENSBUKG, N. ¥.,
AND MONTREAL.

800U|balos;speculatlon

Store.12@14o
Vermont....

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

European market*.
(By Telegraph.)
London, Aug. 27 -Consols 100 1-16.London,Aug. 27.—U. S. 4a, 122%; 4Va», 114%.

Meed**.
Creamery.25220c
Gilt Edge Yer.„.23224o Red Top.3 76@4 00
Cboioe.2<)22lc Timothy.2 00®2 26
Good.15@16e Clover.16 ®16
t'heeae.

Portland & Ogtabnrg R. R.

11-lOe.

—moderate inquiry and freely
5%d; Orleans at 6%d; sales
and export 1000 bales.

INLAND NTEAVERI.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

_

*> bbl—
PorkMaine ...12 00213 00
Backs. ..19 00@19 60
Cape Cod,15 00217 00 Clear.18 00® 18 60
Pea Beans
2 6022 75
Mess.17 00® 17 60
Mediums..,.2 5022 06 Mess Beef.. 11 00® 11 60
German med2 0022 26
Ex Mess.. 12 00® 12 60
Yellow Eyes3 6023 651 Plate.12 76® 13 25
Onions |»bbl. 3 26@3 601 Ex Plate.14 00® 14 26
New Potatoes
—21 60 Hams
13Mi®14e
Sweet Potatoes4 6025 Vi Hams, covered 14Mi@16o
Eggs \y doz. @23o Lard—
9^8® 9Mi
Turkeys, $> ib. OOo Tub, lb
Chickens.
23^0 Tierces..
OVk® 9%

18(gc

RAII.RO ADM.

Mobile,'Aug. 27.—Cotton Is quiet: Middling up
lauds 9% e.
Savannah, Aug. 27.—Cotton 111 firm; Middling
uplands 9 7-loo.
Memphis,Aug. 27.—Cotton steady; Middling uplands 9%c.

Crauberries,

Kosa Bonheur, iu

the 61st year of her age,
paints incessantly.—Brookline Chronicle. Sh!
Do not give it away. Lots ot old women do
the same thing.—Boston Commercial Bulletin.

uplands 9

...

Fowl.
■Butler.

flnSCEEl.AKEOPH.

corn

me

cursion 3110

Rotes reduced for Fall and Winter. These steamers take the ex
t rente southerly routes, a voiding
-jeberga. Cabin $00 and $80; Exand $144; Steerage at low rates. The

Bailings are as follows:
(ter manic.Jan.

Republic.Jan.

20
25

|

I

Baltic.Feb. 1

Brttauia .Feb. 10
passage raxes ano
FARMER, 22
pinup

drafto^ply

to J. L.

ExcWgeSt.

MANHOOD!

KNOW THYSELFu
A Kook for Every
aged and Old.

Man !

Young, Jliddle-

The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published by the Peabody
medical Inatitate, Boston, entitled The N«lenrr of I.ife; or, Self-Preservation.
It ill
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhood.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature rieclite In man, Errors of Youth, eto.,
but it contains one hundred and
twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each one
of whirh is invaluable,so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 300 pages, bound in beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest:
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in

every seuse—mechanical, literary,

or professional—
than any other work retailed in this country for
Price only
$2.60. or the money will be refunded.
$1.26 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to *he officers of which
the author refers, illustrated sample sen“on receipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or
I)r. W. H. PARKER, No. 4 Bulfinch Street, Boston,
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
my30<Uwly22

THE

PRESS
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TUESDAY MORNING, AUG. 28.

NEW

JANE EYRE.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
ENTERTAINMENTS.

Cheap Excursion- Montreal and Quebec
jJGrand Gala Day—Greenwood Garten.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Rinas Bros.
For 8ale—Real Estate.
Stated Meeting—Citizen's Mutual Relief
For Sale Land.
For Sale—Boiler and Engine.
Lfet- Gold Bracelet.
Wanted—Gentlemen and Ladles
Cloeed—Dr. Kenison’e office.
AUCTION SALES.
Unclaimed Freight, Ac.

Enterprising

local

agents wanted in this
town for an article that is sure to
sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Hu
mi8ton Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street’
Boston.
jy30-dawlm

of Jane Eyre, a characterization of which
we have spoken at length on former occasions
and therefore it is not necessary to repeat the
criticism in detail now. It is sufficient to say
the actress invests the heroine of Charlotte
ter

Bronte’s story with all those qualities that
made her so interesting in the novel.
She
never forgets the
lady in the governess, nor
the true woman in all the situations where her
better nature is sorely tried. Among the great
charms of Miss Thompson’s acting are the skill
with which Bhe uses her eyes, the graoe and
ease of her movements, and the clearness
and
beanty of her enunciation. LaBt night at the
close of the second act—the fire scene—Miss
Thompson and Mr. Learook were called before
the curtain.
The support

good although at times there
to exaggeration.
The
character of Rochester—played by Mr. Learock—is so peculiar and so differently conceived by every one to whom it is familiar, that it
is sufficient to say it was satisfactory. Jacob
was exceedingly well done
by Mr. Wooderson,
who received a recall for his amusing ball
room scene.
Mrs. Fairfax was well presented
by Miss Watson who has a manner not unlike
the favorite Mrs. Vincent of the Boston Muswas a

It you are troubled with

ralgia, asthma

of

rheumatism, neua Pine Hygenic

catarrh, get

Mattress, manufactured and sold by J. H
Ganbert, 199 Middle street, Portlaud, Me.

»ug21_dtf
Universal satisfaction is the report of dealers who sell “Sweet
Bouquet” Cigarettes.
Try them. Their fragrance and delicacy are
sure to

please.

Harper’s Bazar.—This beautiful weekly
publication is a welcome visitor to the parlor
circle. The number for the ensuing week has
been received by N. G. Fessenden, 484 Congress Street.
Brief Jottings.
Old linen for bandages and lint is much
needed at the Maine Oeueral Hospital.
The Portsmouth left the harb..r at 8 o’clock
yesterday morning for Portsmouth, N. H.
There were four arrests for drunkenness and
disturbance last night.
The visitors at “The Waldo” yesterday ena fine sermon from Rev. Mr. Hatfield of

joyed

Chicago.
It is expected the Dlrigo club of this olty
will go to Belfast this week to play the local
club there.

Capt. Webster’s new bark Onaway left the
dry dock yesterday afternoon at 5, in tow of
steamer Nat Wales for Boston.
A large party
of ladies and gentlemen was on board.
The position offered Mr. Qeorge H. Clark on
the U. S. 8. Tennessee was ship's writer, not
that of pay clerk, as stated in our issue of yes-

terday.
Cold yesterday morning.
Mercury 45° at
sunrise, 68° at noon, 66f at sunset; wind north
and west.
There was an excursion yesterday of the
members of Pequawket Lodge, Knights of
Pythias, of Fryeburg, over the Ogdensburg to
west

this city and down to Peaks’ Island on the
steamer Express.
There was a fight on Fore street yesterday
afternoon, between two sailors belonging on

eum.

Tonight the new play of the "Romanoffs”
will be presented for the first time on
any
stage. It is by no means a glowing play, but
possesses many Beenes full of bright comedy.
It should draw a crowded house.
Mr. Orimmer has arranged the following excellent musical programme:
Overture—Summer.Hoffman
Walzes—My Queen .BueaLssi
Selection

—

To-day

there

will be

dancing

throughout the entire day and evening on the
new platform.
Cruelty Agent Sawyer ordered MartirfConley to take off a pair of horses from a coal
team, that had been working continuously
m.

Sunday

to

10

a. m.

Monday

morn-

ing.
The reunion of the 1st, 10th and 29th Maine
Regiment Association to-morrow promises to
be largely attended, and one of the features of
the day will be the presentation of land to the
association for their annual reunions, on the
back side of Peaks’ Island, which is one of the
most beautiful spots on the islands.
Mr. Dow, of the Ferry Park House, Old Orchard, is having hard luck.
Last week some
of his help left, and now Mr. Dow finds that
he is out about $100, which he suspects his de-

parting help carried with them. The matter
has been placed in the hands of officers.
The Beal Estate Loan and Trust Co.
Oar reader^vill remember the cases tried in
tbe U. 8. District Court in this city last season,
when parties were tried tor issuing notes ot
the Real Estate Loan and Trust Co. Of Wash-

ington, in

imitation of U. a hoods. The Boston Journal correspondent writes:
“The
Secret Service Division is informed that the
issue of fraudulent notes by the Real Estate
Loan and Trust Company of Washington is

being carried on from this city regularly.
These notes, for $500 each, are gotten up in
imitation of United States bonds.
In a recent
reported from Maine the name of Gen.
George W. Balloch, formerly of New Hampshire, was on the note. Balloch stated that
the notes, for the sale of which some parties
were arrested, must have been issued at the
time when the land upon which they were
secured was in tbe hands of the parties issuing
case

them.

These notes never were worth anythe land was without any value. The
latest case reported by the Secret Service
operators is one from St. Paul, Minn., where
one of the notes with a face value of $500 was
paid to a horse dealer. There is good reason
to believe that they are held here in blank for
sale for a very moderate consideration, the
blanks being filled by the purchasers to suit
the local circumstances of tbe case. Chief
Brooks states that the reason this thing is not
broken np here is that no convictions for
offences against the United States can be sustained in this city.

thing,

as

Accidents.
While the Emmets and Portlands were playing base ball on tbe Western Promenade yesterday, a bat slipped from one of the batemen’s
hands, striking C. A. Flaherty, manager of the
Emmets, in the jaw. He was carried to the
Maine General Hospital, where medical treat-

procured.

It was found that half of
his upper teeth had been driven down into the
lower jaw, and his lip badly cut. Whether
he received a concussion of tbe brain cannot
be told till to-day. After treatment he was
carried home. After a few more such accidents people who crowd the players will that it
will be a good idea to stand back.
Yesterday forenoon Mr. Leander Valentine,
who lives at Saccarappa, was thrown.from his
carriage while driving in the vicinity of Nason’s Corner and badly bruised. He was taken
up insensible. The physician says no bones
ment was

were

broken and

that Mr. Valentine will

re-

cover.

On tbe way'to the fire last night steamer
Machigonne collided with a team belonging to
Gen. John Marshal Brown on Congress street.
The wagon was badly broken and the driver, a

Swede, thrown from
was badly bruised.

the wagon

and his face

Jarvis Engineering Company.
The Jarvis Engineering Company, Boston,
have decided to ooen a branch office and store
in Portland. They have hired store No. 71
Union street, and the business will be under
charge of J. N. Pratt, who will attend to the
district of Maine and Nova Scotia.
They will
offer for sale the Armington & Sims Company
engine, made in Providence, R. I., (A. D.
/

THE BRYANT

CONCERT.

We must again urge upou our readers the
fact that the tickets for the Bryant complimen-

tary

cencert are

selling rapidly|at Stockbridges,

and High street church will be filled Wednesnight with a brilliant audience. It is therefore necessary for any of our citizens, who have
secured their seats to do so today.
A
train will run over the Boston & Maine after
the conoert to accommodate residents of Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, and Old Orchard- The
following will be tue programme:
Duo—Roma.
.Campana
Mrs. Raymond ami Miss Bryant.
c- sharp Minor Polonaise.. Chopin
Solo•’ Pi-no
runo Iaj b Garotte_Bach.S»int

not

....

Mias Radecki.

I

a.

Die Lo

us

bluine.Frauy

Wuudersaue
lob liebe iich-Grieg
(Bendel

6. Wie beruhrt Mich
c.

Miss

SODg—.

Bryant.

W. H. Beckett.

Trio-Lift Thine Eye* Elijah.Mendelssohn
Mrs. Raymond and Misses Beebe and Bryant.
Vocal Solo—Sands O’Dee....Clay
jgjq Beebe
Vocal Solo—The Lost Chord...
Mrs. Kavmond.

’.Sullivan

Vocal Solo—Lovely Spring.Cueneu
M iss

Bryant.
Duo—I will Magnify Thee.Mosenthae
Mrs. Raymond and Mr. Beokett.
Quartette—.
Mrs. Raymond and Miss Beebe, and Messrs.' Stockbridge and Beckett.
An excellent variety performance is afforded at the Pavilion, Peaks’ island, this week.

Tony Williams

and Mark Sullivan are admirable in their gongs and dances and medleys.
Then there is Annie Dunn in herjmuaical folio,
Walter, Mark and Grace Marston in their

mystic transformation; Dan Hart the character
actor; Ned Kelly and Burt Watson in their
fanny sketch “Capers;” and John Leach’s excellent
impersonations The Montgomery
Guard’s picnic” mokes a very amusing windThe
Forest City Steamboat Company will
up.
take citizens down to the Pavilion.
NOTES.

Salsbury’s Troubadours will this season consist of Nat Salsbury, Nellie McHenry, John
Webater, Mr. and Mrs. Daboll and Fred. A.
Bowman, with Theodore Benedix, musical director. Charles J. Crouse, agent, Frank Maeder, acting manager. They will open at the
Park Theatre, Newark, September S, with
"Green-Room Fun.” During the season they
will produce their new piece by Fred Marsden.
entitled “Chums.”
Mr. James P. Locke, nephew of Petroleum
V. Nasby, who lives in Toledo, Ohio, seems to
be a musical genuis.
This young man has
mastered the hitherto unknown art of playing
two cornets at once. Mr. Locke
places the
mouthpiece of each cornet at the corners of
his mouth and blows with apparent ease and
in perfect time and tune the same air on each
born, or he will play the air upon one and accompaniment on the other. Mr. Locke is going to Boston where he is to have the benefit
of the best teachers. Toledo mnsicians confidently predict that he will become a second
.—.
Levy.

John T. Raymond speaks very highly of his
piece,“The Rocket” and prohecies a “go.”
The plot is: Chevalier Walkinshaw
(Raymond’s role), a professional gambler, has a reputed daughter, Florence, who captivates the
noble-hearted son of a deceased alderman. The
Chevalier fastens himself to the money bags of
his prospective son-in-law, Joslyn Hammersmith, the late alderman’s reliot.
Thus the
Chevalier rises “like a rocket.”
But things
soon become mixed: Joslyn
naturally objects
to his mother’s foolish attachment and
goes so
far as to personally chastise his future fatherin-law, who thereupon starts for Paris with the
doting widow, while Florence overcome with
shame, runs away. Events come to a climax
in Dover, where the pair are awaiting the boat
by the opportune arrival of the Chevalier’s real
wife, when justice is dealt out all around.
new

Personal.
W. C. Sawyer, the seedsman, with his wife,
is spending a vacation at Bar Harbor.
Sunday was the ninety-third birthday of
Mr. Robert W. Knight, and 'quite a number of
old friends called upon him at his residence
corner of Hill and Ellsworth streets.
Mrs. Bell, colored, widow of the late John
Bell of this city, died Sunday of heart disease
on board the Eleanora
shortly after the boat
left Vineyard Haven.
She leaves two children.
Her body has been taken charge of by
Coroner Gould, who has seen that it is proper-

ly prepared for burial.
Dr. William Stephenson of this city,
who,.
after a competitive examination, has been
appointed assistant surgeon in the army, has been
ordered to Omaha for duty in the department
of the Platte.
Mr. A. P. Marble, superintendent of schools
in Worcester, was in town yesterday on his
way to Halifax on a vacation trip.
Col. Z. A. Smith, of the Boston Journal, arrived in the city yesterday. He is on a vacation of two weeks.
Mr. John Brewer, Jr., has returned and attended the school committee meeting last even-

ing.
D. W. Fessenden,
Bowery Beach.

Arnoux Electric Light station on Plum street,
also complete outfit of steam power at Old
O shard for the American Eleotric Light company, consisting of boiler, pump and injector,
and two Armington & Sims engines, boiler
set with Jarvis patent furnace, for burning
cheap fuel.
The Deaf Mutes of Maine.
The Maine Deaf Mute Mission held its fifth
annual convention at Belfast on Saturday.

Over fifty members were present. The following officers were eleeted for the ensuing year:

President, George
Secretary, 0. A.

Andrews,

Wakefield, Brownfield;
Brown, Belfast; Treasurer,

Paris Hill.

The

next

con-

is at his cottage at

The Old Orchard Regatta.
Mr- Sawyer placed in William Senter 4s
Co’s window on Exchange street yesterday
afternoon an elegant oxidized silver lovingcup and salver, which will be the first prize
at the yacht race at Old Orchard
Friday. The

prize is valued at $225. The salver is bordered
with vines and what looks like a specimen of
the pbyloxera, and the cup (which is lined
with gold and will hold a quart) bears the
following:
One one side is the inscription:
Here’s a
Health
To You.

On the reverse:
First Prize
Old Orchard Yacht Race
Won by
First Annual
Illumination and Yacht Race
Held at

Old Orchard, Me.,
Friday, Aug. 31, 1883,
Presented by
Edward H. Goff,

injector

and exhaust steam induction condenser, asbestos lined and covered sectional pipe
covering, and other steam supplies. This company have recently put in two boilers at the

Esq.,

Secretary Chandler arrived at Eastport last
Saturday night in the Tallapoosa. He gave a
public recapioo yesterday ou board the vessel.

Lack wood] of the Lockwood Mills, is vice president of the company,) Jarvis patent furnace
for setting steam boilers, Sheffield grate bars
for burning coal, wood and sawdust, Korting

James

laiie nee.Sullivan

Waltzes—Jeuuesse Doroe. Waldteufel
Galop—Sleigh Bell...Isenmau

WILLIAMS AND SULLIVAN.

The Forest City Steamboat Company will
run dances on the great platform at Peak’s
Island every evening this week, with music by

from 8 p.

was

slight tendency

Tennessee.

Chandler.

DRAMA.

Last evening Miss Charlotte Thompson made
her first appearance in this olty this season
at the Portland Theatre in her favorite charac*

VICNITYT

CITY AND

AND

Boston.

Echoes of Forest and 8ea.
The above in the title of a series of compositions for the piano by E. C. Farnsworth of this
city, organist at St. Stephen’s. They embrace
fonrteen numbers, seven waltzs, two marches,
five mazurkas. Several of the compositions

display mnch musical ability,, and all of them
are pleasing.
They vary in difficulty, some of
them requiring a decided knowledge of technique to interpet them properly. The waltzes
especially are redolent with the perfume of tbe
woods and tbe breezy atmosphere of the lakes.
Mr. Farnsworth has contributed Beveral comtbe musical world in times past,
but these are the product of mature thought
and study. The book is published by Oliver

positions

to

vention will be held in New Gloucester in
August, 1884. Prof. Samuel Greene of the
Belleville, Ont., Institute, and Prof. W. B.
Swett of the Beverly, Mass., Institute lectured
to the mutes on Saturday evening.
The proceedings were interpreted to hearing people by
Mr. L. 0. Curtis of New Gloucester.

Ditson & Co., Boston.

Suicide at Gardiner.
A stranger about 35 years of age at the Marston House, Pittston, committed suicide Sunday night by drownmg in the Kennebec river.
The body was recovered yesterday morning. It

Gala L/ay at Peaks’ Island.
The Forest City Steamboat
Company are determined to give the public a first-class enter-

identified as that of Jack Turner, a
pedler belonging in Bangor. He bad been od
a protracted Bpree.

was

Cold Day.

Yesterday morning

was a cold one for the
season, The mercury fell to 13° at sunrise,
and there were frosts reported at Pine Point,
Scarboro and Cape Elizabeth. In the afternoon it grew warmer.

been put in excellent condition and dancing
will begin at 10 a. m., 2 and 8 p. m., with
Persons not holding Formusio by Chandler.
est City tickets must pay an admission fee to
dance. The display of fireworks in the evening will surpass all former efforts. Save money
by getting tiokets over the Forest City line
with amusement tickets free. Boats run every
30 minutes.

KAILWAY NOTES.
Grand Trunk-

Tbe Nashua Telegraph says: "A rumor
prevailed in Boston on Thursday that the
Grand Trunk railroad had offered to lease the
Boston & Lowell railroad at 0J per cent. The
is not confirmed, but there is no doubt
that the Grand Trunk, a foreign corporation
under a foreign flag, is figuring for the strate-

rumor

gic control

of this end of its great through
If it should succeed, it would be a
stinging commentary on the delay of the New
Hampshire Legislature to grant authority for
forming one strong New Hampshire line from
Wells River to Boston.”
line.

Minor Notes.
From Vanceboro' to Baugor, along the line
of the Maine Central railroad, a substantial
wire fenoe, consisting of cedar posts and fourbarbed wires, is being built.
The New Brunswick Railway Company
have a large force of men at work at McAdam
Junction uuder the managemeut of Mechanical Superintendent Thomas Burpee. Several
new
buildings, including additions kto the
station building,
new
telegraph office, oil
houses, machine shops, eto., are being erected.
All but two of the men have been transferred
from Gibson, and all repairs to cars will hereafter be made at McAdam Junction or St.
John. The final location of the main workshops has not yet been settled. McAdam
would be chosen but for its rocky soil aud
backwoods surroundings.
School Committee.
The regular monthly meeting of the School
Board occurred last evening, Hla Honor the
Mayor presiding. All the members of the
Board were present.
The records of the meetings of the month
read and approved.
The Superintendent of Schools reported to
the Board that teachers have, so far as eleoted,

were

accepted

their

positions;

also

list of the va-

a

cancies now existing.
Pay roll and bills amounting to £150.75 were
read and approved.
Dr. Files recommended Nelsine I. Asgerson
as

primary assistant in the West school, and
was elected to that position.
Voted, That the matter of filling the vacan-

she

cy in the Grammar department of the West
School be referred to the supervisors of that
sohool with power.
Mr. Briggs reported that the supervisors of
the North school have employed Miss Emma X.
Fassett as temporary teacher in the North
school, and this action was approved; he also
recommended for election to the primary department of that school Anita L. Fox and
Alice M. Wyer, and they were elected.

On recommendation of Mr. Brewer, Miss
Fannie I. Knight was, by vote, transferred to
of the new rooms in the Monumeut street
school; also, on his recommendation, Miss
Myra A. Eastman was eleoted ^primary assistant in the Shailer school.
Mr. A. E. Chase was elected principal, and

one

Arthur B. Morrill first assistant of the

High

school, at their former salaries.
The following resolution, offered by Mr.
Briggs, was adopted by a vote of 4 to 3:
Reiolced, That it is the sense and feeling of
this board that the supervisors of the Butler

Beal Estate Transfers.

Brldgton—George
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Charlotte Bird to Richard C. Gay, land.
Consideration $140.
Harpswell—Thomas W. Dubee to George H.
Johnson, land Consideration $260.
Sebago—William Haley to Aubrey M. Whitney, laud. Consideration $5.
Brunswick—William P. Leavitt to Alfred
J. Booker, land. Consideration $60.
Cumberland Fair.
The Cumberland Farmers’ Club will bold
their annual fair at West Cumberland, Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 20th and 27th, the
next week after the State Fair.
At the present outlook there will be a large
quantity of
fruit aud vegetables and fancy articles, and
the quantity of stock will be larger than
preceding years. There exists quite a feeling between the towns of Falmouth and Cumberland us to which shall get the most and best
oxen in the town teams.
A pleasant day will
bring a good fair.
Fire on Free Street.
The alarm from box 28 was caused last night
by the falling of a hall lamp in the house on
Free street near the head of Cotton
street,
owned by Andrew Mulnlx aud occupied
a

by

family

named Dabmor. The lamp broke and
set fire to the hall carpet. The
damage was
trilling and the fire extinguished before any
water was pul on by the englues.
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Harry Curtis, aged about 14 years, the son of
Samuel Curtis of Topsbam, was drowned this
afternoon while bathing in the Androscoggin
river.
WASHINGTON
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CITY

All our
to be

55 cents.
best Damask to be marked-down
closed this week if possible.

Slriped Parasols ami were never
by the Manufacturers for less than $1.75.

PARASOLS S2.00.

(ii this lot there is the best assort*
inent we ever offered at tills price,

Lace Trimmed Fancy Par-HLaced Trimmed Fancy Par-

asols, $3.00.

il

lined, $1.50.

proposed amendments to the Bv Laws, will
before this meeting for action.
M. N. RICH, Secretary.

H

TLo

'mill

relating to the protection of the

Ordinance

Public Grounds of the City.
AN
Be it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and

Com-

Council of the City of Portland in City Council assembled as follows:
Section I.—No loaded drav, wagon, cart or other
vehicle, shall be allowed to pass over or through the
roadways or grass plats, within any of the parks or
public grounds belonging to the city, without the
written consent of the Mayor or Chairman of the
Committee on Cemeteries aud Public Grounds, expressly given therefor.
Section 2.—No person shall cut, mar, deface or
destroy auy seat or stand, or any other structure
erected by or belonging to City of Portland, in or
upon any street, promenade, park or auy of the pub
lie grounds of the city, nor out, deface or destroy,
or carry away any tree, shrub or plant within such
parks or public grounds.
Section 3
Any person violating this Ordinance
shall be subject to a penalty of ten dollars for each
mon

In Common
Read and
Attest:

BROS.

Council, August 6, 1883,
passed to be ordained in concurrence.
SAMUEL B. KELSEY, President of

the Common Counoil.

Approved August 9,1883.
dlt
A true

_

augl7

*

J. W. DEERING, Mayor
copy. Attest:
GEO. C. BURGESS, City Clerk.
d2w

»w> unlit

apply

OFFICE,
aug28

|

Jtt

convenient tenement of six or
in a central location.
Address N. J. Press office, stating
price and location.
a

seven rooms

2.

%

2

aug28
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For Mule.
Engine, Shafting, pulleys and belts.
at
184 and 186 Commercial St., or
Enquire
address Box 1436, Portland, Me.
au28eodtf

BOfLEll,

o

M

On motion of Mr. Fox it was
Voted, That this report of Col. Merrill, together with that of Mr. Briggs on Industrial
Education In the
public schools, be presented
to the Board in print at the next
meeting.
The Bubject of "Instruction in Arithmetic,
and the proper text-book to be need,” was referred to the Committee on Text Books and
Course of Study, to consider and report.
Further examinations for the High 8ehool
were referred to the sub-Committee on Instruction in High 8chool.
The Secretary was authorized to give public
notice of the opening of the public schools,

On

Gold Bracelet Lost.
Sunday evening, between State

Urnnklia afreet*.
by leaving

warded

liOKT AND

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT.

FOUND.

Lost.
Saccarappa and Libby’s Beach a box
The
of surgical instruments. (Catheters )
tinder will be rewarded by sending to J. L. HOUR,
M. D.. Saccarappa, Me.
aug25eod3t*

BETWEEN
Left

or

Lost—$2.00 Reward.

A package of Clothing, Friday, V7tb.
Above will be paid if left at the Press Office.
aug25d3t

Boob

We 'lull Mine our Great Gale of
5.000 yards best Cocheco Print at
.5c.
1.000 “ 17 in. cot. Huck Crash
3
14“
all linen Crash,
1,000
4
16“
1,000 “
bleached crash, 6
“
18 «
1.000
7
Crash,
500
18“
Glass Toweling,
9
“
500
16
Russia Crash,
10
1 lot of 56 in. Loom Dama«k,
25
1 bale 4.4 bro. Sheeting,
5

“

“

“

“

“

1 case 4-4 bleached “
1 “ 50c White Red Spreads
“
1 “ Marseilles
lbs.
Choice
1.00
Batting at

“

“

“

“

A.

QUINCY,
Il

Huh..,.

yard
“

per

“

wm.

he finder will
So North *’.

and

be

re-

at

dSt*

Ito.D.
11, Primer.
.
Exchange Street

-I

em-

and for

partfeu

ars

call

on

or

address

CH AS. w. THOMPoON, 386 Congress St., Room 2.
aug28
dtf

Bioh Bradbury.

A.

BRADBURY &

tv. Bradbury

BRADBURY,

Counsellors

at

Law.

34 Exchange Street,
Jy27

|

«

“

“

THE AGONIES OF

“

“

THE

“

“

«

“

“

“

B1LOCE COLIC,

INDESCRIBABLE PANGS OF CHRONIC
INDIGESTION, THE DEBILITY AND MENTAL
STUPOR RESULTING FROM A COSTIVE HABIT, MAY BE CERTAINLY AVOIDED BY REGULATING THE SYSTEM WITH THAT AGREEABLE AND REFRESHING STANDARD PREPARATION, TAHBANT'S WELTZFtt AHE.
KIEAT. PROCURABLE AT ALL DRUGGISTS

38c each
$1.00

Th,S*T2w

a«g23

8c per lb

d3m

Briggs,

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR
—

American Ac

OF

—

Foreign Parent*.

No. 93 Exchange

St, Portland.

All business relating to
faithfully executed.

THOSE

EASTMAN BROSi BANCROFT WantinG
aug26

Me.

Patents promptly and

Jul2dtf

be

saved

Greenwood Garden.
In the LIVING EXPENSES Of
This afternoon and eveniug the grand naval
battle will occur in the harbor opposite Greenthe Faintly
wood Garden. It promises |to be a brilliant
by tho U80 of Hex Magxi-r, Tlio Hnmlston Food
spectacle and should be seen by all. Chan- Preservative. It preserves Meat. Fish, Milk, Cream,
Egg* and all kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweet
dler’s full band has been engaged for the occafor weeks, even in tho hottest weather. This can
be proved by tbe testimonials of hundreds who have
sion and will furnish music both afternoon
tried it. You can prove it for yourself for 50 cents.
|
and evening. Boats will run every half hour
You will find that this is an article which will save
and to assure a comfortable passage to all, and
you a great deal of money.
NO NOUBEO MILK.
no crowding, the ^General Bartlett has been
NO SPOILED HERAT.
chartered by the managers of the Emita and
NO NTAI,R EACH.
will commence making hourly trips at 1.30
p.
It will keep them fresh and sweet for many
days
m. from FraDklin wharf.
and does not Impart the slightest foreign taste to
Remember that a
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
ticket by either tbo Emita or General Bartlett
a child can follow the directions, is as harmless as
will admit to all the attractions todny.
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound of
meal, fish, batter or cheese or to nqu rt of milk.
This is no humbug; it is endorsed bv
uc men ns
A Fact.
Prof Sam’l \V. Johnson of Vale College
Sold by
A well known Grand Trank official from the
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express (as we prefer) on receipt of price.
west, was enjoying a bath one day last week
Name your express office. Vlandino brand for n.eat;
on the eart side of Peaks’
Wave for fish and seafood; Snow Flake for
Island; ha had care- Ocean butter
and
milk,
Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
fully placed his shoes’tied together, above high and Anti-Mold, 50ccheese;
per ib. each. Pearl tor cream;
water mark as he supposed, but a noble old
Queen for eggs, and Aqua Vlfc® for fluid oxtraots,
$1 per lb. often.
roller carried them off to sea.
An incoming
The Htuniston Food Preserving: Co.,
fisherman towed them in and made them fast
7‘i 14.11,ItV NTBI'ET, BOSTON, MAM.
to one of the spindles at White Head, and has
P«*r sale by S. S, Sleeper A Co.,
Cobb, Bates A
left word at the post office that the owner of
Yerxa. Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Co..
Goo. C. Goodwin & Co., Ware A Hastings Bros garthe dismasted "Catamaran” trav find It at the
ter Harris & Hawley and Weeks A
Potter, Boston,
place indicated—Canadian bottoms marked
JyStXiAwlm
M M.

AT
SOMETHING HATS
jxr e w.
CAN SEE
COST
I have just received
number of Instanlarge
A FINE
FOR
taneous Photographs of
Yachting and Marine
the
Views, which
30 DAYS finest
SelectioN
shown in
Portland. Call and
I
still sellSTRAW them.
TO-DAY
ing Artist’s Materials,
Pictures and Frames, at
greatly reduced rates,
HATS.
make
for Fall
Some 25 Different Stylesgoods.
all New Shapes.
LIGHT
J. T. STUBBS,
SOFT
400 Congress St.
MERRY,
tlatter,
AND
237 Middle Street.
SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.
STIFF CM III DOI11
are

ever

see

am

to

score

of 20

The game between the Emmetts and Mystics on the Promenade yesterday resulted in a
victory for the Emmetts by a large score.
Stoddard.

Stoddardi the lecturer, will open a series of
tainment at any cost and have completed arfive nights at City Hall, October 15th, alterrangements for a grand time today.
There nate Mondays. His subjects will be the capiwill be two performances at the
Theatre; also tals of Europe: Madrid and Lisbon, Vienna,
sack, wheelbarrow and potato races in the af- Berlin, Constantinople,
and
Paris.
Mr.
ternoon.
The mammoth platform has just North was in the city yesterday.
|

room

dtf

A Jui'ice niid'elegantj assortment

HATS.
PIANO COVERS,
SILK
HATS. PIANO and ORGAN
GLOVES Samuel Thurston
TRUNKS
AND
ntlonhhlnelT

low

the

prices

at

Wareroouis of

3 Free St Block, PORTLAND.

(No. 3.1

mer

leaning.

LORIKG, SHORT & HARMON.
728

CoMgreM St.,opp Preble Home.

AT

—

13 MARKET
■ANDFACTORKg

SQ.,

(DAILY)

Caramels,
Lime Juice

variety.

Tablets,

Fine Chocolate;Drops

COE,

—

A

Groat

AND

—

Variety of Ollier Cir stConfectionery.

eins

THE

GIVL Him A CALL!
my 30

HATTER
197 Middle Street.
aug4

dtf

TOURISTS AND TRAVELIERS.

notii

Tourists

WINES &

m

and others
anything in the line of

needing

1IQU0US Boots, Shoes, Slippers, &e.,

of all kind., in tile

ORIGINAL PACKAGES
-FOR SALE

BY

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

410 NEW NO. FORE MT11KET, PORT-

it

will find

advantageous

to

call at the

PEOPLE’S SHOE STORE,

Opposite the Preble House,
480

LAND. MAINE.

Congress

S

eodtf

SAVE YOUR IWOYEY
—

and

place

it in

an

—

ENDOWMENT POLICY

HOME
COMPANY.
□ The
UNION MUTUAL, LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of this city, is now la its THIRTYFIFTH \*EAR, and at no time has It been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or more successful.
last \ear was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSETS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POLICY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

Summit

Mineral

auglO

FOR

A

HOME

eodlfit

MASS. INSTITUTE OP TECHNOLOGY,
BOSTON.

Regular four-year courses in Civil, Mechanical ana
Mining Engineering, Architecture, Chemistry, Physics, Natural History, etc. Students are also admitted to partial

or special courses.
School of Me*
cbanic Arts for instruction in English, Drawing,
Mathematics and shopwork. Nutt school year begins Sept. 24. 1883. Entrance examinations Sept.
18 and ID, at 9 a. m.

WERSTER WELLS. Secretary.
FRANCIS A. WALKER, President.
T&S4w
augl4

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes
—

AND

—

School for Yount; Ladles and Children,
—WILL KK-OPKN—

HEPT. I Nth, at »« PA KK AT.
Arithmetic is taught by the Prlno^ %1 and special
attention is given to all English branches.
Occasional lectures will be given dr ing the year
upon subjects connected with the set ol work and
there will be the following courses of t wenty lectures
each; on Phymiologv, by I)k. Sak£H Ellbm Palmeb; on Natural if i*tory, by Du. Chaklks D.
Smith; on the ftli-tory of Art by Mrs. Caswell;
in tlie French l.angunge by Moms. DbPoybm.
For circulars and to engage seats apply at 98
Park street. after Aug 16tn. Mrs. Cstwelf will be
at home to business callers on Wedne days.

aug7eodtoetl

School for Boys and Girls.
CHAN, Ji. HRKBV will open Sep\f KN.
teruber 24tb. at 119 Winter

kngliab

street,

Tho Union Mutual Life Insurance
Company, in 1882, issued 258
policies in Maine, about one fourth
of the entire number issued in this
State by neai ly thirty companies.
It is popu'ar with the People, the
largest tinam 'al institution of any
kiud in this State, and this is a
good opportunity for flrst-class
men to become connected with it.

Apply at Company’s office, to

J. P.
Manager

FERRIS,
for Me. & N. H.

SH^Communications treated confidentially when
•oaesiroi. Gentleman who would like to advance
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite company
who*e popular features ana phenomenal success
guarantee llbeial remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that tho largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in s curing and building up a perm a
nent business.
may8eodt(

FISTULA AND PILES

Proprietors.

school

MISS SARGENT’S SCHOOL
KINDERGARTEN
BE-

-FOR PARTICULARS ADDRESS—

148 Spring Street.

MISS MORGAN’S

PORTSMOUTH,
H.Jlyl2eod3m

Westbrook Seminary anti Female College
Couraea of Inctruction—Common Kn,llsh, one
year; Higher English, including Business Course,
three years; College Preparatoxy, Ladies’ Collegi-

Scientific, each four year*.
Experienced Teachers, good accommodations, low
prices. First (Fall) Term (1883) begins TUESDAY,
SEFT. 4th; ends Friday, Dec. 7th.
ate.

Address

J. P.

augl-dtsep3

WESTON, President,

Westbrook Seminary, Deering, Me.

eodti

to

private pnpila by the snUcriber

J. W.

COLCORD,

143 Pearl Street.
dtf

£an24
WANTS.

Wanted.

A

LADY of good address, to cuirass and take orders. Salary paid. Address, stating present
“A.

B.,"

Box

672, Portland,

Me.

dlw*

To do general honsework.
at 39 Union Street.

Inquire
ang253f

CANVASSERS WANTED
in Portland

and all towns in the
county. Apply to Hartford Mutual Health and Accident Association, 385 Congress street, Hoorn A.
C. H THOMPSON. AgentX

dtfV

WANTED IMMEDIATELY.
Four Coat and Two Pest Maker*.
L. C. lOUNG,
Merchant Tailor.
Woodfords’, Me._
aug22dlm
GIBUS WANTED.
Portland Star Match Co.,
Commercial Street.

\

West

my!2-dtf
HEETING9.

AGED BROTHERHOOD.
annual meeting of the Aged Brotherhood of
Portland, for the choice of officers, and other
legal business, will be held in the reception room,
of the City Hall, on Friday afternoon, August
81st,
at 4 o’clock. The Treasurer will be ready to
give
receipts for the annual assessment of one dollar, to

THE

any who have not paid.
;tu27dul
WILLIAM J.

THE

SMITH, Secretary,
Maine Association.
Annual Meeting of the Maine Association of

the New church will be held at the church of
the New Jerusalem in Bath, at 10 o’clock a. m. on
Saturday, Sept. 1st, 1883. The meetings will be
continued through the following Sabbath. Those
proposing to attend are requested to send their
names as early
as convenient to S. F. Dike, that
provision may be made for their entertainment. Ail
friends are cordially invited.
S. F. DIKE, President.

Bath, Aug. 3, 1883.

aug4eodtd

Annual Meeting Westbrook Manuf’g Co.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of tks
THEWestbrookthe
Manufacturing Co. for the ehoiee
of officers
transaction of
other

and
businsM
any
that may legally come before them, will be held at
thsir office No. 10 Central Wharf, on Thursday.
Aug. 30, 1883, at 3 o'clock p. m.
WM. R. WOOD, Clerk.
Aug. 23, 1883.
a«23
dtd

FOR

SALE.

For Sale.
YACHT. Thirty three feet Ion*,
eleven feet breadth. Inquire of
A. L. JOHNSON,
aug22dtfNo. 6, Custom House Wharf.

SCHOONER

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bought and ro'd by
W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
»ug21dtf

Building

First Class Suburban Residence For Sale.
a dozen rooms; Five rooms on first
floor all finished in black walnut and
oak, nice
cellar and f rnace, large brick cistern that will
hold 75 hog heads filtered water. The lot contains
one acre, ui >n which is a good stable, also
appls,
pear and pit tn trees and smAll fruits. The house is
in nice repair and will be sold on very favorable

CONTAINS

terms.
hour.

The horse

cars

pass

the door every
WM. H. JERRIS.

August 17,1883._
aug!7d3w«
Brb k House for Sale.
pleasantly and centrally located three to filed briek dwelling house on the weaterly eorner of

able to the

Cumberland street*. Terms favorApply to WM. H. JERRIS.
dtf

purchaser.

■»”gU_

Brick House for Sale.
No. I20 Pleasant Street, second west of
Containe nine rooms, bath room
$4,000. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.
August 4,1883._
auddtf

HOUSE
High street,
&e.
Price

For Sale.
Hyperion 306 ton* Register, rate 1V4.
good order. For particulars inquire of

BP.IO

In

Jyl2dttB. J. WILLARD.

TWIN COTTAGE
FOR HALF.
the moet desirable location at FERRY BEACH
within two minutes walk of the Bat View
Horse. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and partteulars, Inquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.

IN

lnBdtf
For Sale.

Carleton and Braekett
HOUSE
merly occupied by Joshua Hobbs.
eomer

Sts
forTnaulre of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
»p7dtfso. 30 Market Street.

Farm For Sale or To
of the best farms in the County of Cumberland, situated tn Cape
known as the
“Brooks Farm” will be sold at a great bar train
q
L. CARLETON, Atfy at Law,
anJmarMdtf

Let.

ONE

Elisabeth;

isl MnhiTe import

Me._

Cured without the Use of the Knife.
WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harvard, 18421, and
ROBERT M. READ (M. D., llaivard, 187b'), 41

Somhtwi Kirt-rt, Bouton, give special attenttor
to tho treatment of FISTULA, PI I.KM A IN I)
ALL DIVKANEN OF TIIK KKUTl.’l,
without detection from business. Abundant refer
onces given.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Offlee Hour- 12 o 4 o’olook P. M. (except Sun
ays)
feblOdlvr

Advertising Avents,

Jyl8

a

for children from six to ten years old.
Special care will be given to teaching young children to read. CThmm«-» in Mewing oa Saturday*.
Pupils from other schools will l>e admitted to the*#
classes and will be advanced as in any other branch
of study.
Apply on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday moroingp
after Sept. 16tb. For circular*, address 119 Winter street.
auglSdlwteodtf

Com panY THE
Pearl and

W.W. SHARPE A CO..

Spring Water,

HARRISON, MAINE.

WORK

.

Also, Ucnerai;Managnre for New|Kngland,
FOR THE CELEBRATED

PROM
dim

—

We shall sell the above goods at cost, to
reduce our immense stock. Our stock
of Hammocks ami Reach Hats is complete. Also Silk Umbrellas in gront

IMPORTED

Portland and Vicinity—Illustrated.
Monnt Desert—with Photographs.
White Mountain Guides—Illustrated.
Hubbard’s Moosehead Lake GuideIllustrated.
Osgood’s and Appleton’* Guides.
Railroad Map Northern New ICnglnnd.
Map of Portland.
Map of Mt. Desert.
Hubbard’s Map Northern Maine.
Township Maps of Maine.
Map of White Mountains.
Also un excellent assortment of sum*

C. 0. HUDSON

BAGS.

GUIDE BOOKS.

Base Ball.
The Falmouth Hotel waiters played the
Preble House waiters a return match on the
Rochester grounds yestorday afternoon. The

SCHOOL^.

Farmingiea, 3I»i»«ABBOTT, Principal.

BLCK,

GIRL WANTED

a

S200 A YEAR
c_a_:n"

/»BBQTT FAMILY

occupation,
augz7

FALL

WILL YOU CALL

Monday, Sept. 10.

_

Instruction in English and Class,
icat Studies

SALE TO BEGIN AT 8 O'CLOCK

at

OKTl.AND, MAINE,

Herbert G.

ED1CATIONAL.

Begins tenth year, September 20.

aug25

BUSINESS CARDS.

O' W* AXXB»

Regular sale of Furniture and Genera Merohai*
dise every Laturday, commencing at 10 O'BOtk l«
m.
Consignments solicited

N.

Tlao

Wanted.
and Ladies in the city and country
GENTLEMEN
towns. A light, agreeable aud profi able

18 Bid

4nlt«re«m
V. O. BAILBY,

RE-OPENED SEPTEMBER 19.
Miss Proctor continuing the charge of the Kindergarten.

Binder.

“

6

J

r7o. BAILEY & CO.,
Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

-WILL
BUSINESS DIKE CTO BY.

ang36

ployment,

_hi

aug28

1YJL

a

I

Daily
7 Ad.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres’t and Gen. Man. M. C. B. B.
F.o. IIAILEV A CO., AuctimaMra,

aug9

City of Portland.

violation thereof.
In Hoard of Mayor and Aldermen, August *>, 1883.
Read aud passed to be Ordained and sent down
for concurrence.
Attest:
J. W. DEERING, Mayor.

any
once

a

freight,

of
yertUer.

—

Our Snlin Parasols are extra good qualities, nnd
lady who will have any use for one should cull ut

HINES

.hall .ell on Thursday,

August |30, at 10 a.
WE
m., at No. 5 Central Wharf, Portland,
lot
Ac. See notice In
unclaimed

LITTLE

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and
Eighty Three.

are

BLACK SATIN

ADVERTINEnENTN.

FREIGHT

|1Y ATICTION.

Addrora A. H.

only

on

5
s

I

a

47 l-2c

the above at a reduction from former prices and would call the attention of Builders and investors to same.
au2Seod2w*
B. SHAW, 46 V2 Exchange St.

S

B

by the former by

was

offering

aro

aug28eodtf

of reading, and on political economy
first and second year to fourth and third

was won

sold

on

PUA, *

Laboratory work in chemistry during the
first term of the third class in afternoon once
or twice a week.
Manual Training—A room to be fitted with
benches and tools sufficient for twenty boys; a
small amount of lumber to be provided. Those
of the fourth class who elect this subject are to
be formed into divisions of not more than
twenty each, under a regular teacher for discipline, and a skilled carpenter for teaching. Instruction to be given twice a week for one hour
each session in the afternoon in the var.ous operations of wood working, and as the experiment proves successful arrangements to be
made for further progress.
Charles B. Mkrk ll, 1 Of Committee
Charles O. Files,
j on Instruction.

game
to 8.

“

large

UNCLAIMED

given

ate from the land If desired. For terms, Ac
to GYRUS F. DAVIS, West Buxton, Maine.

English literature, declamation, reading and
spelling on Saturdays.
"Talks” on preservation of health, on a
duriDg

These

Cumberland, Sherman, Grant and
LAND
Portland Streets, also in various locations
Hill. We

Munjoy

REMARKS.

course

ai

the

FOR SALE.

REIT WANTED.
About the middle of September,

! If
8
3 I

Ked Table
lOc per yd.

Turkey

Daumsk

$2iQ0.gpAiiAsojLjS[ $J.00

NEW ADVEKTlHEHENTjl.

I I

j

pieces

The wholesale price of these goods

Sliplitlv Moiled Napkins in One
qusiiilics «t prices to closes

The great run of herriug in
Passamaquoddy
The sardine factories get all
Bay continues.
the fish they want at a uominal price and cannot take all that is offered.

Closed Until October 13.
dtf

: : :
: :
S
§ -‘ :
S’ ■: Si
s 3 g 2 ^

1.50
2.00

«

10

“

“

all

located, in drygoods, Fancy aud other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two
Iron
and
Brick
Safe, EleCounting rooms,
vator, Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all in perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON J64
Brackett St. where the keys inaylbe found.
are

50 pieces KxtruWide Red Damask
in remnants und purt pieces

men.

|

~

o

COUNTY.

Wm. C. Moudie of Calais, who was sentenced at the last October term of the
Supreme
Judicial Court to three years in state prison,
for assault upon his wife, has been
granted a
pardon by tbo Governor aud Council.
C. A. McCullough, Esq., of the firm of McCulloQgh & Tail of Calais, returned from
Providence, R. I., Thursday morning, where
he signed a contract with Lockwood, Greene
& Co., mill engineers, for the
castings for a
large cotton mill in Aurora, 111. This is the
fourth cotton mill contract tnisfirm has taken
Ihe contract was secured in
competition with

sslssg

J

125“

50c per doz

$1.25

the Poet Office where
BELOW
Wholesale Jobbing Houses

SAGADAHOC COUNTY.

A house occupied by Audrew Alexander,
most of the furniture and a
carriage house,
situated ou the Langdon road, about a mile
from Richmond, were entirely
destroyed by
lire at 2 o’clock yesterday
moriiing. The supposed cause was a spark from the chimney.
Loss uukuowu. Insurance $700 on bouse
and
furniture.

rfjr
s

“

One week from yesterday, Mrs.
Mary Young
of Bangor, will reach her one hundredth
birthday, and the ceuteunial occasion will be
celebrated by a reunion of her descendants.
Five generations will be present.

I

si

Napkins

_

28

COUNTY.

M

£

week, beginning this morning we shall augour closing-out sale by giving extra
bargains in this entire department.

Black Brocade Parasols,

B

I t it

40 doz. White Linen
a*
“
“
06 “
“
“
“
100

NEWS.

ii»c,ot- Country Home.
Homestead of the late Oliver Dow, situated
at West Buxton Village, on the Saco River:
containing fifty acres exsellent land, two story
brick hon^e and UL” bare, stable, wood bouse, ice

l3 3 3 3 5 3 ^
W333.3.5 I

5 f

ono

ment

asols, $2.50.

THE

=

sill!",

For

TOLET.
Store Nos. 117 &119 Middle St.

For Sale.

fsssss

fi

sale Stock.

experienced in
storms, and oxteuds, as it Heems, to the very
depths of the isl !nd. An old fibberm*!) wus
of the opinion that some great convulsion of
nature would take place that would result in
sinking that portiou of the island.

Boarding

i

££
is S &' § 3

Table Damask!

m

ABOUT

Very <i durable Stand for Hotel, Summer

a

«

,r-

Oct. l«t, Hon.e No. 259 Vanghan St.
9 rooms, partly furuislied if desired.
dtf
aug27

To Let.
Five rooms at 19 Tyny Street.
Old number.
d3t
aug27

alarming

►

—

bargains!
TURKEY RED

To be Closed out of Whole-

LINCOLN COUNTY.
that the whole of the eastern

«il Is_

To Let.

LINEN NAPKINS
■*

armour Run.

TO LET.

au28dtd

£ £

£22

rInes bros!’

side of Monhegau I«laud rooks like a
boat. It
has grown bo
of late that numbers of
the families have removed to the
opposite side
of the islaud.
The motion is

The

mS&o

a.

John R.

IDTBKTHEnENTI.

come

II1®
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a

to

THE
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ifsirs,s
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3
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tif

Hilton

Citizens mutual Relief Society.
stated meeting -or August will be held at
Reception Hall, next t riday evening, at 8
o’clock, 31st. The Directors meet at 7Va o’clock.

2?

A

W.

Batchelder, land. Consideration $400.
Casco—Richard C. Gay to Solomon M. Gay,
land. Conssderation $76.

school do not select Mr. Geo. H. Bliss as temporary teacher in the Butler school.
Col. Merrill asked to be relieved from further service as supervisor of the Butler school,
and his request was gTanted.
Col. Merrill, chairman of the sub-committee
on instruction in the High school, introduced
the following report on the course of study in
the High school:

*r\V

The following transfers of real estate In this
county have been recorded at the Registry ef
Deeds:

‘I PARK HOW,
NEW|YOUK
Advertisements written appropriately display©
and
proofs given, free of charge.
|
The leading Daily and Weealy Newspapers ol the
United States and CanAda, kept on file for theacoom
I notation of Advertisers.

Photographer,Fine Portraits'
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